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PREFACE.

The nucleus of this volume was a selection

of short passages, published under the title of

•' A Book of Thoughts," and now out of print.

Additional gleanings from the inisccHanca of

my note-books have been interspersed through

the original collection, with the hope that the

casket may be found, in its enlarged form, a

suitable contribution to the Golden Treasury

Series.

H. A.
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PART I.



J'ecrirai ici mes pensees sans ordre, et non

pas peut-etre dans une confusion sans dessein:

c'est le veritable ordre, et qui marquera toujours

mon objet par le desordre meme.
FiVscaL



GOLDEN THOUGHTS.

WHAT TO PUT FIRST IN A BOOK.

La derniere chose qu'on trouve en faisant

iin oLivrage est de savoir celle qu'il faut

mettre la premiere.*
Pascal.

OF STORING THOUGHTS.

In the course of our reading we should lay

up in our minds a store of goodly thoughts

in well-wrought words, which should be a

living treasure of knowledge always with us,

and from which, at various times, and amidst

all the shifting of circumstances, we might be

* Translations are appended at the end of the volume.
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sure of drawing some comfort, guidance, and

sympatliy.
Arthur Helps.

CRITICISM.

5)ie .ftritif ninimt oft beiii 35aumc SRaupen unr>

3SIut§en mit einanber.

Jean Paul Richtcr.

CRITICISM.

Le plaisir de la critique nous ote celui

d'etre vivement touche' de tres-belles choses.

La Bruycrc

PLEASING THE xMANY.

.ftannft 2)u nid>t Qltten gefattcn burc^ beinc X^^i

unb bein .^unfiircrf,

S'tact)' eg QBenigen rec^t ; 'Xnelen gefatlen ijl [d^Iimm.

Schiller.

SUCCESS.

Success is full of promise till men get it

:

and then it is a last year's nest, from which

the bird has flown.
//, // Beechcr

J
i
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SUCCESS.

Le succes de la plupart des choses depend

de savoir combien il faut de temps pour

reiissir.

Montesquieu.

HAPPINESS.

Si on ne voulait qii'etre heiireiix, cela serait

bientot fait : mais on veut etre plus heureux que

les autres ; et cela est presque toujours difficile,

parce que nous croyons les autres plus heureux

qu'ils ne sont.
Montesquieu.

HURRY AND DESPATCH.

No two things differ more than hurry and

despatch. Hurry is the mark of a weak

mind, despatch of a strong one. A weak

man in office, like a squirrel in a cage, is

labouring eternally, but to no purpose, and

in constant motion, without getting on a jot:

like a turnstile, he is in every body's way,

but stops nobody : he talks a great deal.
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but says very little ; looks into everything,

but sees into nothing ; and has a hundred

irons in the fire, but very few of them are

hot, and with these few that are he bums

his fingers.

Colton.

SINCERITY.

Sincerity is an excellent instrument for the

speedy despatch of business-

Tillotson.

OUR CHIEF BUSINESS WITH REGARD TO OUR

CALLING.

Nous devons travailler a nous rendre tres-

dignes de quelque emploi : le reste ne nous

regarde point, c'est I'afiaire des autres.

La Bntycre

FORTUNE.

Fortune is like a market, where many times

ifvou wait a little the price will fall.

Baco)t
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FAME.

Those who despise fome seldom deserve it.

^^'e are apt to undervahie the purchase we

cannot reach, to conceal our poverty the better.

It is a spark which kindles upon the best fuel,

and bums brightest in the bravest breast.

yercmy Collier.

DESIRE OF FAME.

But further, this desire of fame naturally

betrays the ambitious man into such indecen-

cies as are lessening to his reputation. He is

still afraid lest any of his actions should be

thrown away in private, lest his deserts should

be concealed from the notice of the world, or

recei\'e any disadvantage from the reports which

others make of them. This often sets him on

empty boasts and ostentations of himself, and

betrays him into vain fantastic recitals of his

own performances : his discourse generally leans

one way, and whatever is the subject of it, tends
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obliquely either to the detracting from others,

or to the extolling of himself Vanity is the

natural weakness of an ambitious man. which

exposes him to the secret scorn and derision of

those he converses with, and ruins the character

he is so industrious to advance by it.

Addison.

EQUALITY.

II est faux que I'e'galite' soit une loi tie la

nature. La nature n'a rien fait d'egal. Sa loi

souveraine est la subordination et la de'pen-

dence.

. I'auvcnargyics.

LIBERTY.

Liberty is to the collective body what health

is to every individual body. Without health no

pleasure can be tasted by man ; \vithout liberty

no happiness can be enjoyed by society.

Bolitigbrpke.
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MEDIOCRITY.

L'art (le savoir bien mettre en ceu\Te de

mediocres qualite's nous donne souvent plus

de reputation que le veritable merite.

La Rochefoucauld.

PARVENUS.

On oublie I'origine d'un parvenu s'il s'en

souvient ; on s'en souvient s'il I'oublie.

Pctit-Scjin.

ARISTOCRACY.

L'aristocracie a trois ages successifs : I'age

des superiorites, I'age des privile'ges, I'age des

vanites ; sortie du premier, elle de'ge'nere dans

le second et s'e'teint dans le dernier.

Chateaubriami.

HONOUR.

L'honneur ressemble a I'oeil, qui ne saurait

souffrir la moindre impurite sans s'alte'rer : c'est
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une pierre precieuse dont le moindre defaut

(liminue le prix.

Bossitct.

SELF-ESTEEM.

II y a aiitant de vices qui viennent de ce

qu'on ne s'estime pas assez que de ce qu'on

s'estime trop.

Montesquieu.

VANITY.

Ce qui nous rend la vanite si insupportable

c'est qu'elle blesse la notre.

La Rochefoucauld.

APOLOGIZING.

A very desperate habit ; one that is rareh-

cured. Apology is only egotism wrong side

out. Nine times out of ten, the first thing a

man's companion knows of his short-comings is

from his apology.

O. ir. Holvies.
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AFFECTATION.

La moindre affectation est im vice.

Voltaire.

AFFECTATION.

On n'est jamais si ridicule par les qualites

que Ton a que par celles que Ton affecte d'avoir.

La RocIiefoucaiUd.

AFFECTATION.

Affectation in any part of our carriage is

lighting up a candle to our defects, and never

fails to make us to be taken notice of, either as

wanting sense or wanting sincerity.

Locke.

ECCENTRICITIES.

Oddities and singularities of behaviour may

attend genius ; when they do, they are its

misfortunes and its blemishes. The man of

true genius will be ashamed of them ; at least
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he will never affect to distinguish himself by

whimsical peculiarities.

Sir IVilliam Temple.

OF SEEMING-WISE.

It is a ridiculous thing, and fit for a satire to

persons of judgment, to see what shifts these

formalists have, and what prospectives, to make

superficies to seem body that hath depth and

bulk. Some are so close and reserved as they

will not show their wares but by a dark light,

and seem always to keep back somewhat : and

when they know within themselves that they

speak of that they do not well know, would

nevertheless seem to others to know of that of

which they may not well speak. Some help

themselves with countenance and gesture, and

are wise by signs ; as Cicero saith of Piso, that

when he answered him, he fetched one of his

brows up to his forehead, and bent the other

down to his chin : Respo7ides altera ad frontevi

sublato^ altera ad inentiuii depresso supereilio.

Bacon
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APPEARANCE. ^

5)u bift am 6nt)e—iva§ 5)u \i\\i.

(Sc|' ^ir ^^^eriicfen auf *oon SliilUonen ^ocfon,

(5e|' 5)einen 5u^ auf ettent;ol)e 8ocfen,

^u 6leibft bocf^ immer—irae 2)u ^ijl.

INFLUENCE OF EXTERNALS.

Si par exemple, celui cjui parle s'enonce avec

facilite, s'il garde une mesure agreable dans ses

periodes, s'il a I'air d'un honnete homme et

d'un homme d'esprit, si c'est une personne de

qualite, s'il est siiivi d'un grand train, s'il parle

avec autorite et avec gravite, si les autres

I'ecoutent avec respect et en silence, s'il a

quelque reputation, et quelque commerce avec

les esprits du premier ordre.—enfin, s'il est

assez heureux pour plaire ou pour etre estime'.

il aura raison dans tout ce qu'il avancera ; et

il n'y aura pas jusqu'a son collet et a ses man-

chettes, qui ne prouvent quelque chose.

MalebraticJic.
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IMITATIOX.

It is by imitation, far more than by precept,

that we learn everything ; and what we learn

thus we acquire not only more effectually,

but more pleasantly. This forms our man-

ners, our opinions, our lives.

Burke.

PRAISE.

Those who are greedy of praise, prove that

they are poor in merit.*

Pintarch.

PRAISE.

The praises that a man bestows must be

valued according to his habit in the matter of

praising; and adjectives which from one man
would mean much will disappoint-«from another.

Mnsson.

* This extract and those on pp. 43 and 210 are taken

from La Harpe's Lycee (p. 354). He gives neither the

original nor references.
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A GOOD FRUIT OF ENMITY.

Plutarch has written an essay on the benefits

which a man may receive from his enemies
;

and, among the good fruits of enmity mentions

this in particular, that by the reproaches which

it casts upon us, we see the worst side of

ourselves.

DETRACTION.

As by flattery a man opens his bosom to his

mortal enemy ; so by detraction and slander he

shuts the same to his best friends.

Bishop South.

DRESS.

En fait de parure il faut toujours rester au

dessous de ce qu'on peut.

j\Toiitesquieu.
•p

PRIDE OF DRESS.

On comprend la vanite des vetements dans

certains cas : le ]Mohican, vetu d'une ceinture
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faite des dievein res de ses ennemis tue's et

scalpe's ; Hercule, couvert de la peau du lion

de Ne'me'e, qu'il a e'toiiffe' : Apollon, orne des

ecailles du serpent Pidion, mort sous ses fleches,

peuvent s'enorgueillir de ces trophe'es. Mais

qu'un ele'gant de nos jours, vetu de la depouille

d'un belier innocent, ou d'un ver a soie qui ne

lui a pas resiste, marche la tete haute et regarde

les autres hommes avec de'dain, c'est ce qui

m'etonne toujours un peu.

Ka 7-r.

DISPLAY OF DRESS.

Vera ornamenta matronarum pudicitia non

vestes.

JhsHu.

DRESS OF THE AGED.

Une trop grande negligence comme une ex-

cessive parure dans les vieillards multiplient

leurs rides et font mieux voir leur caducite.

Ln Bruyere.
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DRESS OF THE AGED.

II y a dans les vetements propres et frais une

sorte de jeunesse dont les vieillards doivent

s'entourer.

Jotibert.

ELOQUENCE.

Fenelon says of Demosthenes : II se sert de

la parole, comme un homme modeste de son

habit, pour se vetir et non pour se parer.

MODESTY.

La modestie est au me'rite ce que les

ombres sont aux figures dans un tableau

elle lui donne de la force et du relief*"

La Briiyere.

* A just and reasonable modesty does not only recom-

mend eloquence, but sets off every great talent which a

man can be possessed of. It heightens all the \irtues

which it accompanies ; like the shades of paintings, it

raises and rounds ever}' figure, and makes the colours

more beautiful, though not so glowing as they would be

without it.

—

Addison {Spectator, Xo. 231).

6
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MODESTY.

Nulla reparabilis arte laesa pudicitia est.

Ovid.

MODESTY.

La pudeur sied bien a tout le monde ; mais il

faut savoir la vaincre et jamais la perdre.

Montesgitieu.

MODESTY.

Modesty is the appendage of sobriety, and is

to chastity, to temperance, and to humility, as

the fringes are to a garment
yereiny Taylor.

PRUDERY.

I.a pruderie qui survit. chez une femme, \

la jeunesse et a la beaute, me semble un

epouvantail pour les oiseaux, oublie dans les

champs apres la moisson.

Petit-Senn
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HUMILITY.

The fullest and best ears of com hang lowest

towards the ground.

BisJwp Reynolds.

HUMILITY.

Humility is the hall-mark of wisdom.

Jeremy Collier.

SHAME.

Ego ilium periisse dico, cui quidem periit

pudor.
Plautiis.

TALENT.

Voici comme je definis le talent : un don que

Dieu nous a fait en secret, et que nous revelons

sans le savoir.
Montesquieu.

GENIUS AND TALENT.

Genius looks to the cause and life ; it

proceeds from within outward, whilst talent
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goes from without inward. Talent finds its

models and methods and ends in society,

exists for exhibition, and goes to the soul only

for power to work. Genius is its own end,

and draws its means and the style of its

architecture from within, going abroad only

for audience and spectators, as we adapt our

voice and phrase to the distance and character

of the ear we speak to. All your learning of all

literature would never enable you to anticipate

one of its thoughts or expressions, and yet each

is natural and familiar as household words.

Evierson.

TACT.

Talent is power; tact is skill. Talent is

weight; tact is momentimi. Talent knows

what to do ; tact knows how to do it. Talent

makes a man respectable ; tact will make him

respected. 'Talent is wealth ; tact is ready

money. . . . Talent is pleased that it ought to

have succeeded ; tact is delighted that it has

succeeded. Talent toils for a posterity which
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1

will never repay it; tact throws away no pains,

but catches the passions of the passing hour.

Talent builds for eternity; tact for a short lease,

and gets good interest.

Atwn. C Atlas:')

OBSTACLES.

The block of granite which was an obstacle

in the pathway of the weak, becomes a stepping-

stone in the pathway of the strong.

Carlyle.

PROGRESS.

©g foil nic^t genvigen ba§ man <8d^ritte t:^ue

bie einj! jum 3^^^^ fii^ren, fonbern jeber @^ritt fott

3iet fein.

FLATTERY.

La flatterie est une fausse monnaie qui n'a

cours que par notre vanite'.

La Roc}iefo7icauld
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FLATTERY.

Flattery is often a traffic of mutual meanness,

where, although both parties intend deception,

neither is deceived.

Colton.

FLATTERY.

On croit quelquefois hair la flatterie ; mais on

ne hait que la maniere de flatter.

La Rochefoiicauld.

FLATTERY AND DEFAMATION.

'' I resolve," says Bishop Beveridge, "never

to speak of a man's virtues before his face ; nor

of his faults behind his back;" a golden rule !

the observation of which would, at one stroke,

banish flattery and defamation from the earth.

Bishop Home.

A LIE.

Sin has many tools, but a lie is the handle

which fits them all.

O. W Holmes
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FALSEHOOD.

gerabe ; jebe ^anonenfugel, bie ^o^len ober ©ruBen

^at, ge^t frumm. (Sd^irdc^Iinge miiffen lugcn.

yeatt Paul Rickter.

PRAISING THE GREAT.*

On loue les grands pour marquer qu'on les

voit de pres, rarement par estime ou par grati-

tude.
La Brtiyere.

PRAISING PRINCES FALSELY.

Louer des princes des vertus qu'ils n'ont pas,

c'est leur dire impunement des injures.

RocJiefoucaidd.

FRIENDSHIP.

There are few subjects which have been more

written upon, and less understood, than that of

friendship. To follow the dictates of some, this

* Rather, Grand People.
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virtue instead of being the assuager of pain

becomes the source of every inconvenience.

Such speculatists, by expecting too much from

friendship dissolve the connexion, and by draw-

ing the bands too closely at length break them.

It is certain that the best method to cultivate

this virtue, is by letting it, in some measure,

make itself; a similitude of minds and of

studies, and even sometimes a diversity of pur-

suits, \\\\\ produce all the pleasures that arise

from it. The current of tenderness widens as

it proceeds ; and two men imperceptibly find

their hearts filled with good nature for each

other, when they were at first only in pursuit of

mirth or relaxation.
Goldsjitit/i.

FRIENDS.

Friends are a man's self in fractions ; he that

admits every one into the number of them

prostitutes his soul to all comers ; he who none,

denies her one of the best comforts she can

here enjoy.
BisJiop Halt.
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WOMAN.

La femme est une fleur qui ne donne son

parfum qu'a rombre.
Lauiennais.

FRIENDSHIP AND FRIENDS.

Ho*v many men have lacked friendship

rather than friends.
Seneca.

FRIENDSHIPS.

Ce qui nous rend si changeants dans nos

amities, c'est qu'il est difficile de connaitre les

qaalites de Tame, et facile de connaitre celles

de I'esprit.

La Rochefoitcauld.

FRIENDSHIP.

Sine virtute amicitia existere non potest.

Cicero.

CONTEMPT,

Wrongs are often forgiven ; but contempt

never is.

Chesterfield.
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SATIRE.

Satire is a greater enemy to friendship than is

anger-

H. A.

SATIRE.

It is as hard to satirize well a man of distin-

guished vices, as to praise well a man of

distinguished virtues.

Swift.

SATIRE.

A satire should expose nothing but what is

corrigible ; and should make a due discrimina-

tion between those that are and those that are

not the proper objects of it.

Addison

CRIMES AND WEAKNESSES.

Les hommes rougissent moins de leurs crimes

que de leurs faiblesses et de leur vanite'.

La Bmyere.
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OUR FAULTS.

On n'a guere de defauts qui ne soient plus

pardonnables que les moyens dont on se sert

pour les cacher.
La Rochefoucauld.

REVENGE.

He that studieth revenge keepeth his own

wounds green.
Bacoji.

CALUMNY.

Archbishop Whately used to say, "Throw

dirt enough, and some ^^dll stick
;
" well, will

stick, but not stain. I think he used to mean
" stain," and I do not agree with him. Some

dirt sticks longer than other dirt ; but no dirt is

immortal. According to the old saying,

" Prcevakbit Veritas'''

Dr. Newinan.

CALUMNY.

Any man of many transactions can hardly

expect to go through life without being subject
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to one or two vety severe calumnies. Amongst

these many transactions, some few will be with

very ill-conditioned people, with very ignorant

people, or, perhaps, with monomaniacs ; and he

cannot expect, therefore, but that some narrative

of a calumnious kind will have its origin in one

of these transactions. It may be fanned by any

accidental breeze of malice or ill-fortune, and

become a very serious element of mischief to

him. Such a thing is to be looked upon as

pure misfortune coming in the ordinary course

of events ; and the way to treat it is to deal

with it as calmly and philosophically as with

any other misfortune. As some one has said,

the mud will rub off when it is dry, and not

before. The drying will not always come in

the calumniated man's time, unless in favourable

seasons, which he cannot command. It is not

\\ise, however, to be very impatient to justify

one's-self; and, altogether, too much stress

should not be laid upon calumny by the calum-

niated, else their serious work will be for ever

interrupted ; and they should remember that it
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is not so much their business to explain to

others all they do, as to be sure that it will bear

explanation and satisfy themselves.

ArtJnir Helps.

ANONYMOUS INSULTS.

L'insulteur anonyme change son nom, que

personne ne connait, contre celui de lache, que

tout le monde lui donne.

Petit-Senn

COURAGE.

Le courage est la lumiere de I'adversite.

Vajrvenargties.

FEAR.

We must be afraid of neither poverty, nor

exile, nor imprisonment : of Fear itself, only,

should we be afraid.

Epictetiis.

ENVY.

L'on me dit tant de mal de cet homme, et

j'y en vols si peu, que je commence a soup-
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^onner qu'il n'ait un merite importun, qui

eteigne celui des autres.

La Briiyere.

ENVY.

The philosopher Antisthenes used to say that

Hke as rust consumes iron so does envy devour

the envious.

THE CHESS KNIGHT.

Strci ^na~6ert troKten ©d^ac^ jiel^en. SBeil i'^nen

ein (S^Jtinger fe^lte, [o mad)ten fte einen uBerfluffigen

9Bauer, butc^ ein SDterfgeid^en, bagu.

(Si, ricfen bie anfeevn Springer, ttoljer, «§err

€d)rittfiir ed^ritt?

2)ie ,^naben i)orten bie (S)3otterei, unb f:prac^en

:

<g^iveigt ! t^^ut er unS nic^t e6en bie 2)ienjie, bie

i^r t^ut ?

Lessing.

JEALOUSY.

No man is greatly jealous, who is not in some

measure guilty.

Whichcote.
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DISCIPLINE.

Discipline, like the bridle in the hand of a

good rider, should exercise its influence without

appearing to do so, should be ever active, both

as a support and as a restraint, yet seem to lie

easily in hand. It must be always ready to

check or to pull up, as occasion may require

;

and only when the horse is a runaway, should

the action of the curb be perceptible.

u*

TRIUMPH OVER PASSIONS.

Rest not in an ovation, but triumph over

thy passions.

Sir Thomas Browne.

SYMPATHY.

Those who want friends to open themselves

unto are cannibals of their own hearts.

Bacon.

* From '
' Guesses at Truth, " edited by Archdeacon Hare.
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CHEERFULNESS AKIN TO GRATITUDE.

The cheerfulness of heart which springs up

in us from the survey of Nature's works, is

an admirable preparation for gratitude. The

mind has gone a great way towards praise

and thanksgiving that is filled witli such a

secret gladness : a grateful reflection on the

Supreme Cause who produces it, sanctifies the

soul, and gives it its proper value. Such an

habitual disposition of mind consecrates every

field and wood, turns an ordinary walk into a

morning or evening sacrifice, and will improve

those transient gleams of joy, which naturally

brighten up and refresh the soul on such occa-

sions, into an inviolable and perj:)etual state

of bliss and happiness.
Addison.

SMILES.

Of all the appearances of the human counte-

nance, methinks a smile is the most extraor-

dinary. It plays with a surprising agreeableness

in the eye, breaks out with the brightest
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distinction, and sits like a gloty upon the

countenance. ^^^lat sun is there \nthin us,

that shoots his rays ^^•ith so sudden a vigour ?

To see the soul flash in the face at this rate,

one would think would convert an atheist

By the way, we may observe, that smiles are

much more becoming than frowns. This seems

a natural encouragement to good humour ; as

much as to say, if people have a mind to be

handsome, they must not be peevish and

untoward.

Jeremy Collier.

PLEASURES.

Sic praesentibus utaris voluptatibus ut futuris

non noceas.
Setteea

THE STOMACH.

Venter praecepta non audit: poscit; appellat:

non est tamen molestus creditor : par\'o dimit-

titur, si modo das illi quod debes. non quod

potes.

Seneca.
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DRUNKENNESS.

Nihil aliud est ebrietas quam voluntaria

insania.

Seneca.

PROSPERITY AND ADVERSITY.

The virtue of prosperity is temperance ; the

virtue of adversity is fortitude. . . . Prosperity

doth best discover vice ; but adversity doth

best discover virtue.

Bacon.

PAST AND FUTURE.

!£)ie 9Sergangen:^eit unb bie 3ufunft 'oerI)iinen ftc^

un§ ] aber jene tragi ben 22ittrce=8d)leier, unb biefe

ben jun9frdulic!)en.

Jean PaulR ich ter.

JOYS AND SORROWS.

5)ie 0to[e blii^t nid^t o^ne 2)ornen. 3a ; n:enn

nur aber nid)t bie 2)ornen bie Olofe iiberlebtcn !

Jean Paul Richter.
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PARTING AND FORGETTING.

Parting and forgetting ? ^^'hat faithful heart

can do these? Our great thoughts, our great

affections, the Truths of our life, never leave

us. Surely they cannot separate from our

consciousness ; shall follow it whithersoever

that shall go; and are of their nature divine

and immortal

Thackeray.

FAINT PRAISE.

C'est un grand signe de me'diocrite de louer

toujours mode'rement.

Vajtvctiargices.

PRAISE.

To praise anything well is an argument of

much more wit than to abuse.

Tillotson.

ADMIRATION.

There is a pleasure in admiration^ and this is

that which properly causeth admiration, when
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we discover a great deal in an object which we

understand to be excellent ; and yet we see (we

know not how much) more beyond that, which

our understandings can not fully reach and

comprehend.

Tillotsou.

RIGHT ADMIRATION.

Learn to admire rightly ; the great pleasure

of life is that. Note what the great men ad-

mired ; they admired great things : narrow

spirits admire basely, and worship meanly.

T/iackeray.

COMMENDATION.

C'est en quelque sorte se donner part aux

belles actions, que de les louer de bon coeur.

La Rochefoucauld.

POLITENESS.

La politesse est a la bonte' ce que les paroles

sont a la pensee.

'youi>e7't.
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POLITENESS.

11 me semble que I'esprit de politesse est

une certaine attention a faire que, par nos

paroles et nos manieres, les autres soient con-

tents de nous et d'eux-memes.
Montesqiiiett.

KINDNESSES.

Qui dedit beneficium taceat : narret qui

accepit.
Seiieca.

KIND WORDS.

Always say a kind word if you can, if only

that it may come in, perhaps, with singular

opportuneness, entering some mournful man's

darkened room, like a beautiful fire-fly whose

happy circumvolutions he cannot but watch,

forgetting his many troubles.
Arthur Helps.

GOOD SENSE AND GOOD-NATURE.

Good sense and good-nature are never

separated, though the ignorant world has
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thought Otherwise. Good-nature, by which I

mean beneficence and candour, is the product

of right reason, which of necessity will give

llowance to the failings of others, by consider-

ing that there is nothing perfect in mankind.

Drydeft.

UNSELFISH FRIENDSHIP.

Convey thy love to thy friend as an arrow

to the mark, to stick there ; not as a ball against

the wall, to rebound back to thee.
Qnarles

THE COURT.

La cour est comme un edifice bati de marbre

;

je veux dire quelle est composee d'hommes

fort durs, mais fort polis.

La Brttyire

PLACE-MEN.

A ruler who appoints any man to an office,

when there is in his dominions another man

better qualified for it, sins against God and

against the state.

Koran.
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BEHAVIOUR AT COURT.

II est aussi dangereux a la cour de faire les

avances qu'il est embarrassant de ne les point

faire.

La Bruyere.

FASHION.

Fashion is crentilitv runningr awav from

oilgarity, and afraid of being overtaken by it.

is a sign the two things are not far asunder.

Hazlitt.

GOOD-BREEDING.

Good-breeding shows itself most where to

an ordinary eye it appears the least.

Addison.

VULGARITY.

Briefly, the essence of all vulgarity lies in

want of sensation. Simple and innocent \'ul

garity is merely an untrained and undeveloped

bluntness of body and mind ; but in true inbred

vulgarit}' there is a dreadful callousness, which,

in extremity, becomes capable of ever}- sort of
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bestial habit and crime, without fear, without

pleasure, without horror, and without pity.

Rjiskin.

COMPANIONSHIP.

Some men are very entertaining for a first

interview ; but after that they are exhausted,

and run out ; on a second meeting we shall find

\ them very flat and monotonous : like hand-

V organs we have heard all their tunes ; but,

unlike those instruments, they are not new

barrelled so easily.

Coltou.

VISITS. *

La plupart des visites ne sont autre chose que

des inventions de se decharger sur autrui du

poids de soi-meme, qu'on ne saurait supporter.

Nicole.

SOCIABILITY.

L'on est plus sociable et d'un meilleur com-

merce par le coeur que par I'esprit.

La Bntyere,
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RAILLERY.

La raillerie est un discours en faveur de son

esprit centre son bon naturel.

Mojitesqiiieti.

OUR friends' opinions.

II faiit toujours avoir dans la tete un coin

ouvert et libre, pour y donner place aux

opinions de ses amis et les y loger en passant.

Ayons le coeur et 1' esprit hospitallers.

youbert.

CONVERSATION.

Le ton de la bonne conversation est coulant

et naturel ; il n'est ni pesant ni frivole ; il est

savant sans
.

pe'danterie, gai sans tumulte, poll

sans e'quivoque. Ce ne sont ni des disserta-

tions, ni des e'pigrammes ; on y raisonne sans

argumenter; on y plaisante sans jeux de mots:

on y associe avec art I'esprit et la raison. les

maximes et les saillies, I'ingenieuse raillerie et

la morale austere. On y parle de tout pour
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que chacun ait quelque chose ^ dire ; on

n'approfondit pas les questions de peur d'en-

nuyer : on les propose comme en passant, on

les traite avec rapidite : la pre'cision mene k

I'elegance ; chacun dit son avis et I'appuie en

peu de mots ; nul n'attaque avec chaleur celui

d'autrui ; nul ne defend opiniatrement le sien.

On discute pour s'e'clairer ; on s'arrete avec la

dispute ; chacun s'instruit, chacun s'amuse,

tous s'en vont contents : et le sage meme peut

rapporter de ces instructions des sujets dignes

d'etre medites en silence.

y. y. Rojisseau.

CONVERSATION.

La confiance fournit plus a la conversation

que I'esprit.

La Rochefowauld,

ETIQUETTE OF CONVERSATION.

This consists as much in listening politely as

n talking agreeably.

H.A.
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HEARING.

Sunt aures assuefaciends ut audiant omnia

nee tamen nisi bona transmittant in animum.

Erasjmis.

LISTENING.

Know how to listen, and vou will profit evens

from those who talk badly. * ^^

Plutarch.

MERIT.

Si vous souhaitez que votre me'rite soit connu,

connaissez le me'rite des autres.

Les Paroles des Orientaux.

DAMAGED REPUTATION.

Garments that have once one rent in them,

are subject to be torn on every nail and every

briar ; and glasses that are once cracked are

soon broken ; such is man's good name once

tainted with just reproach.

Bislwp HaU.

* See page 14.

t^
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ESTEEM.

II est difficile d'estimer quelqu'un comme il

veut I'etre.

J 'a iiveiia rgnes.

HAVING TO DO WITH FOOLS.

One has never so much need of his wit as

when one has to do with a fool.

Chinese Proverb.

TALKING.

L'homme digne d'etre e'coute est celui qui ne

se sert de la parole que pour la pense'e, et de la

pensee que pour la verite et la vertu. Rien

n'est plus meprisable qu'un parleur de metier

qui fait de ses paroles ce qu'un charlatan fait de

ses remedes.

Cotijet.

TALKING OF ONE'S-SELF.

It is a hard and nice subject for a man to

speak of himself; it grates his own heart to say
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anything of disparagement, and the reader's ears

to hear anything of praise from him.

Cinvley.

i
TALKING OF ONE's-SELF.

What hypocrites we seem to be, whenever wev

talk of ourselves ! Our words sound so humble

while our hearts are so proud.

A."

SILENCE.

Tacere homini facillimum voluit esse natura.

V

Ciirtiiis

SILENCE.

Looking round on the noisy inanity of the l

world, words ^\'ith little meaning, actions with,

little worth, one loves to reflect on the grea^^

Empire of Silence. The noble silent men,

scattered here and there each in his department

;

silently thinking, silently working; whom no

Morning Newspaper makes mention of ! They

*See note, page 31.
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A SHORT PETITION TO A GREAT MAN.

A short petition to a great man is not only a

suit to him for his favour, but also a paneg}Tic

upon his parts.
Bis/iop South.

READING.

Les sots lisent un livre et ne I'entendent pas

:

les esprits me'diocres croient I'entendre par-

faitement : les grands esprits ne I'entendent

quelquefois tout entier \ ils trouvent obscur ce

qui est obscur, comme ils trouvent clair ce qui

est clair. Les beaux esprits veulent trouver

obscur ce qui ne Test point, et ne pas entendre

ce qui est fort intelligible.

La Bruyere.

READING.

Reading furnishes the mind only \nth ma-
J

terials of knowledge ; it is thinking makes what\

we read ours. We are of the ruminating kind,

and it is not enough to cram ourselves with a

great load of collections ; unless we chew them
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\ over again they will not give us strength and

nourishment.
<N Locke

MIXED KNOWLEDGE.

Keep your view of men and things extensive,

and depend upon it that a mixed knowledge is

not a superficial one. As far as it goes, the

views that it gives are true ; but he who reads

deeply in one class of ^\Titers only, gets views

which are almost sure to be perverted, and

which are not only narrow but false. Adjust

your proposed amount of reading to your time

and inclination,—this is perfectly free to every

man ; but, whether that amount be large or

small, let it be varied in its kind, and widely

varied. If I have a confident opinion in any

one point connected with the improvement of

the human mind it is on this.

Dr. Arncld.

PURPOSELESS READING.

Reading without purpose is sauntering, not

exercise. More is got from one book on which
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the thought settles for a definite end in know-

ledge, than from libraries skimmed over by a

wandering eye. A cottage flower gives honey

to the bee, a king's garden none to the but-

terfly.

Edward Bttliver.

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.

He that does not know those things which

are of use and necessity for him to know, is but

an ignorant man, whatever he may know be-

sides.

Tillotsou.

A SIMILE.

The mind is hke a trunk. If well packed, it

holds almost everything ; if ill packed, next to

nothing.

u.

r

ORIGINALITY IN STYLE.

Un bon auteur n'ecrit pas comme on ecrit

mais comme il ecrit.

Alontesqideu.

D
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SEEMING OBSCURITY IN STYLE.

5[9er einem Qlutor 2^ uiifelicit boriverfen trill,

fottte crft feiu eicjeney 3nnerc 6e[uc^en, ob eS benn

ta aud; rec^t l;ett ill:. 3n ber S^dmuieruncj trirb

eine fet)r beutli^e ©c^rift unlcgbar.

OBSCURITY OF STYLE.

On distingue, en fait d'obscurite', deux espe-

ces de galimantias: le simple^ quand ce qu'on

e'crit ne s'entend pas ; et le double, quand en

ecrivant on n'a pu s'entendre soi-meme.

Maury.

AMBIGUOUS TERMS.

It is worth observing that the words whose

ambiguity is the most frequently overlooked,

and is productive of the greatest amount of con-

fusion of thought and fallacy, are among the

commonest, and are those of whose meanmg the

generality consider there is the least reason to

doubt. It is, indeed, from those very circum-

stances that the danger arises ; words in very
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common use are both the most liable, from the

looseness of ordinary discourse, to slide from

one sense into another, and also the least likely

to have that ambiguity suspected. Familiar

acqicaintaiice is perpetually mistaken for accurate

knowledge.
Whewell.

EXTRAVAGANT ANTITHESES.

Ceux qui font les antitheses en forgant les

mots sont comme ceux qui font de fausses

fenetres pour la symmetrie. Leur regie n'est

pas de parler juste, mais de faire des figures

justes.
Pascal.

DEFINITION.

All arts acknowledge that then only we know

certainly, when we can define ; for definition is

that which refines the pure essence of things

from the circumstance.
Milton.

TEDIOUS WRITERS.

A tedious ^\Titer is not one who uses too

many words, but one who uses many words to
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little purpose. Where the sense keeps pace

with the words, though these be numerous, or

drawn out into long periods, I am not tired ^^^th

an author; but when his expression goes on

while the sense stands still, I am out of patience

with him.

Bishop Hurd.

MODERN AUTHORS.

2)ie originalften -^(utcren ber neuejlen ^t\i jinb e^

nic^t befiregen, a^eil jie etirag 0leuc§ oortringen,

fonbcrn atlein njeil fie fdl^ig finb berglcic^en 5)inge

gu fagen, al§ tcenn fie Jjorl^er nie gefagt getrefen.

Gi?etke.

YOUNG AUTHORS.

Les jeunes e'crivains donnent a leur esprit

beaucoup d'exercise et peu d'aliments.

Joitbert.

COMMENTARIES.

II y a plus affaire a interpreter les interpreta-

tions, qu'a interpreter les choses ; et plus de
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livres sur les livres que siir aultre subject : nous

ne faisons que nous entregloser.

Montaigiie.

COMEDY AND TRAGEDY.

Le plaisir propre de la comedie est dans le

rire, et celui de la tragedie dans les larmes.

Mais il faut, pour I'honneur du poete que le rire

qu'il excite soit agre'able, et que les larmes

soient belles. II faut, en d'autres termes, que

la tragedie et la comedie nous fassent rire el

pleurer decemment. Ce qui force le rire et ce

qui arrache les larmes n'est pas louable.

yo'ubert.

BEATING ABOUT FOR THE RIGHT WORD.

Un bon auteur et qui ecrit avec soin dprouve

souvent que I'expression qu'il cherchait depuis

longtemps sans la connaitre, et qu'il a enfin

trouvee, est celle qui est la plus simple, la

plus naturelle, qui semblait devoir se presenter

d'abord et sans effort.

La Brnyere.
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LANGUAGE.

Language is not only the vehicle of thought,

it is a great and efficient instrument in thinking.

Sir H. Daz>y.

WORDS.

IMen believe that their reason is lord over

their words, but, it happens, too, that words

exercise a reciprocal and reactionary power

over our intellect. Words, as a Tartar's bow,

shoot back upon the understanding of the

wisest, and mightily entangle and pervert the

judgment.
Bacon.

WORDS AND THINGS.

A man's power to connect his thought with

its proper symbol, and so utter it, depends on

the simplicity of his character, that is, upon his

love of truth and his desire to communicate it

without loss. The corruption of man is followed

by the corruption of language. . . . But vA%t

men pierce this rotten diction, and fasten words
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again to visible things ; so that picturesque

language is at once a commanding certificate

that he who employs it is a man in alliance

with truth and God. The moment our discourse

rises above the groundline of familiar facts, and

is inflamed ^^^th passion, or exalted by thought,

it clothes itself in images. A man conversing in

earnest, if he watches his intellectual processes,

will find that always a material image, more or

less luminous, arises in his mind, contemporane-

ous with every thought,—which furnishes the

vestment of the thought.

E7nerso7i.

SCIENCE AND POETRY.

Science sees Signs ; Poetr}', the thing signi-

fied.

u.

PAINTING.

Painting is the intermediate something be-

tween a thought and a thing.

Coleridge.
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POETRY.

A writer in Blackwood dt^n^s poetry, "man's

thoughts tinged by his feeUngs."

POETRY.

Poetry is the expression of the beautiful by

words—the beautiful of the outer and of the

inner world ; whatever is delectable to the eye

or the ear, the every sense of the body and of

the soul—it presides over vej'as diilcedines rerwn.

It implies at once a vision and a faculty, a gift

and an art. There must be the vivid concep-

tion of. the beautiful, and its fit manifestation in

language. A thought may be poetical, and yet

not poetry ; it may be a sort of mother liquor,

holding in solution the poetical element, but

waiting and wanting its precipitation,—its con-

centration into the bright and compacted crystal.

It is the very blossom and fragrancy and bloom

of all human thoughts, passions, emotions,

language ; having for its immediate object—its

very essence—pleasure and delectation rather
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than truth ; but springing from truth, as the

flower from its fixed and unseen root.

Dr yohn Brown.

POETRY.

A poet ought not to pick nature's pocket

:

let him borrow, and so borrow as to repay

by the very act of borrowing. Examine nature

accurately, but write from recollection : and

trust more to your imagination than to your

memory.
Coleridge.

MUSIC.

Music is the only sensual gratification which

mankind may indulge in to excess ^^-ithout

injury to their moral or religious feelings.

Addison.

MUSICAL WORDING OF SENTENCES.

Coleridge remarks very pertinently some-

where, that wherever you find a sentence

musically worded, of true rhythm and melody

in the words, there is something deep and good
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in the meaning too. For body and soul, word

and idea, go strangely together here, as every-

where.
Carlyle.

RHETORIC AND ELOQUENCE.

How well Cicero, who defines Eloquence

" motus miimce contiminsy * designates the mere

rhetoricians of his time,—"Non oratores, sed

operarios lingua celeri et exercitata." t

PICTURES.

A room hung with pictures is a room hung

Sir yoshtia Reynolds.

with thoughts

LOVE.

L'amour n'est qu'un episode dans la vie de

I'homme, c'est I'histoire tout entibre de la vie

de la femme.
Madame de Stael.

* A continuous movement of the soul,

t Not orators, but artisans with voluble and well-drilled

tongues.
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LOVE BEFORE MARRIAGE.

L'amour avant I'hymen ressemble a une

preface trop courte en tete d'un livre sans fin.

Peiii'Sefin.

SOCIETY NOTHING WITHOUT LOVE.

For a crowd is not company, and faces are

but a gallery of pictures, and talk but a tinkling

cymbal, where there is no love.

Bacon.

INGRATITUDE.

Ingratus est, qui beneficium se accepisse

negat quod accepit ; ingratus, qui dissimulat

;

ingratus qui non reddit ; ingratissimus omnium

qui oblitus est.

Cicero.

INGRATITUDE.

Ingratitude is the abridgment of all baseness

—a fault never found unattended with other

viciousness.

Fielier.
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DISINGENUOUS EXPRESSION OF GRATITUDE.

Quand nous exagerons la tendresse que nos

amis ont pour nous, c'est souvent moins par

reconnaissance que par le desir de faire juger de

notre me'rite.

Ln RocJwfoHcauld.

GRATITUDE.

There is not a more pleasing exercise of the

mind than gratitude. It is accompanied Avith

such an inward satisfaction, that the duty is

sufficiently rewarded by the performance. It

is not, like the practice of many other virtues,

difficult and painful, but attended with so much

pleasure that were there no positive command

which enjoined it, nor any recompense laid up

for it hereafter, a generous mind would indulge

in it for the gratification which accompanies it.

Addison.

BRILLIANT THOUGHTS IN ORATORY.

Ego vero lumina orationis velut oculos quos-

dam esse eloquentiae credo; sed neque oculos
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esse toto corpora velim, ne caetera membra

suum officium perdant

Qjiintilian.

BRILLIANT THOUGHTS.

Ce que nous appelons une pense'e brillante

n'est ordinairement qu'une expression captieuse,

qui, a I'aide d'un peu de ve'rite, nous impose

une erreur qui nous e'tonne.

Vaitz'cuargues.

THOUGHTS LIKE FLOWERS.

On dirait qu'il en est de nos pensees comme

de nos fleurs. Celles qui sont simples par

I'expression portent leur semence avec elles;

celles qui sont doubles par la richesse et la

pompe charment I'esprit, mais ne produisent

rien.

Joid'ert.

MAXIMS.

Peu de maximes sont vraies a tous egards.

Va uvetiargius.
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MEN OF MAXIMS.

All people of broad strong sense have an

instinctive repugnance to the men of maxims,

because such people early discern that the

mysterious complexity of our life is not to be

embraced by maxims, and that to lace ourselves

up in formulas of that sort is to repress all the

di\dne promptings and inspirations that spring

from gromng insight and sympathy. And the

man of maxims is the popular representative of

the minds that are guided in their moral judg-

ment solely by general rules, thinking that these

will lead them to justice by a ready-made patent

method, \\athout the trouble of exerting patience,

discrimination, impartiality;—without any care to

assure themselves whether they have the insight

that comes from a hardly-earned estimate of

temptation, or from a life vivid and intense

enough to have created a wide fellow-feeling

with all that is human.
Gcorj^e Eliot.



PART II,



Read not to contradict and confute; nor to

believe and take for granted ; nor to find talk i

and discourse : but to weigh and consider.

Bacon.



OPINIONS OF INDIVIDUALS.

If all mankind minus one were of one opi-

nion, mankind would be no more justified m
silencing that one person than he, if he had

the power, would be justified in silencing the

world.

7 .9. Mill.

rS" WHAT A man's GREATNESS CONSISTS

A man's greatness lies not in wealth and

station, as the \-ulgar believe, nor yet in his

intellectual capacit}', which is often associated

with the meanest moral character, the most

abject servility to those in high places, and

arrogance to the poor and lowly ; but a man's

true greatness lies in the consciousness of an

honest purpose in life, founded on a just esti-

mate of himself and eventhinsr else, on fre-
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quent self-examination, and a steady obedience

to the rule which he knows to be right, without

troubling himself about what others may think

or say, or whether they do or do not do that

which he thinks and says and does.

George Long.

A MARK OF GREATNESS.

We observe with confidence that the truly

strong mind, view it as intellect or morality,

or under any other aspect, is nowise the mind

acquainted with its strength ; that here, as

before, the sign of health is unconsciousness.

Carlyle.

GREATNESS.

Be substantially great in thyself, and more

than thou appearest unto others ; and let the

world be deceived in thee, as they are in the

lights of heaven.
.9/V T/iovtas Browne.

CENSORSHIP OF CUSTOM.

In our times, from the highest class of society

down to the lowest, every one lives as under
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the eye of a hostile and dreaded censorship.

Not only in what concerns others, but in what

concerns only themselves, the individual or the

family do not ask themselves—what do I prefer?

or, what would suit my character and disposition?

or, what would allow the best and highest in me

to have fair play, and enable it to grow and

thrive ? They ask themselves, what is suitable

to my position ? what is usually done by persons

of my station and pecuniary circumstances ? or

(worse still) what is usually done by persons of

a station and circumstances superior to my own}

I do not mean that they choose what is custo-

mary, in preference to what suits their o^^Tl

inclination. It does not occur to them to have

any inclination, except for what is customary.

Thus the mind itself is bowed to the yoke : even

in what people do for pleasure, confomiity is the

first thing thought of : they like in crowds ; they

exercise choice only among things commonly

done : peculiarity of taste, eccentricity of con-

duct, are shunned equally with crimes : until by

dint of not following their own nature, they have
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no nature to follow : their human capacities are

withered and starved ; they become incapable

of any strong wishes or native pleasures, and

are generally without either opinions or feelings

of home growth or properly their own. Now is

this, or is it not, the desirable condition of

human nature ?

7 S. Mill.

CHARACTER.

33on einem SDicnf^en [c^(e^t:^m fagen gu fonnen,

„ cr ^at eiuen 6l)araftcr," ^eipt fe:^r t)icl »on '\^\\\,

nid^t aflein gefagt, fonbern aud; 9eriU;mt ; benn bav3

ij^ eine @eltcnl)eit, bie ^oc^ac^tung unb ^Setrunbe*

rung erregt.

GoetJie.

A MARK OF CHARACTER.

5)urc^ iHidjtg bejeirl^neu bie 3)ien[d?cn me^r i^ren

S^arafter, aU burd? ba§ iijaS fie Idc^erlid; finben.

Goel/ie.

THE LAUGHABLE.

S)cr Q3erpanbige finbet \a\t QlUcg \Mmli6^, ber

93crniinftige faft iJlid^tg.

GoetJie.
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THE OPINION OF THE VULGAR.

Quid mihi citas Vulgum, pessimum bene

gerendae rei auctorem ? Quid mihi Consuetu-

dinem, omnium malarum rerum magistram ?

Optimis assuescendum ; ita fiet solitum quod

erat insolitimi, et suave fiet quod erat insuave,

fiet decorum quod \adebatur indeconmi.

Erasjuus.

RIDICULE AND MISREPRESENTATION.

He who misrepresents what he ridicules does

not ridicule what he misrepresents.

Dr. Hodgson.

CAN NOT=WILL NOT.

<5)er 2)tenf6 fann ira§ er [oU; unb ireun er fagt,

er fann nicfct, fo iriU er nic^t.

Fickte.

DIFFICULTIES.

C'est des difficultes que naissent des miracles.

La Bruyere.
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DESIRE AND WILL.

Affections, joy, grief, &c., the sundry forms

of appetite, are not excited by things indiffer-

ent, and must rise at some things. To be

stirred or not by them is not altogether in our

power. But actions which issue from the

will are in the power thereof. Appetite is the

will's solicitor, the will is appetite's controller.

No desire is properly called Will, unless where

reason and understanding prescribe the thing

desired.

Hooker.

DESIRE AND WILL.

Will, the active phenomenon, is a different

thing from desire, the state of passive sensibility,

and though originally an offshoot from it, may

in time take root and detach itself from the

parent stock ; so much so, that in the case of an

liabitual purpose, instead of willing the thing

because we desire it, we often desire it only

because we will it. This, however, is but an

instance of that familiar fact, the power of habit.
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and is nowise confined to the case of virtuous

actions. Many indifferent things which men

originally did from a motive of some sort, they

continue to do from habit. Sometimes this is

done unconsciously, the consciousness coming

onlv after the action . at other times with con-

scious volition, but voUtion which has become

habitual, and is put in operation by the force of

habit, in opposition, perhaps, to the deliberate

preference, as often happens with those who

have contracted habits of \-icious or hurtful in-

dulgence. Third and last, comes the case in

which the habitual act of will in the individual

instance is not in contradiction to the general

intention prevailing at other times, but in fulfil-

ment of it ; as in the case of the person of con-

firmed \-irtue, and of all who pursue deliberately

and consistentlv an\- determinate end.

y. S. MilL

W^ORK THE SOURCE OF HAPPINESS.

If thou workest at that which is before thee,

following right reason seriously, \'igorously,
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calmly, without allowing anything else to dis-

tract thee, but keeping thy divine part pure,

as if thou shouldest be bound to give it back

immediately; if thou boldest to this, expecting

nothing, fearing nothing, but satisfied \s'ith thy

present activity according to nature, and with

heroic truth in ever}- word thou utterest, thou

wilt live happy. And there is no man who is

able to prevent this.

M. Atitoninus.

NOBLENESS OF WORK.

There is a perennial nobleness, and even

sacredness, in work. "Were he never so be-

nighted, forgetful of his high calling, there is

always hope in a man that actually and earnestly

works : in idleness alone there is perpetual des-

pair. Work, never so mammonish, mean, is in

communication with nature ; the real desire to

get work done will itself lead one more and

more to truth, to nature's appointments and

regulations, which are truth. The latest gospel

in the world is, know thy work, and do it

Carhlr.
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LABOUR AND THOUGHT.

It is only by labour that thought can be

made healthy, and only by thought that labour

can be made happy.

OCCUPATION.

La nature nous a fait un besoin de I'occupa-

tion ; la societe nous en fait un devoir ; ITiabi-

tude peut en faire im plaisir.

CapeUe.

INDUSTRY.

And think you I shall call jom industrious

because you give whole nights t? sr^cy. to

labour, to reading? Assuredly, noL I must

know to what end vou direct this work and

studv If vou devote vour time to culti-

vating and training your reason, in accustoming

yourself to obe} the behests of Nature and to

do your duty to others, I call you industrious

:

for such work is alone worthy of man.

Ejncteiia.
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WORK, THE GREAT INSTRUMENT OF SELF-

CULTURE.

Now the man who in working, no matter in

what way, strives perpetually to fulfil his obliga-

tions thoroughly, to do his whole work faith-

fully, to be honest, not because honesty is the

best policy, but for the sake of justice, and that

he may render to every man his due,—such a

labourer is continually building up in himself

one of the greatest principles of morality and

religion. Every blow on the anvil, on the earth,

or whatever material he works upon, contributes

something to the perfection of his nature.

Ckanning.

SELF-CULTURE.

It is the work of a philosopher to be every

day subduing his passions, and lapng aside his

prejudices.

Addison.

NATURE—HOW COMMANDED.

Nature is commanded by obeying her.

Bacon.
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HEAVEN UPON' EARTH.

Certainly it is heaven upon earth to have a

man's mind move in charit}', rest in Providence

and turn upon the poles of truth.

Bacon.

BAD HABITS.

Like flakes of snow that fall unperceived

upon the earth, the seemingly unimportant

events of life succeed one another. As the

snow gathers together, so are our habits formed :

no single flake that is added to the pile produces

a sensible change ; no single flake creates,

however it may exhibit, a man's character ; but

as the tempest hurls the avalanche do^^Tl the

mountain, and ovenvhelms the inhabitant and

his habitation, so passion, acting upon the

elements of mischief, which pernicious habits

have brought together by imperceptible accumu-

lation, mav overwhelm the edifice of truth and

virtue.

jferciny Boithavi.
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REAL HAPPINESS AND GREATNESS.

2)cr adein ift gliicflicl^ uni) grof, bcr trebcr ju

l^errfd^en nod; gu ge^ord^en 6raud;t urn ©ttrag gu

fein.

Goethe.

READING.

Hobbes was wont to say :
" Had I read as

much as others, I had remained as ignorant

as they."

PROGRESS IN KNOWLEDGE.

Progress in knowledge is often paradoxically

indicated by a diminution in the aj>pare?it hilk

of what we know. AAHiatever helps to work off

the dregs of false opinion, and to purify the

intellectual mass—whatever deepens our con-

victions of our infinite ignorance—really adds to,

although it sometimes seems to diminish, the

rational possessions of man. This is the highest

kind of merit that is claimed for Philosophy, by

its earliest as well as by its latest representatives.

It is by this standard that Socrates and Kant

measure the chief results of their toil.

Sir WiUiatn Haviiitoti.
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STUDY AND THOUGHT.

Certaines gens etudient toute leur vie , a la

mort ils ont tout appris, excepte' a penser.

Domergyc.

VAIN DISPLAY OF KNOWLEDGE.

If there happens among fools any dispute

concerning learning, for the most part be silent.

It is dangerous to speak what comes first into

one's mind. If any one calls you ignorant, be

not moved at the reproach ; and when you

have learned this, then know you begin to be

learned. A sheep does not show she has had a

good pasture by throwing up the grass she has

eaten, but in that she has well digested it, and

has wool and milk m plenty ; so do you in the

same manner not boast your reading to fools,

but show by the actions that follow a true

improvement, that you have read and profited.

Epictetus.

IGNORANCE.

Ignorance does not simply deprive us of

advantages; it leads us to work our own misery;
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it is not merely a vacuum^ void of knowledge,

but a plenum of positive errors, continually

productive of unhappiness.

Samuel Bailey

IGNORANCE.

There are two sorts of ignorance : we philo-

sophize to escape ignorance ; we start from the

one, we repose in the other ; they are the goals

from which, and to which, we tend ; and the

pursuit of knowledge is but a course between

two ignorances, as human life is only a travelling

from grave to grave.

Sir Williatn Hamilton.

VOLUNTARY IGNORANCE OF USELESS SUBJECTS.

It requires courage indeed, as Helvetius has

remarked, to remain ignorant of those useless

subjects which are generally valued \ but it

is a courage necessary to men who love the

truth.

Du^ald Ste^vart.
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GREAT TRUTHS REGARDED AS MERE TRUISMS.

Truths of all others the most awful and

interesting are too often considered as so true

that they lose all the power of truth, and lie

bed-ridden in the dormitor}- of the soul, side

by side with the most despised and exploded

errors.

Coleridge.

NATURALNESS OF TRUTH.

La verite entre si naturellement dans I'esprit,

que quand on Tapprend pour la premiere fois,

il semble qu'on ne fasse que s'en souvenir.

Fonterielle.

EXISTENCE.

Hast thou ever raised thy mind to the con-

sideration of Existence, in and by itself, as the

mere act of existing? Hast thou ever said to

thyself, thoughtfully, // is

!

—heedless, in that

moment, whether it were a man before thee, or

a flower, or a grain of sand,—without reference,

in short, to this or that particular mode of
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existence? If thou hast indeed, attained to

this, thou wilt have felt the presence of a

mystery which must have fixed thy spirit in

awe and wonder.

Coleridge.

NATURE.

La nature est une sphere infinie dont le

centre est partout, la circonfe'rence nulle part.

Pascal

TRUTH AND BEAUTY.

5IuS ber fd^Iedneflen «)&anb fann 2Ba(;r^eit mddjtig

noc^ ivirfen

;

SBei bem 6cl}£>nen a((ein mac^t ba§ ©efcip ben ®c^

Schiller.

TRUTH AND BEAUTY.

The greatest truths are wronged if not linked

\\ith beauty, and they win their way most surely

and deeply into the soul, when arranged in this

their natural and fit attire.

Channiiig.
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SOUL AND BODY.

The body is domiciliu7Ji aiiimce, her liouse,

abode, and stay ; and as a torch gives a better

light, a sweeter smell, according to the matter it

is made of, so doth our soul perform all her

actions better or worse as her organs are dis-

posed : or as wine savours of the cask wherein

it is kept, the soul receives a tincture from the

bodv through which it works.
Bu-rion.

MORAL BEAUTY.

La beaute morale est le fond de toute vraie

beaute. Ce fond est un peu convert et voile

dans la nature. L'art le degage, et lui donne

des fonnes plus transparentes. C'est par cet

endroit que l'art, quand il connait bien sa

puissance et ses ressources, institue avec la

nature une lutte ou il pent avoir I'avantage.

Victor Consiti.

ART, NOT THE IMITATION OF NATURE.

It cannot be too often repeated that art is 7iot

the imitation of nature : it is only in the very
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lowest degree of poetry—the Descriptive—that

the imitation of nature can be considered an

artistic end. Even there, the true poet brings

forth from nature more than nature says to the

common ear, or reveals to the common eye.

The strict imitation of nature has always in it

something trite and mean : a man who mimics

the cackle of a goose, or the squeak of a pig, so

truthfully that for the moment he deceives us,

obtains but a praise that abases him. Nor this

because there is something in the cackle of the

goose and the squeak of the pig, that in itself

has a mean association ; for as Kant says truly,

" Even a man's exact imitation of a nightingale

displeases us when we discover that it is a

mimicry, and not the nightingale." Art does not

imitate nature, but it founds itself on the study

of nature—takes from nature the selections

which best accord with its o\w\ intention : and

then bestows on them that which nature does

not possess— namely, the mind and soul of

man.

Edward Buhver.
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ART.

L'art ne tient a la religion, ni a la morale
;

mais comme elles il nous approche de I'infini,

dont il nous manifeste une des formes. Dieu

est la source de toute beaute, comme de toute

ve'rite, de toute religion, de toute morale. Le

but le plus eleve de l'art est done de re'veiller

a sa maniere le sentiment de I'infini.

Victor Cojesifi.

TASTE IX ART.

A good taste in art feels the presence or the

absence of merit; s^Just taste discriminates the

degree,—the poco piti and the poco vieiio. A good

taste rejects faults ; a just taste selects excel-

lencies. A good taste is often unconscious ; a

just taste is ahvays conscious. A good taste

may be lowered or spoilt ; 2. just taste can only

go on refining more and more.
Ulrs. yai7ieson,

TASTE.

We may consider taste to be a settled habit

of discerning faults and excellencies in a
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moment—the mind's independent expression

of approval or aversion. It is that faculty by

which we discover and enjoy the beautiful,

the picturesque, and the sublime, in literature,

art, and nature ; which recognises a noble

thought as a virtuous mind welcomes a pure

sentiment by an involuntary glow of satisfaction.

R. A. Willmott.

TASTE.

Taste, if it mean anything but a paltry

connoisseurship, must mean a general suscepti-

bility to truth and nobleness; a sense to discern,

and a heart to love and reverence, all beauty,

order, goodness, wheresoever and in \vhatsoe\er

forms and accomplishments they are to be seen.

This surely implies, as its chief condition, not

any given external rank or situation, but a finely

gifted mind, purified into harmony with itself

into keenness and justice of vision ; above all.

kindled into love and generous admiration.

Cixrlylc.
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TASTE.

I think I may define it to be that faculty

of the soul which discerns the beauties of an

author with pleasure, and the imperfections

tvith dislike.

Addison.

DILIGENCE THE HANDMAID OF TASTE.

Whether a book be read from the oak lectern

of a college library, in the parlour window, or

beneath the trees of summer, no fruit will be

gathered unless the thoughts are steadily given

up to the perusal. Attention makes the genius :

all learning, fancy, and science, depend upon it.

Newton traced back his discoveries to its

unwearied employment. It builds bridges,

opens new worlds, and heals diseases ; without

it Taste is useless, and the beauties of literature

are unobserved ; as the rarest flowers bloom in

vain, if the eye be not fixed upon the bed.

Condillac enforces this habit of patience by an

apt similitude. He supposes a traveller to

arrive in the dark at a castle, which commands

W
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large views of the surrounding scenery. If with

sunrise the shutters be unclosed for a moment,

and then fastened, he catches a glimpse of the

landscape, but no object is clearly seen or

remembered—all wavers in a confusion of light

and shade. But if the windows be kept open,

the visitor receives and retains a strong impres-

sion of tTie woods, fields, and villages, that are

spread before his eyes. The application of the

comparison is obvious. Every noble book is a

stronghold of the mind, built upon some high

place of contemplation, and overlooking wide

tracts of intellectual countr}^ The unacquainted

reader may be the traveller coming in the dark ;

sunrise will represent the dawn of his compre-

hension ; and a drowsy indifference is explained

by the closing of the windows. In whatever

degree this languor of observation is broken,

gleams will break in upon the mind. But

the shutters must be fastened back. The

judgment and the memor}^- are required in

their fulness to irradiate the subject, before

the mental prospect stretching over the page
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can appear in its length, and breadth, and

beauty.

R. A. Wilhnott.

BEAUTY.

The best part of beauty is that which a picture

cannot express.

Bacon.

PERCEPTION OF THE BEAUTIFUL MUST BE

CULTIVATED.

Now no man receives the true culture of a

man in whom the sensibility to the beautiful

is not cherished ; and I know of no condition

in life from w^hich it should be excluded. Of

all luxuries this is cheapest and the most at

hand ; and it seems to me to be the most im-

portant to those conditions where coarse labour

tends to give a grossness to the mind. From

the diffusion of the sense of beauty in ancient

Greece, and of the taste for music in modern

Germany, we learn that the people at large

may partake of refined gratifications which
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have hitherto been thought to be necessarily

restricted to a few.
C/:nii)ii>ig^.

IMAGINATION WITHOUT TASTE.

m ifl SRid^tg fur^terti^er alS (A-inbilbungefraft

ol^ne ©cfd^macf.

Goethe.

IMAGINATION WITHOUT LEARNING.

Celui qui a de I'imagination sans e'rudition a

des ailes et n'a pas de pieds.
Joubert.

OBSTINACY OF OPINION.

He that never changed any of his opinions,

never corrected any of his mistakes; and he

who was never wise enough to find out any

mistakes in himself will not be charitable

enough to excuse what he reckons mistakes in

others.

Whichcote.

MODERATION.

This is the centre wherein all both divine

and human philosophy meet,—the rule of life,—
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the governess of manners,—the silken string

that runs through the pearl chain of all virtues,

—the very ecliptic line under which reason

and religion move without any deviation, and

therefore worthy of our best thoughts, of our

most careful observation.

Bishop Hall.

SEEMING TO BE AND TO KNOW.

While it is necessary that young people be

shown that they are members of society, and

must act consistently with that membership, let

us avoid the common fault of leading them to

be and to act in order to seem good, clever, &c.

How wonderfully early we too often teach our

little ones deceit and hypocrisy by appealing to

their vanity through the question, ''What will

such a one think if you do this or that ? " while

the proper method would be to lead the child

to consider whether this or that is risrht or

wrong in itself.

^&'

//. A.
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CANT.

Is not Cant the materia prUna of the Devil

;

from which all falsehoods, imbecilities, abomi-

nations, body themselves ; from which no true

thing can come? For Cant is itself properly

a double-distilled Lie; the second-power of a

Lie.

Carlyle.

SENTIMENT.

Sentiment is intellectualized emotion; emotion

precipitated, as it were, in pretty crystals by the

fancy.

James Russell Lozvell.

DOGMATISM.

C'est la profonde ignorance qui inspire le

ton dogmatique. Celui qui ne sait rien croit

enseigner aux autres ce qu'il vient d'apprendre

lui-meme : celui qui sait beaucoup pense ^

peine que ce qu'il dit puisse etre ignore, et parle

plus indiffe'remment.

La Bmyere.
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AUDI ALTERAM PARTEM.

He who knows only his own side of the case

knows little of that. His reasons may be good,

and no one may have been able to refute them.

But if he is equally unable to refute the reasons

on the opposite side ; if he does not so much as

know what they are, he has no ground for pre-

ferring either opinion. The rational position for

him would be suspension of judgment; and un-

less he contents himself with that, he is either

led by authorit}', or adopts, like the generality

of the world, the side to which he feels most

inclination.

y. S. Mill.

ORIGINALITY.

Originality is the one thing which unoriginal

minds cannot feel the use of They cannot see

what it is to do for them : how should they ? If

they could see what it could do for them, it

would not be originality. The first service

which originaHty has to render them, is that of

opening their eyes : which being once fully
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done, they would have a chance of being them-

selves original. Meanwhile, recollecting that

nothing was ever yet done which some one was

not the first to do, and that all good things

which exist are the fruits of originality, let them

be modest enough to believe that there is some-

thing still left for it to accomplish, and assure

themselves that they are more in need of origin-

ality the less they are conscious of the want.

7. S. Mill.

ORIGINAL PEOPLE.

A mesure (ju'on a plus d'esprit, on trouve

qu'il y a plus d'hommes originaux. Les gens

du commun ne trouvent pas de difference entre

les hommes.
Pascal.

PREJUDICES.

Every one is forward to complain of the pre-

judices that mislead other men and parties, as

if he were free, and had none of his own. This

being objected on all sides, it is agreed that

it is a fault and a hindrance to knowledge.
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What now is the cure? No other but this,

that ever}- man should let alone others' pre-

judices and examine his o^^Tl.

Locke

EDUCATION.

Education, then, briefly, is the leading human

souls to what is best, and making what is best

out of them : and these two objects are always

attainable together, and by the same means; the

training which makes men happiest in them-

selves also makes them most serviceable to

others. True education, then, has respect first

to the ends that are proposable to the man, or

attainable by him ; and, secondly, to the ma-

terial of which the man is made. So far as it is

able it chooses the end according to the ma-

terial ; but it cannot always choose the end. for

the position of many persons in life is fixed by

necessit}' ; still less can it choose the material

;

and, therefore, all it can do is to fit the one to

the other as wisely as may be.

Ruskin.
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EDUCATION, STATE INTERFERENCE IN.

Dans line societe bien ordonnee tout invite

les hommes a cultiver leurs moyens naturels :

sans qu'on s'en mele, I'e'ducation sera bonne.

Mirabean.

Non opus est necessario magnatibus ad emen-

dationem educationis ; sed sufficerent privati

conatus.

Leibnitz.

THE MAIN DUTY OF EDUCATORS.

The main duty of those who care for the

young is to secure their wholesome, their entire

growth; for health is just the development of

the whole nature in its due sequences and pro-

portions : first the blade—then the ear—then,

and not till then, the full corn in the ear ; and

thus, as Dr. Temple wisely says, "not to forget

wisdom in teaching knowledge." If the blade

be forced, and usurp the capital it inherits ; if it

be robbed by you its guardian of its birthright,
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or squandered like a spendthrift, then there is

not any ear, much less any corn ; if the blade

be blasted or dwarfed in our haste and greed

for the full shock and its price, we spoil all

three. It is not easy to keep this always before

one's mind, that the young "idea" is in a young

body, and that healthy growth and harmless

passing of the time are more to be cared for

than what is vainly called accomplishment.

Dr. Johji Brown.

BEST METHOD OF TEACHING.

For my part, I am convinced that the me-

thod of teaching which approaches most nearly

to the method of investigation is incomparably

the best; since, not content with ser^dng up a

few barren and lifeless truths, it leads to the

stock on which they grew.
Btirke.

THE SOUL WITHOUT EDUCATION.

I consider a human soul without education

like marble in the quarry, which shows none
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of its inherent beauties till the skill of the

polisher fetches out the colours, makes the

surface shine, and discovers every ornamental

cloud, sjDot and vein that runs through the

body of it. Education, after the same man-

ner, when it works upon a noble mind, draws

out to view every latent virtue and perfection,

which without such helps are never able to make

their appearance.
Addison.

EDUCATION OF DAUGHTERS.

Sap beine ^od^ter girar rec^t eiiwurjelu unb cin=

greifen in bog rcirt:^fcl;aftUdic :Irci'6en ; nur ^atte

burd; €ftcligton unb burc^ ^ic^tfnnj^ bag ^^cr^ fiir

ben «^immel offen ; briicfe bie (Jrbc fejl an bie

nd:^rcnbe SCurgel ber ^flange, aBer in i^ren Jletd)

lap h\\\% fatten.

Jean Paul Richter.

EARLY EDUCATION.

It appears to me to be a great fault in the

education of our children that we take so little

trouble to develop their senses by di?'ect means.
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In teaching little children of five or six years

old to read, we mis-spend time which would

be most profitably employed in pla^-fully yet

earnestly training their eyes to see, and their

ears to hear, and their fingers to touch.

H. A.

INFANT MODESTY.

I think that few people are aware how early

it is right to respect the modesty of an infant.

Harriet Jlatiitieau.

children's prayers.

Children's prayers cannot be too simple : but

it is not wise to inquire carefully whether the

little ones understand ever)' word they lisp ; one

thing they will not fail to understand—or, better,

feel,—that there is One to AMiom ever}^ knee

must bow, and every true heart turn.

H. A.

children's faults.

Eckermann, in his " Conversations with

Goethe," says Goethe likened the little way-
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wardnesses of children to the stalk-leaves of a

plant, which will fall away of themselves, and

require no harsh treatment from the gardener.

H. A.

NATURAL GRACE OF CHILDREN.

Ce qui fait que la plupart des petits enfants

plaisent, c'est qu'ils sont encore renferme's dans

cet air et dans ces manieres que la nature leur

a donne's, et qu'ils n'en connaissent point

d'autres. II les changent et les corrompent

quand ils sortent de I'enfance ; ils croient qu'il

faut imiter ce cju'lls voient, et il ne le peuvent

parfaitement imiter, il y a toujours quelque

chose de faux et d'incertain dans cette imitation.

Ils n'ont rien de fixe dans leurs manieres, ni

dans leurs sentiments ; au lieu d'etre en effet ce

qu'ils veulent paraitre, ils cherchent a paraitre

ce qu'ils ne sont pas.
,

La Rochefoucauld.

HOME JOYS.

To be happy at home is the ultimate result of

all ambition ; the end to which every enterprise
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and labour tends, and of which every desire

prompts the prosecution. It is indeed at home

that every man must be known by those who

would make a just estimate either of his

virtue or felicity ; for smiles and embroidery are

alike occasional, and the mind is frequently

dressed for show in painted honour and ficti-

tious benevolence.
Dr. jfohtison

HOME JOYS.

^k i)du§lic^en SreuDen beS 33?enfd;cn finb bie

fc^onften ber @rbe.

Unb ble iS'reube ber (^Itern iiSer i^re ^inber ift

bie f)eingfte S'teube ber 50?cnfc^f)cit

:

(Sie ma^t bag ^erj ber (SItern fromm unb gut,

j!e ^e6t bie 2)?enf(^en ennjor ju il^rem 3Sater ini

«)&iutiuel.

Pestalozzi.

FEMALE EDUCATION.

Female education is often a gaudy and

tawdry setting, which cumbers and almost hides

the jewel it ought to bring out.
A.
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MOTHERS SONS.

Regie gene'rale, a laquelle du moins je n'ai

guere vu d'exceptions, les hommes superieurs

sont tous les fils de leur mere.
MicJielet.

MARK OF "genius."

To carry on the feelings of childhood into

the powers of manhood, to combine the child's

sense of wonder and novelty with the appear-

ances which every day for perhaps forty years

has rendered familiar,—this is the character and

privilege of genius, and one of the marks which

distinguish genius from talent.

Samitel Taylor Coleridge.

SANITY OF TRUE GENIUS.

So far from the position holding true, that

great wit (or genius, in our modern way of

speaking) has a necessary alliance with insanity,

the greatest wits, on the contrary, will ever be

found to be the sanest writers. . . . The great-

ness of wit manifests itself in the admirable
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balance of all the faculties. Madness is the

disproportionate straining or excess of any one

of them.
Elia.

HONOUR.

Purity is the feminine, Truth the masculine

of Honour.
u.

WONDER.

In wonder all philosophy began , in wonder

it ends ; and admiration fills up the interspace.

But the first wonder is the offspring of ignor-

ance ; the last is the parent or adoration. The

first is the birth-throe of our knowledge ; the

last is its euthanasy and apotheosis.

ColeridgL^.

SIMPLICITY.

La simplicite est la droiture d'une ame qui

s'interdit tout retour sur elle et sur ses actions :

cette vertu est differente de la sincerite et la

surpasse. On voit beaucoup de gens qui sont

sinceres sans etre simples. lis ne veulent passer
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que pour ce qu'ils sont, mais ils craignent

sans cesse de passer pour ce qu'ils ne sont pas.

L'homme simple n'affecte ni la vertu ni la verite'

meme ; il n'est jamais occupe de lui ; il semble

avoir perdu ce moi dont on est si jaloux.

Fettelon.

SIMPLICITY,

The greatest thoughts are the simplest ; and

so are the greatest men.

u.

INTUITIVE POWERS OF WOMAN.

The intuitive powers of Woman are certainl}-

greater than those of Man. Her perceptions

are more acute, her apprehensions quicker ; and

she has a remarkable power of interpreting the

feelings of others, which gives to her, not only

a much more ready sympathy with these, but

that power of guiding her actions so as to be in

accordance with them which we call tact. This

tact bears a close correspondence with the

adaptiveness to particular ends which we see in

instinctive actions. In recrard to the inferior
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development of her intellectual powers, there-

fore, and in the predominance of the instinctive,

Woman must be considered as ranking below

man; but in the superior purity and elevation of

her feelings she is highly raised above him.

Her whole character, Psychical as well as Cor-

poreal, is beautifully adapted to supply what is

deficient in man, and to elevate and refine those

powers which might otherwise be directed to

low and selfish objects.

Dr. Carpenter.

THE LILY AND THE ROSE.

Pour me montrer le caractere d'une fleur les

botanistes me la font voir seche, decoloree et

etendue dans un herbier. Est-ce dans cet e'tat

que je reconnaitrai un lis ? N'est-ce pas sur le

bord d'un ruisseau, e'levant au milieu des herbes

sa tige auguste, et re'flechissant dans les eaux

ses beaux calices plus blancs que I'ivoire, que

j'admirerai le roi des vallees ? Sa blancheur

incomparable n'est-elle pas encore plus eclatante

quand elle est mouchetee, comme des gouttes
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de corail, par de petits scarabees ecarlates,

hemispheriques, piquetes de noir qui y cher-

chent presque toujours un asile ? Qui est-ce

qui peut reconnaitre dans une rose seche la

reine des fleurs ? Pour qu'elle soit k la fois un

objet d'amour et de philosophie, il faut la voir

iorsque, sortant des fentes d'un rocher humide,

elle brille sur sa propre verdure, que le zephyr

la balance sur sa tige he'rissee d'epines, que

I'aurore la cou\Te de pleurs, et qu'elle appelle

par son e'clat et par ses parfums la main des

passants. Quelquefois une cantharide, nichee

dans sa corolle en releve le carmin par son

vert d'e'me'raude ; c'est alors que cette fleur sem-

ble nous dire que, symbole du plaisir par ses

charmes et par sa rapidite, elle porte comme lui

le danger autour d'elle et le repentir dans son

sein.

Bertiardin de S. Pierre.

pre-eminence of the " soul " over the
"intellect."

And now observe, the first important con-

sequence of our fully understanding this
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pre-eminence of the soul will be the due

understanding of that subordination of know-

ledge respecting which so much has been said.

For it must be felt at once, that the increase

of knowledge, merely as such, does not make

the soul larger or smaller; that, in the sight

of God, all the knowledge man can gain is as

nothing : but that the soul, for which the great

scheme of redemption was laid, be it ignorant

or be it wise, is all in all ; and in the activity,

strength, health, and well-being of this soul,

lies the main difference, in His sight, between

one man and another. And that which is all

in all in God's estimate is also, be assured, all

in all in man's labour ; and to have the heart

open, and the eyes clear, and the emotions and

thoughts warm and quick, and not the know-

ing of this or the other fact, is the state needed

for all mighty doing in this world. And there-

fore, finally, for this, the weightiest of all

reasons, let us take no pride in our knowledge.

We may, in a certain sense, be proud of being

immortal; we may be proud of being God's
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children ; we may be proud of loving, thinking,

seeing, and all that we are by no human teach-

ing
; but not of what we have been taught by

rote ; not of the ballast and freight of the ship

of the spirit ; but only of the pilotage, without

which all the freight will only sink it faster,

and strew the sea more richly \nth its ruin.

Ritskin.

IMPERFECTION.

Imperfection is in some sort es.sential to all

that we know of life. It is the sign of life in

a mortal body, that is to say, of a state of pro-

gress and change. Nothing that lives is, or can

be, rigidly perfect
;
part of it is decaying, part

nascent. The foxglove blossom,—a third part

bud, a third part past, a third part in full

bloom,—is a type of this world. In all things

that live there are certain irregularities and

deficiencies, which are not only signs of life,

but sources of beauty. No human face is

exactly the same in its lines on each side, no

leaf perfect in its lobes, no branch in its .sym-
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metry. All admit irregularity as they imply

change ; and to banish imperfection is to

destroy expression, to check exertion, to paralyse

vitality. All things are literally better, love-

lier, and more beloved, for the imperfections

which have been divinely appomted, that the

law of human life may be Effort, and the law

of human judgment, Mercy.

Ritskin.

IMPERFECTIONS.

Les plus grands ouvrages de I'esprit humain

sont tres-assure'ment les moins parfaits.

Vauvenargues

.

INTELLECT AND FEELING.

The work of intellect is posterior to the work

of feeling. The latter lies at the foundation of

the man ; it is his proper self—the peculiar

thing that characterises him as an individual.

No tvvo men are alike in feeling ; but concep-

tions of the understanding, when distinct, are

precisely similar in all—the ascertained rela-
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tions of truths are the common property of the

race.
Arthnr H. Hallam.

THE BOW AND ITS OWNER.

^in 2)?ann i^atte eiuen trefflidjeu ^ogcn ton

©Sen^otj, mit bem er fe^r lueit unb fe'^r fic(;er fcbo^,

unb ben er ungemeln luert^ Bielt. ©injl viBer, al0

er i()n aufmcrffam betrad^tete, fprad} er : Gut rcenig

gu v^iimp 6i|l bii bod) ! afte beine Bi^vbe ijt bie

®(atte. <8c^abe !—2)od) bem ifl a^jut^elfen, jret

i^nt ein. 3c^ ti?itt t)ini3e^en unb ben teflen .Kunftfer

SBilber in ben 3Boijen fc^ni^en laffen. dr 131113 ]^in

;

unb ber Jtiinftter fd)ni|te eine ganje Sagb auf ben

3Bo3en ; unb nmo t;atte fic^ beffcr auf eineu SBo^en

gefd^icf t, a(o eine 3a3b ?

2)er 5D?ann rear i^otter S^reuben. „ T^u sjerbienfl

biefe 3i^nat:f)en, mein lieBer •5o3en ! "—Unbent nntt

er if)n tierfuc^en; er fpauut, unb ber ^3o3en—jer*

Bric^t

!

Lessing.

LIGHT AND SHADE.

5Qo oiel \?id^t i|l, Wi [tarfcr ec^attcn.

Goethe.
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INFANCY OF PEOPLES AND INDIVIDUALS.

Dans I'enfance de tous les peoples, comme

dans celle des particuliers, le sentiment a

toujours precede la reflexion, et en a ete le

premier maitre.
Vaitvenargues.

CIVILISATION.

La civilisation est une espece d'Oce'an qui

fait la richesse d'un peuple, et au sein duqiiel

tous les elements de la vie du peuple, toutes les

forces de son existence, viennent se reunir.

Cela est si vrai que des faits qui par leur nature

sont detestes, funestes, qui pesent douleur-

eusement sur les peuples, le despotisme, par

exemple, et I'anarchie, s'ils ont contribue en

quelque chose a la civilisation, s'ils lui ont fait

faire un grand pas, eh bien I jusqu'a un certain

point, on les excuse, on leur pardonne leurs

torts, leur mauvaise nature ; en sorte que partout

oil on reconnait la civilisation et les faits qui

I'ont enrichie, on est tente d'oublier le prix qu'il

en a coute.
Giiizoi.
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PHILOSOPHICAL STUDIES.

Philosophical studies are beset by one peril,

—

a person easily brings himself to think that he

thinks ; and a smattering of science encourages

conceit. He is above his companions. A
hieroglyphic is a spell. The gnostic dogma is

cuneiform wTiting to the million. Moreover,

the vain man is generally a doubter. It is

Newton who sees himself in a child on the sea-

shore, and his discoveries in the coloured shells.

A little knowledge leads the mind from God.

Unripe thinkers use their learning to authenti-

cate their doubts ; while unbelief has its own

dogma, more peremptor}' than the inquisitor's.

Patient meditation brings the scholar back

to humbleness. He learns that the grandest

truths appear slowly.
R. A. Willmott.

THE NON-PHILOSOPHIZING.

It is impossible, from the nature and circum-

stances of human-kind, that the multitude should

be philosophers, or that they should know any
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things in their causes. We see every day that

the rules or conclusions alone are sufficient for

the shop-keeper to state his account, the sailor

to navigate his ship, or the carpenter to measure

his timber, none of which understand the theory,

that is to say the grounds and reasons either of

arithmetic or geometry. Even so in moral,

political and religious matters, it is manifest

that the rules and opinions early imbibed at the

first dawn of understanding, and without the

least glimpse of science, may yet produce

excellent effects, and be very useful to the

world; an'd that, in fact, they are so, will be

very visible to ever}^ one who shall observe

what passeth round about him.

BisJwp Butler.

PHILOSOPHICAL DILETTANTISM.

Dilettantism, hypothesis, speculation, a kind

of amateur search for Truth, toying and coquet-

ting with Truth : this is the sorest sin—the

root of all other imaginable sins. It consists in

the heart and soul of the man never having
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been open to Truth ;
—" living in a vain show/'

Such a man not only utters and produces

falsehoods, but is himself a falsehood. The

rational moral principle, spark of the Divinity,

is sunk deep in him, in quiet paralysis of life-

death.

Cnrlyle.

REASON.

Many by their situations in life have not the

opportunities of cultivating their rational powers.

Many from the habit they have acquired of

submitting their opinions to the authority of

others, or from some other principle which

operates more powerfully than the love of truth,

suffer their judgment to be carried along to the

end of their days, either by the authority of a

leader, or of a party, or of the multitude, or by

their own passions. Such persons, however

learned, however acute, may be said to be all

their days children in understanding. They

reason, they dispute, and perhaps write ; but it

is not that they may find the truth, but that
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they may defend opinions which have descended

to them by inheritance, or into which they have

fallen by accident or been led by affection.

Home (Lp7-d Karnes).

TWO KINDS OF INTELLECT.

II y a done deux sortes d'esprit ; I'une de

penetrer vivement et profondement les conse-

quences des principes et c'est la I'esprit de jus-

tice ; I'autre de comprendre un grand nombre de

principes sans les confondre, et c'est la I'esprit

de geometrie. L'un est force et droiture d'esprit,

I'autre est amplitude d'esprit. Or l'un pent etre

sans I'autre, I'esprit pouvant etre fort et etroit,

et pouvant etre aussi ample et faible.

Pascal.

RAISON AND WIT.

Raison est abeille, et Ton n'exige d'elle que

son produit : son utilite lui tient lieu de beaute.

Mais I'esprit n'est qu'un papillon, et un esprit

sans agrement est comme un papillon sans

couleurs : il ne cause aucun plaisir.

Joiibert.

H
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COMMON SENSE, THE TRUE BASIS OF
PHILOSOPHY.

Philosophy has no root but the prmciples of

common sense ; it grows out of them, it draws

its nourishment from them ; severed from this

root its honours wither, its sap is dried up, it

dies and rots.

Thomas Reid.

SERVICE DONE BY SCEPTICAL WRITERS.

I conceive the sceptical writers to be a set of

men whose business it is to pick holes in the

fabric of knowledge wherever it is weak and

faulty ; and when these places are joroperly

repaired, the whole building becomes more

firm and solid than it was fonnerly.

Thomas Reid.

LIVELY WIT OF LESS VALUE THAN JUST
PERCEPTION.

Ce n'est point un grand avantage d'avoir

I'esprit vif, si on ne I'a juste. La jDerfection

d'une pendule n'est pas d'aller vite, mais d'etre

re'gle'e.

Vauvejia rgues.
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MERRYMAKINGS.

Mirth and laughter, and the song, and the

dance, and the feast, and the wme-cup, with all

the jovial glee that circulates around the festive

board, are only proper to the soul at those

seasons when she is filled with extraordinary

gladness, and should wait until those seasons

arrive in order to be partaken of wholesomely

and well : but by artificial means to make an

artificial excitement of the spirits is violently to

change the law and order of our nature, and to

force it to that to which it is not willingly

inclined. Without such high calls and occasions,

to make mirth and laughter is to belie nature,

and misuse the ordinance of God. It is a false

glare which does but show the darkness and

deepen the gloom. It is to wear out and

dissipate the oil of gladness, so that, when

gladness cometh, we have no light of joy within

our souls, and look upon it with baneful eyes.

It is not a figure but a truth, that they who

make those artificial merriments night after night
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have no taste for natural mirth, and are gloomy

and morose until the revels of the table or the

lights of the saloon bring them to life again.

Nature is worsted by art—artificial fire is stolen,

but not from heaven, to quicken the pulse of

life, and the pulse of life runs on with fevered

speed, and the strength of man is prostrated in

a few brief years, and old age comes over the

heart when life should yet be in its prime. And
not only is heaven made shipwreck of, but the

world is made shipwreck of— not only the

spiritual man quenched, but the animal man

quenched by such unseasonable and intemperate

merrj^makings.

Edward Irz'iitg.

WIT AND JUDGMENT.

And hence, perhaps, may be given some

reason for that common observation that men
who have a great deal of wit and prompt

memories have not always the clearest judgment

or deepest reason. For wit lying most in the

assemblage of ideas, and putting those together
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with quickness and variety wherein can be

found any resemblance or congruity, thereby

to make up pleasant pictures and agreeable

visions in the fancy; judgment, on the contrary,

lies quite on the other side, in separating care-

fully from one another ideas wherein can be

found the least difference, thereby to avoid

being misled by similitude, and by affinity to

take one thing for another. This is a way of

proceeding quite contrary to metaphor and

allusion, wherein, for the most part, lies that

entertainment and pleasantry of wit which

strikes so lively on the fancy, and is therefore

so acceptable to all people.

I^ocke.

WIT-HUNTIXG.

Quand on court apres I'esprit, on attrappe la

sottise.

Jlontesqiiieii.

GENUINE AND INNOCENT WIT.

Where wit is combined with sense and in-

formation, when it is refined by benevolence.
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and restrained by strong principle ; when it is in

the hands of a man who can use and despise it,

who can be witty and something much better

than witty, who loves honour, justice, decency,

good-nature, morality, and religion ten thousand

times better than wit—wit is then a beautiful

and delightful part of our nature. There is

no more interesting spectacle than to see the

effects of wit upon the different characters

of men ;—than to observe it expanding cau-

tion,— relaxing dignity,— unfreezing coldness,

teaching age, and care, and pain, to smile,

—

extorting reluctant beams of pleasure from

melancholy, and charming even the pangs of

grief. It is pleasant to observe how it pene-

trates through the coldness and awkwardness

of society, gradually bringing men much nearer

together, and like the combined force of wine

and oil, giving each man a glad heart and

shining countenance. Genuine and innocent

wit like this is surely the flavour of ihe vii?id.

Man could not direct his way by plain reason,

and support his life by tasteless food ; but God
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has given us wit, and flavour, and brightness,

and laughter and perfumes, to enliven the days

of man's pilgrimage, and to charm his pained

steps over the burning marl.

Sydney Smith.

LAUGHTER.

How much lies in laughter : the cipher-key,

wherewith we decipher the whole man ! Some

men wear an everlasting barren simper ; in the

smile of others lies a cold glitter as of ice : the

fewest are able to laugh what can be called

laughing, but only sniff and titter from the

throat outwards ; or at best, produce some

whiftlinsf huskv cachinnation, as if thev were

laughing through wool : of none such comes

good. The man who cannot laugh is not only

fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils ; but his

whole life is already a treason and a stratagem.

Carlyle.

TEMPERAN'CE.

Temperance is reason's girdle and passion's

bridle.

yeremy Taylor.
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PLEASURE AND PAIN.

All pleasure must be bought at the price of

pain. The difference between false pleasure

and true is just this : for the true, the price is

paid before you enjoy it ; for the false, after you

enjoy it.

jfohn Foster.

SLOTH.

Excess is not the only thing which breaks

men in their health, and in the comfortable

enjoyment of themselves ; but many are brought

into a very ill and languishing habit of body by

mere sloth ; and sloth is in itself both a great

sin, and the cause of many more.
Bishop South.

SOBRIETY.

Modesty and humility are the sobriety of

the mind : temperance and chastity are the

sobriety of the body.

IVhichcote.

CONTENTMENT.

Let US not repine, or as much as think the

gifts of God unequally dealt, if we see another
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abound with riches ; when, as God knows, the

cares that are the keys that keep those riches,

hang often so heavily at the rich man's girdle,

that they clog him with weary days and restless

nights, even when others sleep quietly. We
see but the outside of the rich man's happiness

;

few consider him to be like the silk-worm, that,

when she seems to play, is at the very same

time spinning her own bowels, and consuming

herself. And this many rich men do ; loading

themselves with corroding cares to keep what

they have already got. Let us, therefore, be

thankful for healthened competence, and, above

all, a quiet conscience.

Izaak IValtou.

CONTENTMENT.

There is much variety even in creatures of

the same kind. See, there are two snails : one

hath a house ; the other wants it. Yet, both

are snails : and it is a question whether case is

the better ; that which hath a house hath niore

shelter, but that which wants it hath more
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freedom. The privilege of that cover is but a

burden
;
you see if it has but a stone to climb

over, with what stress it draws up that bene-

ficial load ; and if the passage proves strait

finds no entrance : whereas the empty snail

finds no difference of way. Surely it is always

an ease and sometimes a happiness, to have

nothing : no man is so worthy of envy as he

that is cheerful in want.

BisJiop Hall.

SERVICES TO OTHERS.

One man, when he has done a service to

another, is ready to set it down to his account

as a favour conferred. Another is not ready

to do this, but still in his own mind he thinks

of the man as his debtor, and he knows what

he has done. A third in a manner does not

even know what he has done, but he is like a

vine which has produced grapes, and seeks for

nothing more after it has once produced its

proper fruit. As a horse when he has run, a

dog when he has tracked the game, a bee
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when it has made the honey, so such a man

when he has done a good act does not call out

for others to come and see, but he goes on to

another act, as a vine goes on to produce again

the grapes in season.—Must a man then be

one of these, who in a manner act thus without

observing it ?—Yes.

Jf. A>itoiii7ius.'^

SELFISHNESS.

This is the chief spring of injustice, for from

hence it is that oftentimes men regard not what

courses they take, what means they use—how

unjust, how base soever they be—towards the

compassing their designs : hence they trample

upon right, they violate all laws and rules of

conscience, they falsify their trusts, they betray

their friends, they supplant their neighbour,

they flatter and colleague, they wind about and

shuffle any way, they detract from the virtue

and worth of any man, they forge and vent

* The passages from M. Antoninus are taken from Mr.

George Long's translation of the Emperor's Thoughts.
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odious slanders, they commit any sort of wrong

and outrage ; they, without regard or remorse,

do anything which seemeth to further their

design.

Barroxo.

FRUGALITY AND LIBERALITY.

FrugaUty is good if Hberality be joined with

it. The first is leaving off superfluous expenses;

the last is bestowing them to the benefit of

others that need. The first without the last

begets covetousness ; the last without the first

begets prodigality.

• Perm.

DISCRETION.

There are more shining qualities in the mind

of man, but there is none so useful as discre-

tion ; it is this, indeed, which gives a value to

all the rest, which sets them at work in their

proper times and places, and turns them to

the advantage of the person who is possessed

of them. Without it, learning is pedantry,

and wit impertinence ; virtue itself looks like
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weakness ; the best parts only qualify a man

to be more sprightly in errors, and active to

his own prejudice.

Addiion.

EXPERIENXE.

Coleridge compared experience to the stern

lights of a vessel, which illuminate only the

track over which it has passed.

EXAMPLE.

9tiitt ba?^ ©efitrei, fajt eiu d^inefifd^er Qlutor,

fonbern bcr ^(uffhuj, einer iritben (vate treiSt bie

^ecrbe jur O'ol^e iinb 51011 i)tad^flicvjen.

yean Paul Richtcr.

EXAMPLE.

f!^ ba§ ©eiiniJen ber «^inber nad) i:^rer Itnunehinij

Infbet, unb bap bie ^ecjriffe i^on @ut iinb >8(t(ecl)t

ein C^ieberfdyfaij ber moralifc^eu Q(tmo|>^are fmb in

ivelct;er fie airmen.

Kellner.
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EXAMPLES.

Proposons nous de grands exemples a imiter

plutot que de vains systemes a suivre.

y. y. Rojissenu.

others' faults.

Too many take the ready course to deceive

themselves ; for they look with both eyes on the

faihngs and defects of others, and scarcely give

their good qualities half an eye : on the contrary,

in themselves they study to the full their own

advantages, while their weaknesses and defects

(as one says) they skip over, as children do the

hard words in their lesson that are troublesome

to read ; and making this uneven parallel,

what wonder if the result be a gross mistake

of themselves.

Archbishop Lcighton.

others' faults.

Est proprium stultitiae aliorum vitia cernere,

oblivisci suorum.

Cicero
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FAULT-FINDING.

Thales was asked what was the hardest and

what the easiest thing to do : he said the

hardest thing was to learn to know one's-self;

the easiest to find fault with the doin2:s of

other people.

CUNNING COMPARED WITH WISDOM.

Cunning to wisdom is as an ape to man.

Penn.

THE WICKED.

I have often observed in the course of my
experience of human life, that every man, even

the worst, has something .^ood about him

;

though often nothing else than a happy tem-

perament of constitution, inclining him to this

or that virtue. For this reason, no man can

say in what degree any other person besides

himself can be, with strict justice called wicked.

Let any one with the strictest character for

regularity of conduct among us, examine im-

partially how many vices he has never been
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guilty of, not from any care or vigilance, but

for want of opportunity, or some accidental

circumstances intervening; how many of the

weaknesses of mankind he has escaped because

he was out of the line of such temptation ; and

—what often, if not always, weighs more than

all the rest—how much he is indebted to the

world's good opinion because the world does

not know all : I say, any man who can thus

think will scan the failings, nay, the faults and

crimes of mankind with a brother's eye.

Bums.

THE SUMMUM BONUM.

Of two pleasures, if there be one to which

all or almost all who have experience of both

give a decided preference, irrespective of any

feeling of moral obligation to prefer it, that is

the more desirable pleasure. Now, it is an

unquestionable fact that those who are equally

capable of appreciating and enjoying both, do

give a most marked preference to the manner

of existence which employs their highest facul-
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ties. Few human beings would consent to be

changed into any of the lower animals for the

fullest allowance of a beast's pleasures ; no

intelligent human being would consent to be

a fool ; no instructed person would be an igno-

ramus ; no persons of feeling or conscience

would be selfish or base, even though they

should be persuaded that the fool, or dunce

or the rascal is better satisfied with his lot

than they with theirs. It is better to be a

human being dissatisfied than a pig satisfied
;

better to be a Socrates dissatisfied than a fool

satisfied. And if the fool and the pig are of

a difterent opinion, it is because they only

know their o^vn side of the question. The

other party to the comparison knows both

sides. From this verdict of the only competent

judges, I apprehend there is no appeal. On

a question, which is the best worth having of

two pleasures? or which of two modes of

existence is the most grateful to the feelings

apart from its moral attributes and its conse-

quences? the judgment of those who are qua-
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lifted by knowledge of both, or, if they differ,

that of the majority among them, must be

admitted to be final.
*

yohn Stuart Mill.

WEALTH AND CULTURE.

Wealth, again, that end to which our pro-

digious works for material advantage are

directed,—the commonest of commonplaces

tells us how men are always apt to regard

wealth as a precious end in itself; and certainly

they have never been so apt thus to regard it as

they are in England at the present time. Never

did people believe anything more firmly, than

nine Englishmen out of ten at the present day

believe that our greatness and welfare are proved

by our being so very rich. Now, the use of

culture is that it helps us, by means of its

spiritual standard of perfection, to regard wealth

* The gist of this passage occurs in Aristotle's Ethics

(Book X. Chan. 7) :—To yao oIkcZov eKatrrto t^; q)vati

KOUTltTTOV Kal VOLCTTOV ECTTIV e/CttOTtU ' KOI TW dvdpWTTll) OtJ

u KUTo. *rbv vovv /3tos. Eiirep fioKiGTa tovto avOpuiTroi

owTos apa Kai eu^atuoi/eoTaTos.
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as but machinery, and not only to say as a

matter of words that we regard wealth as but

machinery, but really to perceive and feel that

it is so. If it were not for this purging effect

^^Tought upon our minds by culture, the whole

world, the future as well as the present, would

inevitably belong to the Philistines. The

people who believe most that our greatness and

welfare are proved by our being very rich, and

who most give their lives and thouglits to

becoming rich, are just the very people whom

we call the Philistines. Culture says :
" Con-

sider these people, then, their way of life, their

habits, their manners, the ver}' tones of their

voice ; look at them attentively ; observe the

literature they read, the things which give them

pleasure, the words which come forth out of

their mouths, the thoughts which make the

furniture of their minds ; would any amount of

wealth be worth having with the condition that

one was to become just like these people by

having it?" And thus culture begets a dissatis-

faction which is of the highest possible value in
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Stemming the common tide of men's thoughts

in a wealthy and industrial community, and

which saves the future, as one may hope, from

being vulgarised, even if it cannot save the

present.
Mait/tew A mold.

PHILOSOPHY.

Philosophy or rather its object, the divine

order of the universe, is the intellectual guide

which the religious sentiment needs ; while

exploring the real relations of the finite, it

obtains a constantly improving and self-correc-

ting measure of the perfect law of Jesus,

and a means of carrying into effect the spi-

ritualism of St. Paul. It establishes law by

ascertaining its terms ; it guides the spirit to

see its way to the amelioration of life and

increase of happiness. While religion was

stationary, science could only walk alone

;

when both are admitted to be progressive,

their interests and aims become identified.

Aristotle began to show how religion may be

founded on an intellectual basis ; but the basis
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he laid was too narrow. Bacon by giving to

philosophy a definite aim and method, gave it

at the same time a safer and self-enlarging

basis. Our position is that of intellectual

beings surrounded by limitations ; and the

latter being constant have given to intelligence

the practical value of laws, in whose investiga-

tion and application consists that seemingly

endless career of intellectual and moral pro-

gress, which the sentiment of religion inspires

and ennobles. The title of saint has hitherto

been claimed exclusively for those whose

boast is to despise philosophy; yet faith will

stumble, and sentiment mislead, unless know-

ledge be present in amount and quality suffi-

cient to purify the one, and to give beneficial

direction to the other.
R. W. Mackay.

PHILOSOPHY.

"What then is that which is able to conduct

a man ? One thing, and only one. Philosophy.

But this consists in keeping the divinit}^ within

a man free from violence and unharmed.
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superior to pains and pleasures, doing nothing

without a purpose, nor yet falsely and with

hypocrisy, not feeling the need of another man's

doing or not doing anything ; and besides,

accepting all that happens and all that is allotted,

as coming from thence, wherever it is, from

whence he himself came.

Jlarcus Antoninus.

. PROGRESS.

The first party of painted savages who raised

a few huts upon the Thames, did not dream of

the London they were creating, or know that in

lighting the fire on their hearth they were

kindling one of the great foci of Time. . . . All

the grand agencies which the progress of man-

kind evolves are formed in the same unconscious

way. They are the aggregate result of countless

single wills, each of which, thmking merely of

its own end, and perhaps fully gaining it, is at

the same time enlisted by Providence in the

secret service of the world.

yames Martineau.
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PROGRESS OF TRUTH.

The discoveries which in one age are con-

fined to the studious and enHghtened few,

become in the next the estabUshed creed of

the learned, and in the third form part of the

elementary principles of education. The har-

mony in the mean time which exists among

truths of both descriptions, tends perpetually,

by blending them into one common mass, to

increase the joint influence of the whole; the

contributions of individuals to this mass (to

borrow the fine allusion of Middleton) "re-

sembling the drops of rain, which, falling

separately into the water, mingle at once with

the stream, and strengthen the general current."

Dzcgald Stezuart.

FALSE PHILOSOPHY.

Fuyez ceux qui, sous pretexte d'expliquer la

nature, sement dans le coeur des hommes de

desolantes doctrines, et dont le scepticisme

apparent est cent fois plus affirmatif et plus

dogmatique que le ton decide de leurs adver-
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saires. Sous le bautain pretexte qu'eux seuls

sont eclaires, vrais, de bonne foi, ils nous

soumettent imperieusement a leurs decisions

tranchantes, et pretendent vous donner pour les

vrais principes des choses les inintelHgibles

systemes qu'ils ont batis dans leur imagination.

Du reste, renversant, detruisant, foulant aux

pieds tout ce que les hommes respectent, ils

otent aux affliges la derniere consolation de

leur misere, aux puissants et aux riches le seul

frein de leurs passions ; ils arrachent du fond

des coeurs le remords du crime, I'espoir de la

vertu, et se vantent encore d'etre les bienfaiteurs

du genre humain. Jamais disent-ils, la verite

n'est nuisible aux hommes. Je le crois comme

eux; et c'est, a mon avis, une grande preuve

que ce qu'ils enseignent n'est pas la verite'.

J. y. Koussiau.

A SIMILE.

All that we know of nature or of existences

may be compared to a tree which hath root,

trunk, and branches. In this tree of knowledge
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perception is the root, common understanding

is the trunk, and the sciences are the branches.

Thovias Reid.

RELATIVITY OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.

Omne quod cognoscitur, non secundum sui

vim, sed secundum cognoscentium potius

comprehenditur facultatem.
Boethius.

THE ABSOLUTE.

As the greyhound cannot outstrip his shadow,

nor (by a more appropriate simile) the eagle

outsoar the atmosphere in which he floats, and

by which alone he may be supported, so the

mind cannot transcend that sphere of limitation

within and through which exclusively the possi-

bility of thought is realized.

Sir IVilliajJi Haviiiton.

HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.

Deux poles de toute science humaine : la

personne moi, d'ou tout part ; la personne

Dieu, ou tout aboutit.
De Biran.
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others' thoughts.

In learning what others have thought, it is

well to keep in practice the power of thinking

for one's-self: when an author has added to

your knowledge, pause and consider if you

can add nothino; to his.

Edivard Biiltver.



PART III,



Search not who spoke this or that : but mark

what is spoken.

Thomas a Kempis.



TRUTH.

The highest aim of man is the discovery of

Truth ; the search after Truth is his noblest

occupation. It is more ; it is his duty. Every

step onwards we take in science and learning

tells us how nearly all sciences are connected.

There is a deep philosophy in that connexion

yet undeveloped ; a philosophy of the utmost

moment to man : let us seek it out. The

world in which we live is a beautiful world,

and the spirit of Omnipotence has given us

many pleasures and blessings; shall we not

enjoy them ? Let us refresh ourselves with

them thankfull)', whilst we go forth in our search

after Truth.

Edward Forbes.
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LOVE OF TRUTH.

The Love of Truth, as such, is good, but

when it is misdirected by thoughtlessness or

over-excited by vanity, and either seizes on

facts of small value, or gathers them chiefly

that it may boast of its grasp and apprehen-

sion, its work may become dull or offensive.

Yet let us not therefore blame the inherent

love of facts, but the incautiousness of their

selection, and impertinence of their statement.

Riiskin.

LOVE OF TRUTH.

He who begins by loving Christianity better

than Truth will proceed by loving his own sect

or church better than Christianity, and end in

loving himself better than all.

Sajinu'l Taylor Coleridge.

BEING ON THE SIDE OF TRUTH.

It is one thing to have truth on our side,

and another thing to wish to be on the side

of truth.

Whately.
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YES. NO. YES.

Man's first word is, Yes ; his second, No,

his third and last, Yes. Most stop short at the

first : very few get to the last.

u.

WORKING BEYOND THE SURFACE.

A man who works beyond the surface of

things, though he may be wrong himself, yet

he clears the way for others, and may chance

to make even his errors subservient to the

cause of truth.
Bmkc.

thinkers' errors.

Truth gains more even by the errors of one

who, with due study and preparation, thinks for

himself, than by the true opinions of those who

only hold them because they do not suffer

themselves to think.

J. S. Mill.

philosophers' difficulties.

Upon the whole, I am inclined to think that

the far greater part, if not all, of those difficulties
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which have hitherto amused philosophers, and

blocked up the way to knowledge, are entirely-

owing to ourselves. That we have first raised

a dust, and then complain we cannot see.

Bisfiop Berkeley.

THE PHILOSOPHER.

The philosopher should be a man willing to

listen to every suggestion, but determined to

judge for himself. He should not be biased by

appearances, have no favourite hypothesis, be

of no school, and in doctrine have no master.

He should not be a respecter of persons, but of

things. Truth should be his primary object.

If to these qualities he adds industry, he may

indeed hope to walk within the veil of the

temple of nature.
Faraday.

FREEDOM OF THOUGHT.

Freedom of thought being intimately con-

nected with the happiness and dignity of man

in every stage of his being, is of so much

more importance than the preservation of any
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constitution, that to infringe the former under

pretence of supporting the latter, is to sacrifice

the means to the end.
Robert Hall.

IN WHAT FREEDOM OF THE UNDERSTANDING

CONSISTS.

In these tvvo things, viz. an equal indifferency

for all truth,—I mean the receiving it in the

love of it as truth, but not loving it for any-

other reason before we know it to be true,

—

and in the examination of our principles, and

not receiving any for such, nor building on

them, until we are fully convinced, as rational

creatures, of their solidity, truth, and certainty,

consists that freedom of the understanding

which is necessary to a rational creature, and

without which it is not truly an understanding.

Locke.

OF RIGHTLY DIRECTING OUR THOUGHTS.

I believe it ^^^ll be allowed by every man,

that our happiness or misery in life, that our

improvement in any art or science which we
K
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profess, and that our improvement in real virtue

and goodness depend in a very great degree on

the train of thinking that occupies the mind

both in our vacant and in our more serious

hours. As far, therefore, as the direction of our

thoughts is in our power (and that it is so in a

great measure cannot be doubted), it is of the

last importance to give them that direction

which is most subservient to those valuable

purposes. What enjoyment can he have worthy

of a man whose imagination is occupied only

about things low and base, and grovels in a

narrow field of mean, unanimating and unin-

teresting objects, insensible to those finer and

more delicate sentiments, and blind to those

more enlarged and nobler views which elevate

the soul and make it conscious of its dignity ?

How different from him whose imagination,

Hke an eagle in her flight, takes a va&t prospect,

and obser\'es whatever it presents that is new

and beautiful, grand or important ; whose rapid

wing varies the scene every moment, carrying

him sometimes through the fairy regions of wit
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and fancy, sometimes through the more regular

and sober walks of science and philosophy.

The various objects which he sun-eys, according

to their different degrees of beauty and dignity,

raise in him the lively and agreeable emotions

of taste. Illustrious human characters, as they

pass in review, clothed with their moral qualities,

touch his heart still more deeply. They not

only awaken the sense of beauty, but excite the

sentiment of approbation, and kindle the glow

of virtue. "\Miile he views what is truly great

and glorious in human conduct, his soul catches

the divine flame and bums with desire to

emulate what it admires,
Thomas Reid.

THE IMAGINATION AN INSTRUIMENT OF
RESEARCH.

The influence of the imagination as an instru-

ment of research has, we think, been much

overlooked by those who have ventured to give

laws to philosophy. This faculty is of the

greatest value in physical inquiries. If we use

it as a soiide, and confide in its indications, it
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will infallibly deceive us ; but if we employ

it as an auxiliary, it will afford us the most

invaluable aid. Its operation is like that of

the light troops which are sent out to ascer-

tain the strength and position of the enemy.

When the struggle commences, their services

terminate ; and it is by the solid phalanx of

the judgment that the battle must be fought

and won.
Sir David Brewster.

THE HUMAN IMAGINATION.

The human imagination is an ample theatre

upon which everything in human life, good or

bad, great or mean, laudable or base, is acted.

In children, and in some frivolous minds, it is a

mere toy-shop. And in some, who exercise

their memory widiout their judgment, its

furniture is made up of old scraps of knowledge

that are thread-bare and worn-out. In some

this theatre is often occupied by ghastly super-

stition, with all her train of Gorgons, and

Hydras, and Chimeras dire. Sometimes it is
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haunted with all the infernal demons, and made

the forge of plots, and rapine, and murder.

Here eventhins: that is black and detestable

is first contrived, and a thousand wicked designs

conceived that are never executed. Here, too,

the Furies act their part, taking a severe though

secret vengeance upon the self-condemned

criminal. How happy is that mind in which

the light of real knowledge dispels the phantoms

of superstition ; in which the belief and rever-

ence of an all-governing Mind casts out all fear

but the fear of acting wrong ; in which serenity

and cheerfulness, innocence, humanity and

candour guard the imagination against the

entrance of ever)- unhallowed intruder, and

invite more amiable and worthier guests to

dwell ! There shall the Muses, the Graces, and

the Virtues fix their abode : for evervthins: that

is great and worthy in human conduct must

have been conceived in the imagination before

it was brought into act. And many great and

good designs have been formed there, which

for want of power and opportunity have proved
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abortive. The man whose imagination is

occupied by these guests must be wise ; he

must be good ; and he must be happy.

Thomas Reiri.

MYSTICISM.

In the present day, when reHgion and philo-

sophy are assuming such novel aspects ; when

the mysterious in revelation is subjected to

the scrutiny of philosophy, and philosophy

herself straying into the labyrinths of mysticism,

and claiming kindred with the supernatural

;

when the apostolic simplicity of Christian

worship is marred by the glitter and mummery
of exploded superstitions ; it is necessary to

warn you against speculations morally and

intellectually degrading. In the blue heavens

above, in the smiling earth beneath, and in the

social world around, you will find full scope for

the exercise of your noblest faculties, and a

field ample enough for the widest range of

invention and discovery. Science has never

derived any truth, nor art any invention, nor
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religion any bulwark, nor humanity any boon

from those presumptuous mystics who grovel

amid nature's subverted laws, burrowing in the

caverns of the invisible world, and attempting

to storm the awful and impregnable sanctuar}-

of the future. If these views be sound, the

instruction of literar}- and theological students,

and, indeed, of the vrhole population, in the

grand truths of the material world, becomes the

duty of a Christian Church and a Christian state.

Sir Daz'id Bretvster.

MATERIALISM.

Materialism, the philosophy of all expiring

epochs and peoples in decay, is, historically

speaking, an old phenomenon, inseparable from

the death of a religious dogma. It is the

reaction of those superficial intellects, which,

incapable of taking a comprehensive ^iew of the

life of humanity, and tracing and deducing its

essential characteristics from tradition, denv the

religious ideal itself, instead of simply affirming

the death of one of its incarnations.
yiazzini.
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ERRORS MINGLED WITH TRUTH.

Errors to be dangerous must have a great

deal of truth mingled with them ; it is only

from this alliance that they can ever obtain an

extensive circulation ; from pure extravagance,

and genuine, unmingled falsehood, the world

never has, and never can sustain any mischief.

Sydney Smith.

OF JUDGING CONCERNING DIVINE ORDINANCES.

Le vray champ et subiect de I'imposture

sont les choses incogneues : d'autant que, en

premier lieu, I'estrangete mesme donne credit

;

et puis, n'estants point subiectes a nos discours

ordinaires, elles nous ostent le moyen de les

combattre. A cette cause, diet Platon, il

est bien plus ays^ de satisfaire, parlant de

la nature des dieux que de la nature des

hommes, parce que I'ignorance des audi-

teurs preste une belle et large carriere, et toute

liberte au maniement d'une matiere cachee-

II advient de Ik qu'il n'est rien creu si fermement

que ce qu'on sgait le moins ; ny gents si
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asseurez que ceulx qui nous content des fables,

comme alchymistes, prognosticqueurs, iudi-

ciaires, chiromantiens, medecins, id genus omne:

ausquels ie ioindrois volontiers si i'osois, un

tas de gents, interpretes et contreroolleurs

ordinaires des desseings de Dieu, faisants

estats de trouver les causes de chasque acci-

dent, et de veoir dans les secrets de la volont^

divine les motifs incomprehensibles de ses

ceuvres ; et quoyque la variete et discordance

continuelle des evenements les reiecte de coing

en coing, et d'orient en Occident, ils ne laissent

de su}^re pourtant leur esteuf, et de mesme

creon peindre le blanc et le noir.

Montaigne.

CORRELATION BETWEEN INTELLECTUAL AND

MORAL EXCELLENCE.

It is not only to be reasonably expected, but

it is experimentally felt, that in weak and

ignorant understandings there are no sufficient

supports for the vigorousness of a holy life,

there being nothing, or not enough, to warrant
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and strengthen great resolutions, to reconcile

our affections to difficulties, to make us patient

of affronts.

yereviy Taylor.

OF TAKING AWAY REASON TO MAKE WAY FOR

REYELATION.

He that takes away reason to make way for

revelation, puts out the light of both, and does

much-what the same as if he would persuade

a man to put out his eyes the better to receive

the remote light of an invisible star by a tele-

scope.

Locke.

" PROSTRATE THE UNDERSTANDING."

" Prostrate the Understanding " to discern

Truth, and we may as well put out our eyes

to discern daylight. " Prostrate the Under-

standing," is the device not of Religion, but

of Superstition ; it is the Shibboleth of every

idolatry under the sun. "Say now Shibbo-

leth ; but he could not pronounce it right : so

they took him and slew him at the passage
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of Jordan." This is not the wisdom of the

children of Light, but the craft of those who

rather prefer darkness ; the wisdom of fanatics,

wise only in their generation, hiding their heads

from the Truth under a sevenfold shield of

stupidity or ignorance. The Christian philo-

sopher is stopped at the Threshold of every

Temple, Pagoda, and iMosque by the words

written, " Prostrate the Understanding :

" it

is the best shaft in the quiver of Anti-Christ.

Rev. Tltomas Wilson.

AUTHORITY' IN RELIGION.

It is a preposterous thing that men can

venture their souls where they will not venture

their money : for they will take their religion

upon trust, but not trust a synod about the

goodness of half-a-cro^^"n.

Pe7in.

THE PREJUDICED.

The prejudiced are apt to converse -v^-ith but

one sort of men, to read but one sort of books,
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to come in hearing but of one sort of notions ;

the truth is, they canton out to themselves a

Httle Goshen in the intellectual world, where

light shines, and, as they conclude, day blesses

them : but the rest of the vast expansum they

give up to night and darkness, and so avoid

coming near it. They confine themselves to

some little creek, not venturing out into the

great ocean of knowledge to survey the riches

that nature has stored other parts with, no less

genuine, no less solid, no less useful, than what

is to be found ^vithin their own little spot.

Barrmu

OF RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSIES.

A man that is of judgment and understanding,

shall sometimes hear men differ, and know well

within himself that those which so differ mean

one thing, and yet they themselves would never

agiee. And if it come to pass in that distance

of judgment which is between man and man,

shall we not think that God above, that knows

the heart, doth discern that frail men, in some
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of their contradictions intend the same thing,

and accepteth of both ?

Bacon.

CHARGE AGAIXST SOCRATES.

" And further, the young men in my company,

and those who have most leisure especially,

young men of fortune, are delighted to hear

these questionings of mine, and often imitate

me themselves, and try to question others.

And I think the result is that they find a great

abundance of persons who think that they

know something, but who really know little

or nothing. And therefore those that are

questioned by them are irritated against me

rather than against them ; and say that there

is a certain wicked Socrates who corrupts

the young men. iVnd if any one asks them

what he does and what he teaches which

corrupts them, they can make no reply, as they

have nothing to allege. But that they may

have some ground for what they say, they

take up all these accusations that have been
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cast against all who have meddled with philo-

sophy,—that they search into things under the

earth and above the earth, and do not believe

in the gods, and make the worse appear the

better reason. Of course they will not assign

the true cause, that they are convicted of pre-

tending to know what they do not really know."

Plato.

THE GREEK " MYSTERIES."

"Those who instituted the Mysteries did

not frame their doctrines mthout meaning

when they taught that he who descends to

Hades uninitiated in the Mysteries, unpurified

according to their rites, shall be plunged in

mire; but those who have been initiated and

purified shall live Avith the gods. But as the

mystic saying runs, * Many began the rites, but

few are fully purified :' those who are so are,

in my opinion, those who have truly pursued

philosophy. This I have, through my life,

honestly and earnestly tried to do. "Whether

I have tried in the right way, and with what
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success I shall know certainly when I arrive

there, if it shall please God, and, as it seems,

before very long.
"

Plato.

LIFE.

Life, as we call it, is nothing but the edge of

the boundless ocean of existence where it comes

upon soundings.
O. IV. Holmes.

DEATH.

Un homme mourant est un ballon qui jette

son lest
Petit-Senn.

SENSUALITY.

" But if the soul depart from the body pol-

luted and impure, as having always been mixed

with the body, and having served and delighted

in it ; and having allowed itself to be bewitched

by it and its desires and pleasures, so that

nothing appeared to be real which was not

corporeal—something that could be touched and

seen and eaten and drunk and used for enjoy-
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ment ; and having always hated and feared

and shunned that which is invisible to the

bodily eyes, the intellectual objects at which

philosophy aims ;—do you conceive that such

a soul can be pure in itself, or fitted for a

region of purity ?
"

Plato. *

MAX THE TRUE SHEKINAH.

The true Shekinah is INIan.

v9. Chrysostom.

IMPURE CONVERSATION.

It is dangerous to fall into impure conversa-

tion : when anything of the kind is said before

you, if the place and person permits, reprove

him that spoke; if that is not convenient, by

your blushes and your silence show at least that

you are displeased.

Epictetns.

* This and the other extracts from Plato are taken from

Professor Whewell's English version of the Platonic

Dialogues.
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VIRTUES AND VICES.

33on 91atur 6efi§en irir feinen Seller, ber lud^t

§ur ^ugenb, feine ^^ugenti bie nicf^t jiim Be^I^t: iver=

ben fonute. Tiefe lefeteren fmb bie 6ebenfUc6fien.

GOOD AND EVIL.

Good is positive. Evil is merely privative,

not absolute. It is like cold, which is the pri-

vation of heat. All evil is so much death or

nonentitv.

Emetson.

VICE AS POURTRAVED IX FICTION.

Vice should always disgust ; nor should the

graces of gaiety or the dignity of courage be

so united with it as to reconcile it to the mind.

Whenever it appears, it should raise hatred by

the malignity of its practices, and the mean-

ness of its stratagems ; for while it is supported

by parts or spirit, it ^^^ll be seldom heartily

abhorred.

Dr. Johtisofi.
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CHOICE OF ROOKS.

Be intimate with the wise of the dead—be

specially careful as to what authors you make

your companions. Do not think that the

melody of poetry may compensate for its

licentiousness, nor the ingenuity of philosophy

for its scepticism. If the sentiments of a book

be such as you ought not in conscience to ap-

prove, its cleverness ought not to make way for

it into your study. Hold, therefore, communi-

cations with wise authors. If ye must have

poetry, let it be the manly strain of minstrels

who have swept the chords to noble themes

—

not the voluptuous, or those who have been the

panderers to base passions. If ye must have

philosophy, let it be the energetic reasoning of

men who really worship truth—not the insidious

efforts of those who wish to disguise falsehood.

If ye must have history, let it be the lives of men

illustrious by their virtues rather than those

who have no better title to fame than prostitu-

ted genius, and successful villany.

Rei' Henry Mclvill.



BACKBITING.

If any one tells you such a one has spoken

ill of you, do not refute them m that particular

;

but answer, had he known all my vices, he had

not spoken only of that one.

EJ>ictetus.

HYPOCRISY.

It is difficult to act a part long, for where

truth is not at the bottom, nature will always be

endeavouring to return ; and will peep out and

betray itself one time or other.

Bishop South.

others' vices and our own.

The vices we scoff at in others laugh at us

\\ithin ourselves.

Sir Thomas BroiL'nc.

MARTYRS TO VICE.

Vice has more martyrs than virtue.

Colton.
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A SOURCE or DELIGHT.

When thou wishest to dehght thyself, think

of the virtues of those who Hve with thee ; for

instance, the activity of one, and the modesty

of another, and the hberaHty of a third, and

some other good quahty of a fourth. For

nothing dehghts so much as the examples of

the virtues, when they are exhibited in the

morals of those who live with us, and present

themselves in abundance. Wherefore we must

keep them before us.

M. A)ito7iiKJis.

THE NATURE OF VIRTUE.

Forasmuch as it has been disputed wherein

virtue consists, or whatever ground of doubt

there may be about particulars, yet in general

there is in reality a universally acknowledged

standard of it. It is that which all ages and

countries have made profession of in public,

—

it is that which every man you meet puts on

the show of,—it is that which the primary and

fundamental laws of all civil constitutions over
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tlie face of the earth make it their business and

endeavour to enforce the practice of upon man-

kind ; namely, justice, veracity, and regard to

common good.

Bishop Bittlcr.

AUTHORITY OF VIRTUE.

Habet apud malos quoque multum auctoritatis

virtus.

Qithitilian.

STUDY OF SELF.

Sound thy heart to the bottom, and try it

nicely, to be thoroughly satisfied of thy sin-

cerity. Let no day pass without an account

taken of thy life, and be sure to observe very

diligently what ground you gain or lose, what

alteration appears in your temper, behaviour,

affections, desires : what resemblance or de-

generacy from God : how near approaches you

make, or to what distances you are cast. Above

all other subjects, study your own self; for he

who is thoroughly acquainted Anth himself hath

attained to a more valuable sort of learning
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than if the course and position of the stars, the

virtues of plants, the nature of all sorts of

animals, &c. had employed his thoughts.

S. Beruard.

KNOW THYSELF.

Self is the surest object of knowledge.

Persons who like to study " facts " ought not to

blink the fact of their own being, nor leave it

till they know the full amount of it. I see no

reason to believe that science, in its modern

restricted sense, can tell me of a surer fact than

that of my own being ; or a fact which it more

concerns me to know fully, and attend to con-

stantly. Speaking of very minute investigations

into the particular facts which are the basis of

popular history, Socrates says :
—

"I, for my part,

consider such things as pretty enough, but as the

province of a very curious, painstaking, and not

very happy man. . . . But I have not leisure at

all for such matters ; and the cause of it, my
friends, is this : I am not yet able, according to

the Delphic precept, to know myself; but it
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appears to me ridiculous, while I am still igno-

rant of this, to busy myself about matters that

do not concern me. Wherefore, dismissing

these matters, and receiving the popular opinion

respecting them, as I just now said, I do not

enqaire about them, but about myself,—whether

I am a beast, with more folds and more furious

than Typhon : or whether I am a more mild

and more simple animal, naturally partaking of

a more divine and modest condition."

Alton.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

Men carry their minds as for the most part

they carr)' their watches, content to be ignorant

of the constitution and action within, and

attentive only to the little exterior circle of

things, to which the passions, like indexes, are

pointing. It is surprising to see how little

self-knowledge a person not watchfully obser-

vant of himself may have gained in the whole

course of an active or even inquisitive life. He
may have lived almost an age, and traversed a
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continent, minutely examining its curiosities,

and examining the half-obliterated characters on

its monuments, unconscious the while of a

process so operating on his mind as to impress

or erase characteristics of much more impor-

tance to him than all the figured brass or marble

that Europe contains.

yohn Foster.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

The first step to self-knowledge is self-distrust.

Nor can we attain to any kind of knowledge

except by a like process. We must fall on our

knees at the threshold ; or we shall not gain

entrance into the temple.

u.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

In order likewise to come at a true know-

ledge of ourselves, we should consider on the

other hand how far we may deserv^e the praises

and approbations which the world bestows upon

us : whether the actions they celebrate proceed

from laudable and worthy motives; and how
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far \v€ are really possessed of the virtues which

^ain us applause among those with whom

we converse. Such a reflection is absolutely

necessary, if we consider how apt we are either

to value or condemn ourselves by the opinions

of ethers, and to sacrifice the report of our own

hearts to the judgment of the world.

Addison.

OUR TWOFOLD LIFE.

Every man is conscious that he leads two

lives,—the one trivial and ordinary, the other

sacred and recluse ; one \yhich he carries to

society and the dinner table, the other in which

his youth and aspiration survive for him, and

which is a confidence between himself and God.

Both may be equally sincere, and there need be

no contradiction between them, any more than

in a healthy man between soul and body. If

the higher life be real and earnest, its result,

whether in literature or affairs, will be real and

earnest too. But no man can produce great

things who is not thoroughly sincere in dealing
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with liimself, who would not exchange the

finest show for the poorest reahty, who does not

so love his work that he is not only glad to give

himself for it, but finds rather a gain than a

sacrifice in the surrender. The sentimentalist

does not think of what he does, so much as of

what the world will think of what he does. He
translates should into would, looks upon the

spheres of duty and beaut}^ as alien to each

other, and can never learn how life rounds itself

to a noble completeness between these two

opposite but mutually sustaining poles of what

we long for and what we must.

ynines Rttssell Lowell

TRUE LIFE.

Every man truly lives so long as he acts his

nature, or some way makes good the faculties

of himself
Sir Thotuas Brmvue.

man's free agency.

Un homme qui n'a pas I'esprit gate, n'a pas

besoin qu'on lui prouve son franc arbitre, car il
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le sent ; et il ne sent pas plus clairement qu'il

voit, oil qu'il revolt des sons, ou qu'il raisonne,

qu'il se sent capable de de'liberer ou de choisir.

Bossrtet.

NATURAL JUSTICE.

La loi universelle et absolue, c'est la justice

naturelle, qui ne se peut ecrire, mais qui parle

a la raison et au coeur de tous. Les lois ecrites

sont des formules ou Ton cherche a exprimer

le moins imparfaitement possible ce que de-

mande la justice naturelle dans telles ou telles

circonstances de'terminees.

Victor Cousi7i.

HUMAN JUSTICE.

The idea of justice supposes two things ; a

rule of conduct, and a sentiment which sancti-

fies the rule. The first must be supposed

common to all mankind, and intended for their

good. The other (the sentiment) is a desire

that punishment may be suffered by those who

infringe the rule. There is involved, in addition,
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the conception of some definite person who

suffers by the infringement ; whose rights (to

use the expression appropriated to the case)

are violated by it And the sentiment of justice

appears to me to be, the animal desire to repel

or retaliate a hurt or damage to one's-self, or to

those with whom one sympathises, widened so

as to include all persons, by the human capacity

of enlarged sympathy, and the human conception

of intelligent self-interest. From the latter

elements, the feeling derives its morality ; from

the former, its peculiar impressiveness and energy

of self-assertion.

y. s. Mill.

CONSCIENCE.

Conscience does not only offer itself to show

us the way we should walk in, but it likewise

carries its own authority with it, that it is our

natural guide ; the guide assigned us by the

Author of our nature : it therefore belongs to

our condition of being, it is our duty to walk

in that path, and follow this guide, without
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looking about to see whether we may not

possibly forsake them with impunity.

BisJiop Butler.

CONSCIENXE

II est done au fond des ames un principe

inne de justice et de vertu, sur lequel nous

jugeons nos actions et celles d'autrui comma

bonnes ou mauvaises ; et c'est a ce principe

que je donne le nom de conscience.

J. y. Roiisseau.

CONSCIENCE OF MANKIND.

There are questions, and those the gi-eatest

of all, in which the sentiments imprinted by the

finger of God on the hearts of mankind, supply-

ing the defects of logic and correcting the facts

of syllogism, lead at once by no de\'ious path

to the summits of truth. It is of this supreme

and divine monitor that Bishop Butler has

sublimely said.
'•' Had it power as it has autho-

rity, had it might as it has unquestionable right.
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it would govern the world.'* Depend upon it

that it is just in proportion as its power is

commensurate with its authority, and as its

might is equal to its right, that the world will

be, or will not be, legitimately governed. No
system of legal sophistr}% no argimient of

political expediency has ever yet, or ever will

enable either a government or a nation to brave

with impunity the censure of the conscience of

mankind.

Hisioricus. From " The Times " Newspaper.

EXCESSIVE THEORISING ABOUT VIRTUE.

Going over the theory of virtue in one's

thoughts, talking well and drawing fine pic-

tures of it ; this is so far from necessarily or

certainly conducing to form a habit of it in him

who thus employs himself, that it may harden

the mind in a contrary course, and render it

gradually more insensible,

—

i.e. form a habit of

insensibility to all moral obhgations.

Bisho/> Butler.
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WORK.

All men if they work not as in a Great Task-

master's eye, will work wrong, work unhappily

for themselves and you.

Carlyle.

RELIGION PERVADING NATURE.

It is a meek and blessed influence, stealing

in as it were, unawares upon the heart ; it

comes quietly and without excitement ; it has

no terror, no gloom in its approaches ; it does

not rouse up the passions ; it is untrammelled

by the creeds, and unshadowed by the super-

stitions of man ; it is fresh from the hands of

its Author, glomng from the immediate pre-

sence of the Great Spirit, which per\'ades and

quickens it ; it is ^^Titten on the arched sky ; k

looks out from every star ; it is on the sailinar

cloud, and in the invisible wind ; it is among

the hills and valleys of the earth, where the

shnibless mountain-top pierces the thin atmo-

sphere of eternal winter, or where the mighty

forest fluctuates before the stronsj wind, with
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its dark waves of green foliage ; it is spread

out, like a legible language, upon the broatl

face of the unsleeping ocean; it is the poetry

of nature ; it is this which uplifts the spirit

within us, until it is strong enough to overlook

the shadows of our place of probation ; which

breaks, link after link, the chain that binds us

to materiality ; and which opens to our imagi-

nation a world of spiritual beauty and holiness.

Ritskiit.

WORSHIP.

" My religion consists mainly of wonder atid

gratitude^ This is the religion of paradise and

of childhood. It will not be easy to find a

better, even in our enlightened days : only it

must be a rational wonder, a productive

gratitude—the gratitude, that of a man who

does not rest contented with the emotion, but

goes at once into the motive, and that a motive

which really moves—and the wonder, that of a

man who, in reverencing God, knows Him, and

in honouring all men respects himself.

Dr Jolin Bnnvn.
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THE WORLD IX ITS NATURE PERFECT.

The world is in its nature perfect ; as a divine

work it must be so ; but since man, in conse-

quence of his hmited powers, easily adopts a

mistaken view of the world around him, and so

much the more the less he strives after the

divine light, the world appears to him as some-

thing separate and apart from God. Thus the

world appears through the guilt of man ; but

it is not corruj^ted and destroyed in consequence

of its own nature. Neither Christ nor any of

the biblical ^^Titers who benefited by his oral

instruction have mentioned the corruption of

Nature by the Fall. When we therefore refer

to the Bible, we must rely on S. Paul alone. I

will leave it to theologians to determine the

right interpretation of his expressions : it appears

to me that he onlv intended the abuse of nature,

on man's part, and the great improvement in our

nature which must follow from the impro^•ement

of the human race. A comprehensive realization

of this thought can only exist in a very distant
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future. Most of what theologians teach us of

the corruption of nature does not appear to me

to be so clearly and decidedly brought forward

in the Bible as in their commentaries, and

seems to derive its origin from mistaken

philosophical investigations. I will not lead

the reader into long disputes on this point, but

rather prove my opposite convictions, with the

grounds upon which they rest. The whole

world was always finite, and no one ever be-

lieved that it became so through man's sin ; but

all finite existence is by its nature imperfect.

Every finite object is limited and transitory,

and when viewed separate from its connexion

with the whole of which it is a part, we have

sufficient cause to lament over the imperfection

of the Finite ; but if we do not only regard the

individual objects merely apart from the whole,

and—if I may so express myself—as if it were

their duty to be independent, we shall be led to

another mode of contemplation. The more an

object constitutes an exclusive whole, the more

we see in it the revelation of eternity. In the
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totalit}' of the Finite we first see the revelation

of its eternal origin, so far, of course, as it is

possible to see it from our point of view.

Oersted L. & J. Horner's Translation'.

ADORATION.

L'adoration est un sentiment universe]. II

differe en degres selon les difterentes natures

;

il prend les formes les plus diverses ; souvent

meme il s'ignore lui-meme ; tantot il se trahit

par une exclamation partie du coeur dans les

grandes scenes de la nature et de la vie ; tantot

il s'eleve silencieusement dans Tame muette et

pe'netre'e ; il pent s'egarer dans son expression,

dans son objet meme. C'est un elan de Fame

spontane, irresistible ; et quand la raison s'y

applique, elle le declare juste et legitime.

Quoi de plus juste, en effet, que de redouter

les jugements de celui qui est la saintete' meme,

qui connait nos actions et nos intentions, et qui

les jugera comme il appartient a la supreme

justice? Quoi de plus juste aussi que d'aimer

la parfaite bonte et la source de tout amour ?
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L'adoration est d'abord im sentiment naturel

:

la raison en fait im devoir.
Victor Cousin.

ADORATION.

L'homme n'est pas seulement le temple, il

est I'adorateur de Dieu pour tout le reste des

creatures qui, n'etant point capables de connaitre,

se presentent a lui pour I'inviter a rendre k Dieu

I'hommage pour elles ... si bien qu'il n'est

pas le contemplateur de la nature visible que

pour etre le pretre et I'adorateur de la nature

invisible et intellectuelle.

Bossitct.

PRAYER.

D'f^ne (^e6et gi6t e§ feine JReliijion ; atteei rraS [o

fid) nennen mag ivirb in'3 ?eere unb SSeite jer=

flie^cn, tvenn eg ftc^ nid^t im ©ebete fammeft unb

gefialtet.

Painter.

FORMULAS.

What we call "Formulas'' are not in their

origin bad
;
they are indispensably good. For-
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mula is mct/iod, habitude ; found wherever man

is found. Formulas fashion themselves as Paths

do, as beaten Highways, leading towards some

sacred or high object, whither many men are

bent. Consider it. One man, full of heartfelt

earnest impulse, finds out a way of doing some-

what,—were it of uttering his soul's reverence

for the Hidiest, were it but of fitlv salutin^ his

fellow-man. An inventor was needed to do

that, a pod : he has articulated the dim-struggling

thought that dwelt in his own and many hearts.

This is his way of doing that ; these are his

footsteps, the beginning of a ''Path." And now,

see : the second man tra^els naturalh* in the

footsteps of his foregoer, it is the easiest method.

In the footsteps of his foregoer; yet with

improvements, witli changes where such seem

good ; at all events with enlargements, the Path

ever ii'i(fe?iing itself as more travel it;—till at

last there is a broad Highway whereon the

whole world may travel and drive. "\Miile there

remains a city or Shrine, or any Reality to drive

to, at the farther end. the Highway shall be
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right welcome ! When the city is gone, we

will forsake the Highway. In this manner all

Institutions, Practises, Regulated Things in

the world have come into existence, and gone

out of existence. Formulas all begin by being

full of substance
;
you may call them the skin,

the articulation into shape, into limb and skin,

of a substance that is already there : they had

not been there otherwise. Idols, as we said,

are not idolatrous till they become doubtful,

empty for the worshipper's heart. Much as

we talk against Formulas, I hope no one of us

is ignorant withal of the high significance of

tiiie Formulas ; that they were, and ever will

be, the indispensablest furniture of our habi-

tation in this world.

Carlylc.

FORMS.

La vraie philosophie respecte les formes

autant que I'orgueil les dedaigne. II faut une

discipline pour la conduite comme il faut un

ordre pour les ide'es.

Portalis.
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EXTERNALS.

The external part of religion is doubtless of

little value in comparison with the internal, and

so is the cask in comparison with the wine

contained in it : but if the cask be staved in,

the wine must perish.
Bistiop Hor7ii'.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUL.

®ott ^^i (2eelen in (2tau6 ciefcuft, tamit fte

turd) 3rrtHimer ;;ur 5Ba^r^eit Hnburc^h-dctcu, unb

t»urc^ 5'et^Icr ^ur ^u^enb, unD buret) J^eibcn ^ur

©liicffelicjfeit.

EvgeL

THE PASSIONS AND REASON.

Seibenfctmften ftnb bie 5Ginbe, i?ie unfer Sekn^*

fd)iff forttrei6en, bic S[^crnuiift ift ber €teuermvum,

bcr ea (en!t. 'Tag (5d)iff pnbe jlift cl)ne ®int>,

unt Uefe auf ben <8tranl^ e[;iic ^teucruivum.

F. Schiilz.

FEELING AND INTELLECT.

It is ill with a nation when the cerebrum

sucks the cerebellum dr}- : for it cannot live by
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intellect alone. The broad foreheads always

carry the day at last, but only when they are

based on or buttressed with massive hind-

heads. It would be easier to make a people

great in whom the animal is vigorous, than to

keep one so after it has begun to spindle into

over intellectuality. The hands that have

grasped dominion and held it have been large

and hard; those from which it has slipped,

delicate, and apt for the l}Te and the pencil.

Moreover, brain is always to be bought, but

passion never comes to market.

7. K. Lowell.

]\IAN.

L'homme n'est pas un pur esprit ; il a un

corps qui est a I'esprit tantot un obstacle, tantot

un moyen, toujours un compagnon inse'parable.

Les sens ne sont pas, comme I'ont trop dit

Platon et Malebranche, une prison pour I'ame,

mais bien plutot une fenetre ouverte sur la

nature, et par laquelle I'ame communique avec

I'univers.

Victor Cousin.
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LIVING ALOXE.

He had need to be well under-laid, that

knows how to entertain the time and himself

with his own thoughts. Company, ^•ariety of

employments, or recreations, may wear out the

day \\ith the emptiest hearts ; but when a man

hath no society but himself, no task to set him-

self upon, but what arises from his own bosom,

surely, if he have not a good stock of former

notions, or an inward mint of new, he shall soon

run out of all, and as some forlorn bankrupt

weary of himself. Hereupon it is, that men of

barren and unexercised hearts can no more live

without company than fish out of the water,

and those eremites and other votaries, which,

professing only devotion, have no mental

abilities to set themselves on work, are fain to

tire themselves on work, and their unwelcome

hours, with the perpetual repetitions of the

same orisons, which are now grown to a tedious

and heartless formality. Those contemplative

spirits that are furnished with gracious abilities,
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and get into acquaintance with the (lod of

heaven, may, and even can, lead a Hfe of the

closest restraint, or wildest solitariness, nearest

to angelical ; but those which neither can have

Mary's heart, nor will have Martha's hand, must

needs be unprofitable to others, and wearisome

to themselves.
BisJiop Hall.

HUMAN PASSIONS.

The passions of mankind are partly protec-

tive, partly beneficent, like the chaft' and grain

of the corn ; but none without their use, none

without nobleness, when seen in balanced unity

with the rest of the spirit which they are charged

to defend. The passions of which the end is

the continuance of the race ; the indignation

which is to arm it against injustice, or strengthen

it to resist wanton injury ; and the fear which

lies at the root of prudence, reverence and awe,,

are all honourable and beautiful so long as man

is regarded in his relations to the existing

world.

Rttskin
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WEAKNESSES.

S5>ir ^^a6en angcborene imb anerjo^ene iSc^trdd^en,

imb e§ mii^te nod) bic tyrage fein tveld^e i?on 6eiben

un§ am meiftcn §u fc^afctx ge^en.

Goethe.

OBEDIENCE.

It is often the best kind of liberty, freedom

from care The man who says to one, Go, and

he goeth, and to another, Come, and he cometh,

has, in most cases, more sense of restraint and

difficulty than the man who obeys him. The

movements of the one are hindered by the

burden on his shoulder; of the other, by the

bridle on his lips : there is no way b}' which

the burden may be lightened ; but we need not

suffer from the bridle if we do not champ at

it. To yield reverence to another, to hold

ourselves and our lives at his disposal, is not

slavery; often it is the noblest state in which

a man can live in this world. There is, indeed,

a reverence which is servile, that is to say

irrational or selfish : but there is also a noble
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reverence, that is to say, reasonable and loving

;

and a man is never so noble as when he is

reverent in this kind ; nay, even if the feeling

pass the bounds of mere reason, so that it is

loving, a man is raised by it.

Kitskiu.

BELIEF IN GOD.

J'e n entreprendrai pas d'exposer, ni meme

d'enumerer toutes les preuves psychologiques de

I'existence de Dieu. J'affirme simplement d'une

part, que c'est dans I'ame seule que nous est

vraiment donnee I'idee de Dieu ; d'autre part

qu'il est impossible d'e'tudier I'ame et de ne pas

y de'couvrir cette ide'e. Cherchez Dieu hors de

I'ame, et vous ne trouverez que de fantastiques

images de Dieu, des idoles. Observez I'ame, et

ses mouvements comme ses pensees vous

deviendront autant d'eclatantes re'velations de

Dieu. Comment, en effet, jouir ou souffrir,

desirer, espe'rer, aimer, sans se sentir tire hors de

soi par une force supe'rieure, myst^rieuse, infinie?

"Le moindre soupir de I'ame," e'crivait en ce
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sens Hemsterhuis, '' le moindre soupir de I'ame

vers le meilleur, le futur, et le parfait, est ime

demonstration plus que geome'trique de 1' exis-

tence de Dieu."
Nmirrisson.

THE INNER WITNESS.

If, as is the case, we feel responsibility, are

ashamed, are frightened, at transgressing the

voice of conscience, this implies that there is

One to whom we are responsible, before whom

we are ashamed, whose claims upon us we fear.

If, on doing ^\Tong, we feel the same tearful,

brokenhearted sorrow which overwhelms us on

hurting a mother; if, on doing right, we enjoy

the same sunny serenity of mind, the same

soothing, satisfactory delight which follows on

our receiving praise from a father, we certainly

have Anthin us the image of some person to

whom our love and veneration look, in whose

smile we find our happiness, for whom we yearn,

towards whom we direct our pleadings, in whose

anger we are troubled and waste away.

John Newman.



FAITH IN GOD.

2)cr ®Iau6en an ®ott ^eiligt unb Bcfcfligt bag

®anb ^an[(^cn (Slterii unb ^inbern, jn:if(^cn Untcr*

ti)aiun unb Sutften ; Unglaube Ibft aUc SSanbe, tjcr=

nic^tet aUe Segen.

Pesta/ozzi

THE INFINITE.

The sphere of our belief is much more

extensive than the sphere of our knowledge

;

and therefore, when I deny that the infinite can

by us be know/i, I am far from denying that by

us it is, must, and ought to be, believed.

Sir William Hamilton,

FAITH.

Faith is the free exercise of the mind, resting

only on the discernment of the truth
;
just as

sight is the free exercise of the eye, resting only

on the discernment of light ; and no man can

possibly believe, in submission to authority, that

which he does not discern to be true, any more

than he can behold the sun at midnight in

obedience to an external command. A man
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may indeed be taught to keep his eyes shut, and,

by discipHne and training, may be brought not

only to say, but even to fancy, that he sees

whatever he is told ought to be seen, distrusting

his own natural perceptions. A man may also

be trained to look only and always through

lenses of a prescribed colour and form, and so

to disuse and supersede his unassisted vision.

So also may men, yea, nations and generations

of men, be kept in more or less of ignorance,

distrust, and neglect of their own faculty of

discerning what is true, and thus be made to

surrender, or never to know, the right of private

judgment ; so that even those things which are

most thoroughly believed by such men, are be-

lieved not because they are conscious of their

truth, but because they have the sanction of

authority.

yohn Robertson.

BLESSING OF A FIRM RELIGIOUS FAITH.

I envy no quality of the mind or intellect

in others ; be it genius, power, wit or fancy :
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but I should prefer a firm religious faith to

every other blessing; for it makes life a dis-

cipline of goodness ; creates new hopes, when

all earthly hopes vanish ; and throws over the

decay, the destruction of existence, the most

gorgeous of all lights ; awakens life even in

death, and from corruption and decay calls up

beauty and divinity ; makes an instmment of

torture and shame the ladder of ascent to

paradise ; and, far above all combinations of

earthly hopes, calls up the most delightful

visions of palms and amaranths, the gardens

of the blest, the security of everlasting joys,

where the sensualist and the sceptic view only

gloom, decay, annihilation, and despair.

Sir H. Daz'y.

PROVIDENCE.

Whatever may happen to thee, it was pre-

pared for thee from all eternity ; and the

implication of causes was from eternity spinning

the thread of thy being and of that which is

incident to it.

.1/. An/oniitus.
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PROVIDEXCE.

The Pro\-idence. or government, of the Lord,

which is veiled in the present and the future

that it mav not interfere with free-Avill. but is

clearly discernible in the past, extends to ever}-

period of man's life ; and in all appointments

and permissions, has for its end the salvation

and everlasting happiness of his soul.

w. R.

THE RELIGION OF THE MANY.

The religion of the many must necessarily

be more incorrect than that of the refined and

reflective few,—not so much in its essence as

in its forms,—not so much in the spiritual idea

which Hes latent at the bottom of it, as in the

S}Tnbols and dogmas in which that idea is

embodied.

Greg.

SCHISMATA.

Quippe schismata non tam ex ardenti reUgionis

studio oriuntur quam ex vario hominum afifectu

X
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vel contradicenti studio, quo omnia etsi dicta

sint, depravere et damnare solent.

S/>itiozti.

GREAT ATHEISTS.

The great atheists are, indeed, the hypo-

crites, which are ever handhng holy things,

but without feehng ; so as they must need be

cauterized in the end.

Bacon.

INFIDELS.

They commit a grave error who regard a man

as an infidel because he refuses to acknow-

ledge the truth of certain doctrines which they

believe, or fancy they believe, to be true. He
only is an infidel who from base motives turns

a deaf ear to the voice of truth : and the infidel

of infidels is he who while professing to " be-

lieve all the articles of the Christian faith,"

takes no heed to walk after the perfect law of

love summed up for him by his Master.

H.A.
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TOILSOMLNESS OF WICKEDNESS.

The life of a wicked or worldly man is a very

drudgery infinitely more toilsome, vexatious, and

unpleasant than a godly life is.

Bishop Sanderson

"the wic;-ced flourish,"' etc.

But is it not some reproach on the economy

of Providence that such a one who is a mean,

dirty fellow, should have amassed wealth

enough to buy half a nation ? Not in the

least. He made himself a mean, dirty fellow

for that very end. He has paid his health,

his conscience, his liberty for it : and will vou

envy him his bargain?

Mrs. Barbauld.

FRUIT OF DISCIPLINARY PAIN.

For so ha^'e I known a luxuriant vine swell

into irregular twigs and bold excrescences,

and spend itself in leaves and little rings, and

atford but trifling clusters to the wine-press,

and a faint return to his heart which longed to
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be refreshed with a full vintage : but when the

lord of the vineyard had caused the dressers to

cut the wilder plant and make it bleed, it grew

temperate of its vain expense of useless leaves,

and knotted into fair and juicy branches, and

made account of that loss of blood by the

return of fruit.

yereiuy Taylor.

DISCONTENTS.

Surely we deceive ourselves to think on earth

continued joys would please. It is a way that

crosses that which nature goes. Nothing would

be more tedious than to be glutted with per-

petual jollities. Were the body tied to one

dish always (though of the most exquisite

flavour that it could make choice of), yet, after

a small time, it would complain of loathing and

satiety ; and so would the soul, if it did ever

epicure itself in joy. Discontents are sometimes

the better part of our life. I know not well

which is the most useful
;
joy I may choose for

pleasure, but adversities are the best for profit

:
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and sometimes those do so far help me, as I

should, without them, want much of the joy

I have.
FeWiain.

BENEVOLEN'CE.

To the diflflisive spirit of benevolence it has

been commonly objected, that it weakens the

ties of friendly and family relations, and gives

less of enjoyment to the many than it takes

from the few. But why should it ? Is it found

by experience that the really philanthropic

man is the man most wanting in domestic

affections? Are the tone and temper which

constitute benevolence likelv to find no fit

exercise among those who are habitually in

contact with them ? Or must not the social

principle be essentially strong and influential,

when it enables its possessor to act upon the

wide field of public happiness ? In general, so

far from neglecting the enjo}Tnents of those

immediately dependent on him, the true lover

of his race brings into the circle of their enjoy-

ments the re-action of the beneficent influences
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contributions to the happiness of mankind are

so much in addition to the happiness he creates

in his own social sphere. Let no man apprehend

for himself or others, that he can produce too

much good, or remove too much evil. It is not

on the side of expansive benevolence that his

mistakes are likely to be made. Let him do all

the good he can, and wherever he can, he will

never do too much for his own happiness, or the

happiness of others.

Bentliaui.

HONEY FROM THE ROCK.

God promises vineyards from the wilderness,

and honey from the rock— indicating, under

both figures, that those dispensations which

have in them most of the painful and severe, the

dreariness of the wilderness and the hardness

of the rock, are both designed and adapted to

yield to their subjects an abundance of the

ver)' choicest of spiritual provision. Yea, you

must go to the wilderness for vine}ards, and
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to the rock for honey. Not that there are no

vineyards except in the wilderness, and no

stores of honey except in the rock. The vine

will grow in the sunny vale, and the bee find

and deposit her treasures in the luxuriant

garden ; for religion is adapted as much to

prosperity as to adversity. But we take,

comparatively, little note of the vine amid a

hundred other tokens of fertility, and the honey

is almost untasted where every luscious fruit is

offering itself abundantly. The worth of the

vineyard is felt when met with in the wilderness,

and the honey, to be appreciated, must be

found in the rock.
Rev. Henry MeiTlll

PATIENCE UNDER REBUKE.

To be patient under rebuke, and to appear

so, require very distinct acts of self-control.

y. B. E.

ADVERSITY.

Xo man is more miserable than he that hath

no adversity ; that man is not tried whether he
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be good or bad : and God never crowns those

virtues which are only faculties and dispositions.

• yereviy Taylor.

SELFISH ANTIPATHY.

When it is settled in a man's mind that such

or such another is a bad man, an effect apt to

be produced by such judgment is a settled

affectation of antipathy; of antipathy more or

less strong, according to the temper of the

individual. Thereupon, without troubling him-

self to measure out the proper quantity of

antipathy which it would be proper for him to

administer, upon every opportunity that presents

the means of expressing towards the offending

party the affection of hatred and contempt, he

accordingly employs it ; and, in so doing, he

piques himself upon the evidence he affords to

others of his hatred to vice and love of virtue,

while, in truth, he is only affording a gratifica-

tion to his own dissocial and self-regarding

affections, to his own antipathy and his own

pride.
Beniham.
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HOPE OY IMMORTALITY.

A man really and practically looking on-

wards to an immortal life, on whatever grounds,

exhibits to us the human soul in an ennobled

attitude.

HOPE OF IMMORTALITV.

Quod si in hoc erro, quod animos hominum

immortales esse credam, libenter erro, nee mihi

hunc errorem quo delector dum \'ivo extorqueri

volo : sin mortuus, ut quidam minuti philosophi

censent, nihil sentiam, non vereor ne hunc

errorem meum mortui philosophi irrideant.

Cicero.

man's ASPIR.\TI0XS, a PROOF OF HIS

IMMORTALITY.

What inference shall we draw from this

remarkable law in Nature, that there is nothmg

waste and nothing meaningless in the feelings

and faculties wherewith li\-ing creatures are

endowed ? For each desire there is a counter-
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part object ; for each faculty there is room and

opportunity for exercise, either in the present,

or in the coming futurity. Now, but for the

doctrine of immortahty, Man would be an

exception to this law-—he would stand forth as

an anomaly in Nature, with aspirations in his

heart for which the universe had no antitype to

offer, with capacities of understanding and

thought that never were to be followed b}-

objects of corresponding greatness through the

whole history of his being.

Clinlmera.

A PROOF OF THE SOUL's IMMORTALITY.

But among these and other excellent argu-

ments for the immortality of the soul, there is

one drawn from the perpetual progress of the

soul to its perfection, without a possibility of

ever arriving at it ;
" which is a hint that I do

not remember to have seen opened and im-

* A little further on, in the same number (112) of T//e

Spectator, Addison says : "The soul considered with its

Creator is like one of those mathematical lines that may
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proved by others who have written upon this

subject, though it seems to me to carry a

great weight with it. How can it enter into

the thoughts of man that the soul, which is

capable of such immense perfections, and of

receiving new improvements to all eternity,

shall fall away into nothing almost as soon

as it is created? Are such abilities made

for no purpose ? A brute arrives at a point of

perfection which he can never pass : in a few

years he has all the endowments he is capable

of; and were he to live ten thousand more,

would be the same thing he is at present.

^^^ere a human soul thus at a stand in her

accomplishments, were her faculties to be full

blown, and incapable of further enlargements,

I could imagine it might fall away insensibly,

and drop at once in a state of annihilation.

But can we believe a thinking being that is

draw nearer to another for all eternity without the possi-

bility of touching it." He refers to the asymptotes of

the hyperbola. Leibnitz had, I think, already made the

comparison.
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in a perpetual progress of improvement, and

travelling on from perfection to perfection,

after having just looked abroad into the works

of its Creator, and made a i^w discoveries of

His infinite Goodness, Wisdom, and Power,

must perish at her first setting out, and in the

ver)' beginning of her inquiries ?

Addison.

LIFE AND EXISTENCE.

The mere lapse of years is not life. To eat,

and drink, and sleep— to be exposed to dark-

ness and the light— to pace round in the mill of

habit, and turn thought into an implement of

trade—this is not life. In all this, but a poor

fraction of the conscientiousness of humanity is

awakened, and the sanctities still slumber which

make it worth while to be. Knowledge, truth,

love, beauty, goodness, faith, alone can give

vitalitv to the mechanism of existence. The

laugh of mirth that vibrates through the heart

—

the tears that freshen the dr}' wastes within—the

music that brings childhood back—the prayer
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that calls the future near—the doubt which

makes us meditate—the death which startles us

with mystery—the hardship which forces us to

struggle—the anxiet}^ which ends in trust—are

the true nourishment of our natural being.

yames ]\InrtiJiemi.

EARTH AND HEAVEN.

We believe that according to the goal which

each soul has reached on earth ^\^ll be its

starting-point in Heaven—that, through long

ages of self-elaborating effort it must win its

way up nearer and nearer to the Throne of God

—and that occupation can never fail, nor interest

ever flag, even through everlasting being.

Greg.

OF RIGHTLV DIRECTING OUR THOUGHTS.

Rousseati

:

—]My mind has certain moments of

repose, or rather of oscillation, which I would

not for the world disturb.—Music, eloquence,

friendship, bring and prolong them. Males-

herbes

:

— Enjoy them, my dear friend, and
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convert them, if possible, to months and years.

It is as much at your arbitration on what theme

you shall meditate, as on what field you shall

botanise ; and you have as much at your option

the choice of your thoughts, as of the keys of

your harpsichord. Rousseau:—If this were

true, who could be unhappy ? Malesherbes

:

—
Those of whom it is not true ; those who from

want of practice cannot manage their thoughts,

and who have few to select from, and who,

because of their sloth or of their weakness, do

not roll away the heaviest from before them.

Landor.

PLEASURE AND PAIN THE CONSEQUENCE

OF OUR ACTIONS.

In the present state all which we enjoy, and

a great part of what we suffer, is put in our own

power ; and we are endued by the Author of our

nature with capacities of foreseeing these con-

sequences. ... I know not that we have any

one kind or degree of enjoyment but by the

means of our own actions. And by prudence
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and care we may, for the most part, pass our

(lays in tolerable ease and quiet; or, on the

contrary, we may by rashness, ungoverned

passions, wilfulness, or even by negligence, make

ourselves as miserable as ever we please. And

many do please to make themselves extremely

miserable ; i.e. to do what they know before-

hand will render them so. They follow those

ways the fruit of which they know, by instruc-

tion, example, experience, will be disgrace, and

poverty, and sickness, and untimely death.

This ever)^ one obser\'es to be the general

course of things ; though, it is to be allowed,

we cannot find by experience, that all our

sufferings are owing to our own follies.

BisJiop Butler.

PLEASURE AND PAIN.

Beyond all this we may find another reason why

God hath scattered up and down several degrees

of pleasure and pain in all the things that en-

viron and affect us, and blended them together

in almost all that our thoughts and senses have
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to do with ; that we, finding imperfection, dis-

satisfaction, and want of complete happiness, in

all the enjoyments which the creatures can

afford us, might be led to seek it in the enjoy-

ment of Him with whom there is fulness of joy>

and at whose right hand are pleasures for

evermore.

Lode

FUTURE PUNISHMENTS A NATURAL

CONSEQUENCE OF WICKEDNESS.

Some good men may perhaps be offended

with having it spoken of as a supposable thing

that future punishments of wickedness may be

in the way of natural consequence ; as if this

were taking the execution of justice out of the

hands of God, and giving it to Nature. But

they should remember that when things come to

pass according to the course of nature, this

does not hinder them from being His doing who

is the God of nature, and that the Scripture as-

cribes those punishments to divine justice which

are known to be natural, and which must be
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called so when distinguished from such as

are miraculous. But after all, this supposi-

tion, or rather, this way of speaking, is here

made use of only by way of illustration of the

subject before us. For since it must be ad-

mitted that the future punishment of wickedness

is not a matter of arbitrary appointment, but of

reason, equit)-, and justice, it comes, for aught I

see, to the same thing, whether it is supposed to

be inflicted in a way analogous to that in which

the temporal punishments of \*ice and folly are

inflicted, or in anv other way.

Bishop Butler.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT.

Crime and punishment grow out of one stem.

Punishment is a fruit that, unsuspected, ripens

within the flower of the pleasure that concealed

it

Enterstm.

AX EFFECT OF GUILT.

Under ever}- guilty- secret there is a hidden

brood of guilt}- wishes, whose unwholesome
o
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infecting life is cherished by darkness. The

contaminating effect of deeds often ties less in

the commission than in the consequent ad-

justment of our desires—the enlistment of our

self-interest on the side of falsity ; as, on the

other hand, the purifying influence of public

confession springs from the fact, that by it the

hope in lies is for ever swept away, and the soul

recovers the noble attitude of simplicity.

George Eliot.

UNPUNISHED SIN.

A sin without its punishment is as impossible,

as complete a contradiction in terms, as a cause

without an effect.

Greg.

HARDENING IN CRIME.

Hardening in crime decays the heart like as

rust decays iron.
Plutarch.

HABIT OF VICE.

If we wish to know who is the most degraded,

and the most wretched of human beings ; if it
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be any object of curiosity in moral science to

gauge the dimensions of wretchedness, and to

see how deep the miseries of man can reach ; if

this be any object of curiosity, look for the man

who has practised a ^"ice so long that he curses

and clings to it ; that he pursues it because he

feels a great law of his nature driving him on

towards it ; but, reaching it, knows that it will

gnaw his heart, and tear his vitals, and make him

roll himself in the dust with anguish. Say every-

thing for \'ice which }ou can say,—magnify any

pleasure as much as you please, but don't believe

you have any secret for sending on quicker the

sluggish blood, and for refreshing the faded

nerve.
Sydney Smith.

OUR WISDOM ; OUR RELIGION ; OUR HAPPINESS.

In our search after God and contemplation of

Him our \\'isdom doth consist ; in our worship

of God, and obedience to Him. our reli2:ion

doth consist ; in both of them our happiness

doth consist.
IVJiicJicote.
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SEARCH AFTER TRUTH.

S'lidjt bie ffia^r^eit in beren aSeft^ irgenb ein

3[)?enfc^ ifl, ober ju fein »ermeint, fonbem bie auf*

ri^tige 2)i'ii^e, bie er ongeiranbt :t)at, i)inter bie

2Ba!^r^eit ju fommen, mac^t ben 5Bert^ beg

2)ienfc^en. ^enn ni^t burd) ben 93efi|, fonbem

burt^ bie ^^ac^forf^ung, ber 3Ba^rl}eit, ernjeitern

fic^ feine ,^rdfte, ivorin oKein feine immer itad^fenbe

3Sottfomment}eit teftet)t. . . . SSenn ®ott in

feinev 0le^ten atte ®at)r^eit, unb in feiner .'^infen

ben einjigen immer regen 3^rie6 nacfc QBaBr^eit,

obfd^on mit bem 3in"^|^ wii<^ immer unb ercig ^u

irren, i?erf(^Io[fen ^iette, unb fprdc^e ^u mir:

2Bd^(e ! i^ fiete ii)m mit 5)emut^ in feine Sinfe

unb fagte : 3>ater, gieB ! bie reine 3Sa^r^eit ijt ja

bo^ nur fiir bid) a ((ein !

Lessi7ig.

GUILT AND SHAME.

Guilt and Shame, says the allegory, were at

first companions, and, in the beginning of their

journey, inseparably kept together. But their

union was soon found to be disagreeable and
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inconvenient to both. Guilt gave Shame fre-

quent uneasiness, and Shame often betrayed the

secret conspiracies of Guilt. After long dis-

agreement, therefore, they at length agreed to

part for ever. Guilt boldly walked fonvard

alone, to overtake Fate, that went before in the

shape of an executioner; but Shame, being

naturally timorous, returned back to keep com-

pany with Virtue, which in the beginning of

their journey they had left behind. Thus, my
children, after men have travelled through a few

stages in \'ice, Shame forsakes them, and returns

back to wait upon the few virtues they have still

remainins:.

Goldsmith.

MISFORTUNE.

Is the horse unfortunate if he cannot sins?

No ; but if he cannot run. Is the dog unfortu-

nate if he cannot fly ? Xo : but if he be with-

out sensitiveness. And is man to be accounted

unfortunate because he cannot strangle lions and

do the like marvels ? Xo ; for he has not been
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created to this end. But he is unfortunate when

he loses modesty, goodness, faithfulness, justice;

and when those divine characters which the

gods had imprinted on his soul are effaced.

Epictetiis.

EXERCISE OF VIRTUE.

In every occasion in which virtue is exercised,

if something is not added to happiness, some-

thing is taken away from anxiety.

Bevihavi.

PERSONAL RELIGION.

The best way to find out what is religion in

us, is to inquire what is true concerning God :

for religion in us is our resemblance to God,

who is ever best pleased with those things in

His creatures which are most eminent in

Himself.

WJiichcote.

WALKING WITH GOD.

Live with the gods. And he does live with

the gods who constantly shows to them that his
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own soul is satisfied with that which is assigned

to him, and that it does all the daemon (Sai'/juDv)

wishes, which Zeus hath given to ever}- man for

his guardian and guide, a portion of himself.

And this daemon is every man's understanding

and reason.

M. Antonitii4s.

GOD, WHEREFORE GOD.

Now I say, the very proper character and

essential tincture of God himself, is nothing else

but goodness. Nay, I may be bold to add,

that God is God because he is the highest and

most perfect good ; and God is not therefore

good, because God, out of an arbitrary will of

his, would have it so. "Whatsoever God doth

in the world, he doth it as is suitable to the

highest goodness ; the first idea and fairest

copy of which is his own essence. Virtue and

holiness in creatures, as Plato well discourseth

in his Euthyphro, are not therefore good because

God loveth them, and will have them accounted

such ; but, rather, therefore God loveth them
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because they are in themselves simply good.

Some of our own authors go a little further yet,

and tell us, that God doth not fondly love

himself because he is himself, but therefore he

loveth himself, because he is the highest and

most perfect goodness : so that if there could

be anything in the world better than God, God

would love that better than himself: but because

he is essentially the most perfect good, therefore

he cannot but love his o\\n goodness infinitely

above all other things.

Cttdworih.

REASON AND RELIGION.

It would be hard to say whether they are

most at fault who assert that reason should have

no authority in determining our faith, or they

who would reject as unworthy of belief what-

ever reason cannot demonstrate. While we

deny that reason is powerless, we may safely

acknowledge that it is insufficient. For if this

be so, and we know it is so, \vith regard to

material things, must it not more surely be so



with regard to those things of which the soul

catches but faint ghrapses after long and labori-

ous strivings have purified her vision ?

H. A.

HEAVEN.

Le ciel c'est de voir Dieu e'ternellement tel

qu'il est, et de I'aimer sans jamais le perdre.

Bossiiet.

HELL.

Ne nous imaginons pas que I'enfer consiste

dans ces etangs de feu et de soufre, dans ces

flammes eternellement devorantes, dans cette

rage, dans ce de'sespoir, dans cet horrible

grincements de dents. L'enfer, si nous I'enten-

dons, c'est le pe'che' meme ; l'enfer, c'est d'etre

e'loigne' de Dieu.
Bossitet.

SPIRITUAL W^ISDO-M.

A good life is the best way to understand

wisdom and religion ; because, by the experien-

ces and relishes of religion there is conveyed a
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sweetness to which all wicked men are strangers.

There is, in the things of God, to those who

practise them, a deliciousness that makes us

love them, and that love admits us into God's

cabinet, and strangely clarifies the understanding

by the purification of the heart.

Jeremy Taylor.



TRANSLATIONS.





By most of those into whose hands this Book

of Thoughts may have the good fortune to find

its way, the following translations will probably

be unneeded.

To those who may refer to them, I would

be allowed to remark that, in reproducing as

nearly as I could the sense of the original

passages, much beauty of expression has, not

unfrequently, been lost.

H. A



TRANSLATIONS.

A literal translation is better than a loose

one
;
just as a cast from a fine statue is better

than an imitation of it. For copies, whether of

words or things, must be valuable in proportion

to their exactness.
u.



TRANSLATIONS.

{Page 3.)

WHAT TO PUT FIRST IN A BOOK. *

The last thing one finds out in writing a book

is what to put first.

1

{Page 4.)
\

CRITICISM.

Criticism often takes from the tree caterpillars

and blossoms together.

CRITICISM.

The pleasure of criticism deprives us of that

of being deeply aftected by very beautiful i

things.
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PLEASING THE MANY.

Canst thou not every one please through all thy

labour and art-work,

Do what contenteth the few : pleasing the many

is bad.

[Pages.)

SUCCESS.

The success of the greater part of things de-

pends upon knowing how long it takes to

succeed.

HAPPINESS.

If one only wished to be happy, this could be

readily accomplished : but we wish to be

happier than other people ; and this is almost

always difficult, for we believe others to be

happier than they are.

{Page(>.)

OUR CHIEF BUSINESS WITH REGARD TO OUR
CALLING.

We must strive to make ourselves very worthy

of some employment or other : the rest is no
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business of ours ; it is the business of other

people.

(Pages.)

EQUALITY.

It is a false statement that equality is a na-

tural law. Nature has made nothing equal. Its

sovereign law is subordination and dependence.

(Page 9.)

MEDIOCRITY.

The art of putting well into play mediocre

qualities often begets more reputation than true

merit achieves.

PARVENUS.

When a parvenu remembers his origin, we

forget it. If he forgets it we remember it.

ARISTOCRACY.

Aristocracy has three successive ages; the age

of superiorities, the age of privileges, and the
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age of vanities ; having passed out of the first,

it degenerates in the second, and dies away in

the third.

HONOUR.

Honour is Hke the eye, whicli cannot suffer

the least impurity without damage ; it is a pre-

cious stone, the price of which is lessened by

the least flaw.

{Page lo.)

SELF-ESTEEM.

As many faults come from our not esteeming

ourselves enough, as from esteeming ourselves

too much.

VANI'n^

Wliat makes vanity so insufferable to us is that

it wounds our own.

[Page II.)

AFFECTATION.

The least affectation is to be held a fault
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AFFECTATION.

The qualities we possess never make us so

ridiculous as those we pretend to have.

{Page 13.)

APPEARANCE.

You are after all what you are. Deck your-

self in a ^^ig \^'ith a thousand locks ; ensconce

your legs in buskins an ell high
;

you still

remain just what you are.

INFLUENCE OF EXTERNALS.

If, for instance, he who speaks express him-

self ^^ith ease, if he round his periods agreeably,

if he have the air of a gentleman and a man of

intelligence, if he be a person of rank, if he

have many attendants, if he speak \dth authority

and \\-ith gra\'it}-, if others listen to him respect-

fully and silently, if he be of some reputation,

and have had some intercourse with men of a

high order of intellect,—in a word, if he be so

fortunate as to please or to gain esteem, what-
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ever he advances will be deemed right and

reasonable, and there will be nothing about him,

to his very collar and cuffs, but will carry con-

viction with it.

{Page 15.)

DRESS.

In the matter of dress, one should always

keep below one's abiHty.

PRIDE OF DRESS.

In some cases pride of dress is intelligible :

the Mohican, with his girdle made of the locks

of his enemies he has killed and scalped

;

Hercules, draped with the skin of the Nemaean

lion he strangled ; Apollo, decked with the

scales of the Pythian serpent, slain by his

arrows ;—these may pride themselves on their

trophies. But, to see a fop of the present day

carry his head high, and look down with

disdain upon other men, because, forsooth, he is

dressed out in the spoils of an innocent sheep.
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or of an unresisting silk-worm,—this does always

astonish me a little.

{Pag^e 16.)

DISPLAY OF DRESS.

The true ornament of matrons is virtue, not

apparel.

DRESS OF THE AGED.

Too great carelessness, equally with excess,

in dress, multiplies the wrinkles of old age, and

makes its decay the more conspicuous.

{Page 17.)

DRESS OF THE AGED.

There is about clean, neat, clothing a sort of

youthfulness with which aged people do well to

envelop themselves.

ELOQUENCE.

Fenelon says of Demosthenes :
" He uses

language as a modest man does his coat,—as

clothing, not as ornament."
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MODESTY.

Modesty is to merit what shade is to the

figures in a picture; it gives to it force and

relief.^

{Page 18.)

MODESTY.

No art can repair modesty when once dam-

aged.

MODESTY.

Modesty (bashfulness) is becoming to every

one \ but we must know how to overcome it

without ever losing it.

* A just and reasonable modesty does not only recom-

mend eloquence, but sets off every great talent which a

man can be possessed of It heightens all the virtues

which it accompanies ; like the shades of paintings, it

raises and rounds eveiy figure, and makes the colours

more beautiful, though not so glowing as they would be

without it.

—

Addison {Spectator, No. 231).

This foot-note I give, not merely as a parallelpassage,—
forparallelpassages may befoundfor most ofthese thoughts,

—but because it is, I think, evidently a paraphrase of La

Bniyb'e's words.
H. A.
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PRUDERY.

Pruder}' in a woman, where it outlives youth

and beaut}% reminds me of a scarecrow that has

been left, forgotten, in the fields after the har\'est

is over.

(Pa^e 19.)

SHAME.

I hold him to be dead in whom shame is

dead.

TALENT.

Now this is how I define talent : it is a gift

God has given us in secret, which we reveal

without knowing it.

(Page 21.)

PROGRESS.

It must not suffice that a man take steps that

shall at last lead to the object he has in view

:

each step must be, in itself, an object.
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FLATTERY.

Flattery is false money, which would not be

current were it not for our vanity.

[Page 22.)

FLATTERY.

We sometimes think we hate flattery ; but we

only hate the way in which we are flattered.

(.Page 23.)

FALSEHOOD.

The more weakness, the more falsehood

;

strength goes straight ; every cannon-ball that

has in it hollows or holes, goes crooked.

Weaklings must lie.

PRAISING THE GREAT.*

Those who praise the great, do so to show

their intercourse with them ; t their praise

rarely springs from esteem or gratitude.

* Rather, perhaps, G)-and Folk.

t Literally, that they see them near.
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PRAISING PRINXES FALSELY.

Praising princes for virtues which they do not

possess, is insulting them with impunity.

(.Page 25.)

AVOMAN.

Woman is a flower that breathes its perfume

in the shade only.

FRIENDSHIPS.

What makes us so changeable in our friend-

ships, is our difficulty to discern the qualities of

the soul, and the ease with which we detect

those of the intellect.

FRIENDSHIP.

Without virtue there can be no friendship.

{Page 26.)

CRIMES AND WEAKNESSES.

Men blush less for their crimes than for their

weaknesses and their vanity.
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{Page 27.)

OUR FAULTS.

We have few faults that are not more pardon-

able than the means we use to hide them.

{Page-z^.)

ANONYMOUS INSULTS.

The man who pens an anonymous insult

changes his name, which no one knows, for

that of coward^ which everyone gives him.

COURAGE.

Courage is adversity's lamp.

ENVY.

I am told so much evil of that man, and I see

so little of it in him, that I begin to suspect

that he possesses some inconvenient merit

which extinguishes that of others.
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THE CHESS KNIGHT.

Two boys would play at chess. As there was

a knight short, they put a mark upon a pawn,

and so made a knight of him.

" Hey! " exclaimed the other knights, "where

do you come from, Mr. Clodhopper ?
"

The boys heard the scoff. " Hold your

tongues," said they; "does he not perform for

us just the same service as you do ?
"

{Pai^e 33.)

PLEASURES.

So use present pleasures that thou spoilest

not future ones.

THE STOMACH.

The stomach listens to no precepts. It begs,

and clamours. And yet it is not an obdurate

creditor. It is dismissed with a small payment,

if only you give it what you owe^ and not as

much as you ca?i.
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DRUNKENNESS.

Dninkenness is nothing other than voluntary

madness.

PAST AND FUTURE.

The Past and Future are veiled ; but the

Past wears the widow's veil, the Future, the

virgin's.

JOYS AND SORROWS.

The rose does not bloom without thorns.

True ! but would that the thorns did not outlive

the rose !

[Page 35.)

FAINT PRAISE.

It is a great sign of mediocrity to praise

always moderately.

[Page 36.)

COMMENDATION.

To give heartfelt praise to noble actions is, in

some measure, making them our own.
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POLITENESS.

Politeness is to goodness what words are to

thoughts.

POLITENESS.

I consider that the spirit of politeness is a

certain attention to contrive that, by our words

and manners, others may be pleased with us and

with themselves.

KINDNESSES.

He who has conferred a kindness should be

silent ; he who has received one should speak

of it.

[Pa^^e 38.

THE COURT.

The court is like an edifice built of marble ;

—

I mean to say that it is composed of very hard,

but very polished, people.
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OUR FRIENDS OPINIONS.

We should always keep a corner of our

heads open and free, that we may make room

for the opinions of our friends. Let us have

heart and head hospitality.

CONVERSATION.

The tone of good conversation is flowing and

natural ; it is neither heavy nor frivolous ; it is

learned without pedantry, lively without noise,

polished without equivocation. It is neither

made up of lectures nor epigrams. Those who

really converse, reason without arguing, joke

without punning, skilfully unite wit and reason,

maxims and sallies, ingenious raillery and severe

morality. They speak of everything in order

that every one may have something to say :

they do not investigate too closely, for fear of

wear}^ing : questions are introduced as if by-the-

bye, and are treated with rapidity
;

precision

leads to elegance, each one giving his opinion,

and supporting it with few words. No one
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attacks wantonly another's opinion, no one sup-

ports his own obstinately. They discuss in

order to enlighten themselves, and leave off dis-

cussing where dispute would begin : every one

gains information, every one recreates himself,

and all go away contented ; nay, the sage him-

self may carry away from what he has heard

matter worthy of silent meditation.

{Page 42.)

CONVERSATION.

Confidence furnishes conversation with more

than wit does.

{Page 43.)

HEARING.

Our ears should be accustomed to hear all

manner of things, without carrying to the mind

aught but good.

MERIT.

If you wish your merit to be known, acknow-

ledge that of other people.
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[Page 44.)

ESTEEM.

It is a hard matter to esteem another just as

he \vishes to be esteemed.

TALKING.

That man is worth Hstening to who only uses

words to express his thoughts, and whose

thoughts are upon truth and virtue. Nothing is

more contemptible than a man who makes a

business of talking, who does with his words

what a mountebank does \A\\\ his nostrums.

Page 45.''

SILENXE.

Nature intended that it should be a very easy

thing for a man to hold his tongue.

[Page i^^i."^

TALKATIVENESS.

We talk little when vanity does r.ot make us

talk.



{Page ^7.)

• READING.

Stupid people read a book and do not under-

stand it : those of average intelligence think

they understand it perfectly : great minds do not

always understand it entirely; that appears to

them obscure, \\hich is obscure, just as that

seems to them clear which is clear. Those who

would seem clever try to look upon that as ob-

scure which is clear, and endeavour not to

understand what is very intelligible.

[Page ^g.)

ORIGINALITY IN STYLE.

A good writer does not write as people write,

but as he writes.

[Page^o.)

SEEMING OBSCURITY IN STYLE.

He who would reproach an author for ob-

scurity should look into his own mind (///. inner-
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self) to see whether it is quite clear there. In

the dusk the plainest ™ting is illegible.

OBSCURITY OF STYLE

"With regard to obscurity, there are two kinds

of blundering ; the simple, when what is written

is unintelligible ; the double^ when the writer

himself cannot make out what he means.

{Page 51.)

EXTRAVAGANT ANTITHESES.

Those who strain their words in order to make

antitheses are like those who make false win-

dows for the sake of symmetr}'. Their rule is

not to speak justly, but to make fair figures.

{Page 52.)

MODERN AUTHORS.

The most original modem authors are not so

because they advance what is new ; but simply

because they know how to put what they have

to say as if it had never been said before.
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YOUNG AUTHORS.

Young authors give their brains much exercise

and Httle food.

COMMENTARIES.

There is more concern now-a-days to interpret

interpretations, than to interpret things ; and

more books about books than about any other

subject : we do nothing but expound one

another.

{Page 53.)

COMEDY AND TRAGEDY.

The pleasure that pertains to comedy lies in

laughter, that of tragedy in tears. But the

honour of the poet requires that the laughter he

excites be agreeable, and the tears comely. In

other words, tragedy and comedy should make

us laugh and weep decently. What forces our

laughter and wrests our tears is not praise-

worthy.
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BEATING ABOUT FOR THE RIGHT WORD.

A good and careful author often finds that the

expression which he has been seeking for a long

time, and has at last found, is the most simple

and natural, and the very one which seems as

if it should have presented itself at first, and

without effort.

(Paffe 58.)

LOVE.

Love is only an episode in the life of a man

;

it is the entire histor}'' of the life of a woman. ^

{Page 59.)

LOVE BEFORE MARRIAGE.

Love before marriage is like a too short

preface before a book without end.

INGRATITUDE.

He is ungrateful who denies that he has

received a kindness which has been bestowed

upon him ; he is ungrateful who conceals it

_
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from others ; he is ungrateful who makes no

return for it : most ungrateful of all is he who

forgets it.

{Page 60.) •

DISINGENUOUS EXPRESSION OF GRATITUDE.

When we exaggerate the kindness of our

friends, we often do so less out of gratitude

than from a desire to have our merit recognized.

BRILLIANT THOUGHTS IN ORATORY.

Brilliant thoughts are, I consider, as it were

the eyes of eloquence ; but I would not that the

body were all eyes, lest the other members

should lose their proper functions.

{Page 61.)

BRILLIANT THOUGHTS.

What we call a brilliant thought is ordinarily

nothing more than a captious expression which,

by the help of a dash of truth, imposes upon us

an error which sets us wondering.



THOUGHTS LIKE FLOWERS.

It may be said that it is with our thoughts as

with our flowers. Those whose expression is

simple carry their seed with them ; those that

are double by their richness and pomp charm

the mind but produce nothing.

MAXIMS.

Few maxims are true from ever}- point of

view.

iPage 68.)

CHARACTER.

To be able simply to say of a man he has

chai'acter,'^' is not only saying much of him, but

extollmg him ; for this is a rarity which excites

respect and wonder.

* It would be convenient if we made a distinction in

English between having character and having a character,

applying the former expression to consistency and inde-

pendence (without eccentricity), and continuing to use

the latter in its present sense.
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A MARK OF CHARACTER.

By nothing do men show their character more

clearly than by what they think laughable.

THE LAUGHABLE.

The witty man thinks almost everything

ridiculous ; the wise man scarcely anything.

[Page 6q.)

THE OPIXIOX OF THE VULGAR.

Why do you quote to me the common

people,—the worst authority for our conduct ?

Why cite custom.—the mistress of everything

bad ? We should habituate ourselves to what-

ever is best : and so, that would become

customary which was unusual, and that pleasant,

which was disagreeable, and that graceful which

appeared unseemly.

CAN NOT = WILL NOT.

A man can do what he ought to do ; and

when he says he ca?i not he will not.
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DIFFICULTIES.

Out of difficulties grow miracles.

{Page 73.)

OCCUPATION.

Nature has made occupation a necessity to

us ; society makes it a duty ; habit may make

it a pleasure.

{Rage 76.)

REAL HAPPINESS AND GREATNESS.

He alone is happy and great who needs

neither to obey nor to command in order to

distinguish himself. '"

{Page 77.)

STUDY AND THOUGHT.

Certain people study all their life ; at their

death they have leamt ever}^thing except to

think.

* Lit. , in order to be somethinf^.
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{Page 79 )

NATURALNESS OF TRUTH.
*

Truth comes home to the mind so naturally,

that when we learn it for the first time, it seems

as though we did no more than recal it to our

memory.

(PageZo.)

NATURE

Nature is a boundless sphere, of which the

centre is everywhere, the circumference nowhere.

TRUTH AND BEAUTY.

Truth can work powerfully even when directed

by the worst hand ; but in the case of the

Beautiful it is the vessel that makes the contents.

(Page 8i.)

MORAL BEAUTY.

Moral beauty is the basis of all true beauty.

This foundation is somewhat covered and veiled

in nature. Art brings it out, and gives it more
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transparent forms. It is here that art, when it

knows well its power and resources, engages in

a struggle \Wth nature in which it may have the

ad\'antage.

ART.

Art neither belongs to religion nor to ethics

;

but, like these, it brings us nearer to the Infinite,

one of the forms of which it manifests to us.

God is the source of all beauty, as of all truth,

of all religion, of all morality. The most ex-

alted object, therefore, of art is to reveal in its

own manner the sentiment of the Infinite.

(Par-e 88.)

IMAGINATION WITHOUT TASTE.

There is nothing more fearful than imagina-

tion without taste.

IMAGINATION WITHOUT LEARNING.

He who has imasrination without erudition has

wings while he lacks legs.
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{Page 90.)

DOGMATISM.

It is profound ignorance that inspires a dog-

matic tone. He who knows nothing, beHeves

he is teaching others what he has just learned

himself: he who knows much, scarcely thinks

that what he says can be unkno^\Tl by others

;

and he speaks with less assurance."

{Page 92.)

ORIGINAL PEOPLE.

The more wit one has, the more originality

one finds among men. The common nm of

people see but little difference between one man

and another.

{Pageg^.)

EDUCATION, STATE INTERFERENCE IN.

Tn a well-ordered community everything en-

courages men to cultivate their natural powers :

* *' With more indifferency " would be the better trans-

lation, if this; word could be regarded as generally
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without any interference therein, their education

\\\\\ be good.

The aid of Government is not necessar)- to

educational refonn : private exertion will suffice.

{Page 96 )

EDUCATION OF DAUGHTERS.

See, indeed, that your daughter is thoroughly

grounded and experienced in household duties
;

but take care through religion and poetr}- to

keep her heart open to heaven : press the earth

closely around the food-conveying roots of the

plant, but let none fall into its blossom.

{Pageg^.)

NATURAL GRACE OF CHILDREN.

• The reason whv most little children are so

channing is this : they have not yet laid aside

convejnng the sense given to it by Locke in the chapter

on Indifferencv. {On the Condtut of the Uiiderstand-
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the air and manner nature has given them ; and

they know no others. These they change and

corrupt when they outgrow their infancy. They

think they must imitate what they see around

them ; and they fail in the attempt. There is

always something false and unstable in this

imitation. Their manners and feelings are un-

settled ; and instead of really being what they

wish to seem they try to appear what they are

not.

{Page 99.)

HOME JOYS.

Our home joys are the most delightful earth

affords.

And the joy of parents in their children is the

most holy joy of humanity.

It makes their hearts pure and good : it lifts

men up to their Father in heaven.

{Page 100.)

mothers' sons.

It is a general rule,—one at least to which I

know no exceptions,—that all superior men in-
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herif"' the elements of their superiority from

their mothers.

{Page 10 1 )

SIMPLICITY.

Simphcity is the straightfonvardness of a

soul which refuses itself any re-action ^^•ith re-

gard to itself or its deeds. This virtue differs

from and surpasses smcerity. "\^'e see many

people who are sincere without being simple.

Thev do not wish to be taken for other than

what they are ; but they are always fearing lest

they should be taken for what they are not. A
simple man neither affects virtue, nor truth : he

is never busv thinkins; about himself: and seems

to have lost that ego about which we are so

jealous.

{Page 103.)

THE LILY AND THE ROSE.

In order to point out to me the features of a

tlower, the botanists display it dr}-, discoloured.

* Lit., are their mother's sons.
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and stretched out in one of their specimen books.

Is it in that state that I am to recognise a lily ?

Is it not, rather, on the margin of a brooklet,

raising its august stalk amidst grass and flower-

ets, and reflecting in the water its beautiful

chalices—whiter than ivory—that I shall admire

the king of the valleys ? And is not its incom-

parable whiteness still more brilliant when speck-

led, as with drops of coral, by the tiny, scarlet,

hemispheric beetles, spotted with black, which

almost always seek shelter there?—Who can

recognise in a dry rose the queen of flowers?

If the rose is to be at once an object of love

and philosophy, it must be seen when, bursting

from the clefts of a wet rock, its brilliancy is

enhanced by its own verdure ; when the zephyr

balances it upon a stem bristling with thorns
;

when the dawn covers it with tears ; and when,

by its dazzling beauty and by its scents, it

attracts the hands of passers-by. Sometimes a

gay fly, resting in its corolla, sets ofl" to advan-

tage the carmine red by its emerald green : then

is it that this flower seems to tell us that pleasure,
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of which its short-lived charms are a symbol, is

environed by danger, and carries repentance in

its bosom.

{Page 107.)

IMPERFECTIONS.

The greatest works of the human mind are

most certainly the least perfect.

{Page loS.)

THE BOW AND ITS OWNER.

A man had an excellent ebony bow, with

which he could shoot to a great distance and

with great certainty, and which he valued highly.

Once, however, as he was looking at it atten-

tively, he said: "You are somewhat too clumsy;

you have no ornament about you but your

smoothness. 'Tis a pity 1 But there's a reme-

dy. I'll go to the best car^-er, and have the

most beautiful figures carved on my bow." He
did so, and the artist wrought a hunt upon it.

And what could have been more suitable ? The

man was overjoyed. " You deserve these oma-
R
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ments, my favourite bow," said he. He is eager

to try it at once. He bends it, and the bow

—

breaks to pieces.

LIGHT AND SHADE.

Where there is much hght the shade is deep.

{Page 109.)

INFANCY OF PEOPLES AND INDIVIDUALS.

In the infancy of peoples, as in that of indi-

viduals, feeling has always preceded thought,

and has been its first master

CIVILISATION.

Civilisation is a kind of ocean that constitutes

the wealth of a people, and in whose bosom all

the elements of a people's life, all the forces of

their existence, meet and unite. So true is this,

that those facts which by their nature are hate-

ful and harmful, which grievously oppress

nations,—as, for instance, anarchy or despot-
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ism,—if only they have contributed in any way

to civiHsation, and caused it to take a great step

in advance,—ah, well ! we excuse them, to a

certain point we pardon them, their faults and

their bad nature. So that, wherever civilisation,

and the deeds which have enrichened it, are

recognised, we are tempted to forget the price it

has cost.

{Page 113.)

TWO KINDS OF INTELLECT.

There are, then, two kinds of intellect. The

one penetrates keenly and deeply into the con-

sequences of principles ; and this is the jKsf

intellect : the other embraces a great number

of principles without confusing them ; and this

is the geometric intellect. The one is force and

straightforwardness of mind ; the other is

amplitude of mind. Now the one may exist

without the other : the mind may be strong and

straightfonvard ; and it may also be ample

and weak.
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REASON AND WIT.

Reason is a bee, and we only look to it for

produce : its usefulness stands in the stead of

beauty. But wit is only a butterfly ; and wit

without charms is like a butterfly without

colours,—it gives no pleasure.

{Page 114.)

LIVELY WIT OF LESS VALUE THAN JUST
PERCEPTION.

It is no great advantage to have lively wit if

exactness be wanting. The perfection of a clock

does not consist in its going fast, but in its

being well regulated.

{Page 117.)

WIT HUNTING.

When one runs after wit, one catches folly.

{Page 125.)

EXAMPLE.

Not the cry, but the flight of a wild duck.
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says a Chinese author, leads the flock to fly and

follow.

EXAMPLE.

It is a well-known psychological fact that the

conscience of children is formed by the influences

that surround them ; and that their notions of

Good and Evil are the result of the moral

atmosphere they breathe.

{Page 126.)

EXAMPLES.

Let us propose to ourselves to imitate great

patterns rather than to follow vain systems.

others' faults.

It is the characteristic of folly to discern the

faults of others and to forget one's own.

{Page T30.)

NOTE TO "SUMMUM BONUM."

For that which peculiarly belongs to each by

nature is best and most pleasant to ever}^ one

;
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and, consequently, to man the life according to

intellect (is most pleasant) if intellect especially

constitutes Man. This life is therefore the

most happy.

{Page i->,s.)

FALSE PHILOSOPHY.

Fly from those who, under the pretence of

interpreting Nature, implant baneful doctrines

in the hearts of man, and whose seeming

scepticism is a hundredfold more affirmative and

dogmatical than is the decided tone of their

adversaries. Under the lofty pretence of being

alone enlightened, true, and sincere, they

imperiously subject us to their arbitrary deci-

sions, and affect to give us as the true principles

of things the unintelligible systems built on the

basis of their imaginations. Moreover, b\'

overturning, destroying, and trampling under

foot whatever is held respect-worthy, they take

from the afflicted the only remaining consolation

of their misery,—from the powerful and rich the
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only bridle to their passions : they tear from the

depth of the heart remorse for crime, and the

hope of virtue ; and yet they boast themselves

the benefactors of the human race. " Never,"

say they, "is the truth hannful to man. " This

is my belief, too : and it is, to my thinking, a

great proof that what they teach is not the

truth.

(Tage 137.;

RELATIVITY OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.

All that is known is comprehended, not

according to its own force, but according

rather to the faculty of those knowing.

HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.

The two poles of all human knowledge are

the personality of the ego.'^ from whence all

proceeds, and the personality of God.* whither

all tends.

*Lit. , Thepeison I . . . and the perso7i God.
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{Page 152.)

OF JUDGING CONCERNING DIVINE ORDINANCES.

Things unknown are the true field and matter

of fi"aud : and this, firstly, because strangeness

itself begets belief; and then, because not

being matters of common talk, they take from us

the means of combating them. Therefore, says

Plato, it is much easier to satisfy people when

we speak of the nature of the gods than of the

nature of men,—because the ignorance of the

hearers gives good and ample scope and full

freedom in the management of a hidden matter.

Hence comes it that nothing is believed so

firmly as that which we know the least ; nor are

there any folk who have so much assurance as

those who tell us fables, as the alchymists, prog-

nosticators, seers, chiromantists, quacks, idgenus

o?njie: to which I would willingly join, if I dare,

a host of people, comptrollers in ordinary of

the designs of God, who make it their business

to give the causes of every accident, and to

detect in the secrets of the Divine will the

incomprehensible motives of its workings ; and,
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though tossed this way and that way, east and

west, by the constant variety and discordance

of events, they cease not to follow their business^

and with the same pencil to paint black and

white.

(Pa^-e 159.)

DEATH.

A dying man is a balloon throwing down its

ballast.

{Page 161.)

VIRTUES AND VICES.

We derive from nature no fault that may

not become a \artue, no virtue that may not

degenerate into a fault. Faults of the latter

kind are the most difficult to cure.

{Page 165.)

AUTHORITV OF VIRTUE.

Even among the bad, \'irtue has sway.
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{Pa^e 170.)

man's free-agency.

A man whose mind is not spoiled, has no

need of proof of his free agency ; for he feels it

;

and he does not feel more clearly that he sees,

or that he hears, or that he reasons, than he

feels his power to deliberate and to choose.

{Page 171.)

NATURAL JUSTICE.

The universal and absolute law is that natural

justice which cannot be written down, but which

appeals to the hearts of all. Written laws are

formulas in which we endeavour to express the

least imperfectly possible that which, under

such or such determined circumstances, natural

justice demands.

{Page 173.)

CONSCIENCE.

There is, then, in our heart of hearts, an

innate principle of justice and of virtue upon
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which we judge our own actions and those of

others ; and it is to this principle that we give

the name of Conscience.

{Pa^e 179.)

ADORATION.

Adoration is a universal sentiment. It differs

in degree in different natures ; it takes the most

varied forms, and often ignores its own existence

:

sometimes it betrays itself by an exclamation

uttered from the heart in the midst of the grand

scenes of nature and life ; sometimes it rises

silently in the mute and penetrated soul : it may

wander in its mode of expression, and err as to

its object. It is a spontaneous, irresistible

emotion ; and when tested by reason is found

just and right. What, indeed, is more just than

to hold in awe the judgments of Him who is

holiness itself, who knows our actions and our

intentions, and who will judge them as appertains

to divine justice ? What, moreover, is more

just than to love perfect goodness, and the
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source of all love ? Adoration begins by being

a natural sentiment : reason makes it a duty.

{Page 1 80.)

ADORATION.

Man is not only the temple of God, but is

also the adorer of God for all those creatures

who, being unable to know him, present them-

selves to man as if to invite him to render

homage to God for them . . . thus man is the

contemplator of visible nature in order that he

may be the priest and adorer of invisible and

intellectual nature.

PRAYER.

Without prayer there is no such thing as

Religion ; all that is so called will melt away

into nothingness if it be not concentrated and

shaped into prayer.

{Page 182.)

FORMS.

True philosophy respects forms as much as
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now a means,"—always an inseparable compan-

ion. The senses are not, as Plato and Male-

branche have too often affirmed them to be, the

soul's prison : but much rather are they a A\dndow

opening upon nature, by which the soul holds

communion with the universe.

{Page 187.)

WEAKNESSES.

Some of our weaknesses are born in us

;

others are the result of education : it is a

question which of the two give us most trouble.

{Page 188.)

BELIEF IN GOD.

I shall not undertake to expose, or even to

enumerate, all the psychological proofs of the

existence of God. I simply affirm, on the one

hand, that it is in our soul alone that the idea

of God is truly impressed ; on the other hand,

*i.c. An instrument.
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that it is impossible to study the soul without

finding God therein. Look for God outside the

soul and you will find nought but fancifiil

images, ido/s, of God. Examine your soul, and

its emotions and thoughts will be to you so many

glorious revelations of the Godhead. How
indeed, can we enjoy, suffer, desire, hope, love,

without feeling ourselves dra^vn upwards by a

higher, a mysterious, an infinite power? "The

slightest aspiration of the soul," ^\Tote Hemster-

huis, " towards the Better, the Future, and the

Perfect, is a more than geometrical demonstra-

tion of the existence of God."

{Pa^e 190.)

FAITH IX GOD.

Faith in God hallows and confirms the union

between parents and children, subjects and

rulers j infidelit}- relaxes every band, and nullifies

every blessing.

{Page 193.)

SCHISMS.

Schisms do not arise so much from an ardent
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love of religion, as from the various passions of

men, or from that love of contradicting which

leads them to falsify and condemn whatever,

however correctly, others advance.

{Page 20 1.)

HOPE OF IMMORTALITY.

But if I err in believing men's souls to be

immortal, I err willingly : nor would I have this

error in which I delight wrested from me as long

as I live. And if when dead I shall cease to feel,

as some petty philosophers think, why then I

need not fear lest the dead philosophers laugh

at my mistake.

{Page -212.)

SEARCH AFTER TRUTH.

It is not the Truth that a man possesses, or

believes he possesses, but the honest pains he

has taken to get at truth, which makes a man's

worth. For it is not by the possession of truth,

but by the search after it, that his powers are ex-

tended, in which alone his ever growing perfec-
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tion consists. ... If God held all tnith in his

right hand, and in his left hand simply the ever

active endeavour after truth— even with the

condition that I should ever err,—and said to

me, " Choose ! " I should humbly incline to his

left, and say " Father Give ! for perfect truth is.

surely, for Thee alone I

"

{Pa^e 217.)

HEAVEN.

Heaven is the seeing God eternally as He is

;

and loving Him without ever losing Him.

HELL.

Do not picture hell to yourselves as consisting

in those pools of fire and brimstone, in those

everlastingly devouring flames, in that madness,

despair, and horrible gnashing of teeth. Hell, if

we understand rightly, is sin itself; hell is the

being separated from God.
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Cant, 90.

Cliaracter, 68 (247).

Character, a mark of, 68 (248).

Clieer/iilness, akin to gratitude,

32-

Chess-Knight, the, 30 (255J.

C/tildren, natural grace of, 98

Civilisation, 109 (258).

Comedy and Tragedy, 53 (244).

Covnnendation, 36 (236).

Coimnentaries, 52 (244).

Common Sense, 114.

Companionship, 40.

Coiiscieiue, i.-j2, 173 (266).

Conscience oj"Mankind, 173.

Contempt, 25.

Conientmeiit, 120, 121.

Controversies, of religious, 156.

Conversation, 4 1 (239), 42 (240),

Conversation, etiquette of, 42.

Conversation, impure, 160.

Courage, 29 (234).

Court, the, 38 (237).

Court, behaviour at, 39 (238).

Cri7ne, hardening in, 210.

Crime and Punishment, 209.

Crimes arui IVcaknesses, 26 (233).

Criticism, 4 (223), 4 (223).

Culture, self, 74.

Cunning, compared with wisdom,

127.

Custotn, censorship of, 66.

Death, 159 (265).

Dejiniti07i, 51.

Delight, a source of, 164.

Desire and Will, 70.

Detraction, 15.

Diffic7dties, 69 (249).

Discipline, 31.

Discontents, 196.

Discretion, 124.

Divine Ordinances, 152 (264).

Dogmatism, 90 (252).

Dress, 15 (228).

Dress, display of, 16 (229).

Dress, pride of, 15 (228).

Dress of tJie Aged, 16 (229),

17 (229).

Drunkenness, 34 (236).

Earth and Heaven, 205.

Eccentricities, 11.

Education, 93.

Ediication , early, 96.

Edttcation, a human soul with-

out, 95.

£'rf7/c^//^«,ofdaughters, 96(253).

Education, female, 99.

Edtication, State interference

therein, 94 (252).

Educators, the main duty of. 94.

Eloquence, 17 (229).
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Enviity, a good Fruit of, 15.

Envy, 29 (234), 30.

Equality, 8 (225).

Errors iniiigled with Truth,

152.

Esteem, 44 (241).

E.xaviple, 125(260), 125(261).

Examples, 126 (261).

Excellence, correlation between

intellectual and moral, 153.

Existence, 79.

Expej'ience, 125.

Externals, 183.

Externals, influence of, 13 (227).

Faith, 190.

Faith in God, 190 (27'!).

Faith, blessing of a firm, 191.

FalseJiood, 23 (232).

Fame, 7.

Fame, desire of, 7.

Fashion, 39.

Faidt-finditig, 127.

Faidts, children's, 97.

Faults, our, 27 (234).

Faidts, others', 126 (261).

Fear, 29.

Feeling and hitellect, 183.

Flattery, 21 (232), 22 (232).

Flattery and Defamation, 22.

Fools, having to do with. 44.

Forms, 182 (268).

Formulas, 180.

Fortune, 6.

Z';-^^ Agency, man's, 170 (266).

Friends, 24.

Friendship, 23, 25 (233).

Frieiuiship and Friends, 25.

Friendship, unselfish, 38.

Friefidships, 25 (233).

Frugality and Liberality, 124.

Fruit ofDisciplinaryPain, 195.

Fttture Putiishments, 208.

Ge7nus, a mark of, 100.

Genitis, sanity of true, 100.

Genius and Talent, 19.

Co^, ivherefore God, 215.

Good-Breeding, 39.

G^£7^ ««</ Evil, 161.

GoodSenseand GoodNature, 37.

Gratitude, 60.

Gratitude, disingenuous expres-

sion of, 60 (246).

Greatness, in one's-self, 66.

Greattiess, man's, 65.

Greatness, a mark of, 66.

Guilt, an effect of, 209.

Guilt and Shame, 212.

Habits, bad, 75.

Happiness, 5 (224\

Happiness and Greatness, 76

(249).
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Life and Existence, 204.

Light and Shade, loS (258).

Lily and Rose, 103(255).

Listening, 43.

Living alone, 185.

Lo7>e, 58 (245).

Loz'e be/ore ISIarriage, 59 (245).

Man, 184 (269).

Materialism, 151.

Maxinis, 61 (247).

Maxims, men of, 62.

Mediocrity, 9 (225).

-1/^/7/, 43.

Merrymakings, 115.

Misfortune, 213.

Moderation, 88.

Modesty, 17 (230), iS (230), 18

(23o>

Mot/ur's Sons, 100 (254).

Music, 57.

Musical Wording ofSentences,

57.

Mysticism, 150.

Mysteries, the Greek, 158.

Nature, 80 (250).

Xatttre, how commanded, 74.

Non-PMlosophizing, the, no.

Obedience, 187.

Obscurity ofStyle, 50.

Obsairity in Style, seeming, 50.

Obstacles, 21.

Obstinacy oj"Opinion, 88.

Occupation, 73 (249).

OfSeeming IVise, 12.

Opinions, our friends', 41 (239).

Opinions 0/Individuals, 65.

Original People, 92 (252).

Originality, 91.

Painting, 55.

Parting aiui Forgetting, 35.

Parz'enus^ 9(225).

Passiofis, human, 186.

Passions attd Reason, 183 (269).

Passions, triumph over, 31.

PiW^ rt/«/ Picture, 34 (236).

Petitions to Great Meti, 47.

Philosopher, the, 144.

PMlosopJiers' Difficulties, 143.

Philosoplucal Dilettantism,

III.

PJiilosophicaI Studies, no.

PJdlosophy, 132, 133.

Philosophy, false, 135 (262).

Pictures, 58.

Plcue-men, 38.

Pleasing the Many, 4 (224).

Pleasure and Pain, 120, 207

Pleasure and Pain tJie conse-

grience of07ir Actions, 206.

Pleasures, 33 (235).
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Poetry, 56, 57.

Poetry and Science, 55.

Politeness, 36 (237), 37 (237).

Praise, 14, 35.

Praise, faint, 35 (236).

Pi-aising the Great, 23 (232).

Praising Princes, 23 (233).

Prayer, 180(268).

Prayers, Children's, 97.

Pre-eminence of the " Sottl" over

tJie ''Intellect;' 104.

Prejudiced, the, 155.

Prejudices, 92.

Progress, 21 (231), 134.

Prosperity and Adversity, 34.

"Prostrate the Understanding,"

154-

Providence, 192, 193.

P}-ndery, 18 (231).

Raillery, 41 (2381.

Reading, 47 (242), 76.

Reading, purposeless, 48.

Reason, 112.

Reason and Rez'clation, 154.

Reason and U'it, 113 (260).

Rebuke, patience under, 199.

Religion, authority in, 155.

Religion, of the many, 193.

Religioft, Personal, 214.

Religion pervading Nature,

175-

Religion and Reason, 216.

Religious Faith, blessing of,

191.

Rep7ttation, damaged, 43.

Revenge, 27.

Rhetoric and Eloquence, 58.

Ridic7tle and Misrepresenta-

tion, 69.

Satire, 26.

Sceptical IVriters, service done

by, 114.

Schis/nata, 193 (271).

Seeming to be and to kno^u, 89.

Services to others, 122.

Self-esteem, 10 (226).

Self-knowledge, 167, 168.

Self, study of, 165.

Sel/ishness, 123.

Sensuality, 159.

Senti/nent, go.

Shame, 19 (231).

Shekinah, the true, 160.

Silence, 45 (241).

Simile, a, 49, 136.

Simplicity, loi (255), 102.

Sin, unpunished, 210.

Sincerity, 6.

Sloth, 120.

Smiles, 32.

Sobriety, 120.

Sociability, 40 (238).
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Society nothing ivithout love, 59

Socrates, charge against, 157.

Soul and Body, 81.

Soul, development of, 183 (=6g). I

Soul, its pre-eminence over in-

tellect, 104.

Stomach, the, 33 (235).

Studies, philosophical, no.

Study and Tlwught, 77.

Style, obscurity' of, 50 (243).

Style, seeming obscuritx' in, 50

,242).

Style, originaUty in, 49 (242).

Success, 4, 5 224).

Suinviuin Bonuni, 128 (261).

Sympathy, 31.

Tact, 20.

Talent, 19 (231).

Talk, empty, 46.

Talking, 44 (241).

Talking ofOne"s-self, 44, 45.

Talkativeness, 46 (241).

Taste, S3, 84, 85.

Taste. Diligence the Handmaid

of, 85.

Teac/u7ig, best method of, 95.

Temperance, 119.

Theorising about Virtue, 174.

Thinkers Errors, 143.

Tlwught, freedom of, 144.

Thoughts, brilliant, 61 (246).

Tho7ights, brilliant in oratorj*.

60 (246).

Thoughts like Flowers, 61 (247).

TIu)ughts, others', 138.

Thoughts, of rightly directing

them, 145, 205.

Thoughts, of storing them, 3.

Tmith, 141.

Truth and Beauty, 80 (250).

Truth, love of, 142.

Truth, being on the side of, 142

Truth, progress of, 135.

Trut/t, sean;h after, 212 (272).

Truth, naturalness of, 79 (250).

Trut/is, regarded as truisms,

79-

Understanding, freedom there-

of, 145.

Vanity, 10 (226).

Vice, habit of, 210.

Vice, martj-rs to, 163.

Vice as pourtrayed in Fiction,

161.

Vices in othersand in ourseh'cs.

163.

Virtue, authority of, 165 265).

Virtue, the nature of, 164.

Virtue, exercise of, 214.

Virtues and Vices, 161 (265).

Visits, 40 (238).
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V'nl^ar, opinion of the, 69

(248).

Vulgarity, 39.

Walking ivith God, 214.

Weaknesses, 187 (270).

Wealth and Culture, 130.

ir/iat to put first in a Book, 3

(223).

Wicked, the, 127.

Wicked, the, flourish, 195.

Wickedness, toilsomeness of,

195-

Wisdom, religion, happiness,

211.

IVisdom, Spiritual, 217.

Wise, of seeming, 12.

Wit, comparative value of, 114

(260).

Wit and Judgtnent, 116.

Wit, genuine and innocent, 117.

Wit-hunting, 117 (260).

Witness, inner, 189.

Woman, 25 (233).

Woman's Intuitiz'e Pozvers, 102.

Wonder, loi.

Word, beating about for the

right, 53 ^245).

Words, 54

Words, kind, 37.

Words, waste, 46.

Words and T/iitigs, 54.

Work, 175.

Work, nobleness of, 72.

Work, the instrument of self-

culture, 74

Work tlie Source 0/ Happiness,

71-

Working beyond the Surface,

143.

World, the, in its nature per-

fect, 177.

Worship, 176.

Writers, tedious. 51

Yes, No, Yes, 143.
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A., 45, 99.

Addison, 8, 15, 17, 26, 32, 39, 57,

60, 74, 85, 96, 125, 169, 204.

A Kentpis, 140.

Andrezvs, Bishop, 46.

Auoiiymotis, 21, 167.

Antistlunes, 30U

Aristotle, 130.

Arnold, 48, 132.

Bacon, 6, 12, 27, 31, 34, 54, 59, 64,

74. 75- 87, i57» 194

Bailey, 78.

Barbaitld, 195.

Barrow, 124, 156.

BeecJur, H. W, \.

Bentliam, 75, 198, 200, 214.

Berkeley, Bislwp, 144.

Bernard. S., 166.

•' BlackvHwd," 56.

BoetJiins, 137.

Bolingbroke. 8.

Bosstief, 10, 171. i8o. 217.

Brewster, 14S, 151.

Brtram, Dr. yohn, 57, 95, 176.

Brtntme, Sir T/iomas, 31. 66,

163, 170.

Bmyere (vide la Bruj-ere).

Bulwer, 49, 82, 138.

Burke, 14, 95, 143.

Bums, 128.

Burton, 81.

Butler, BisJtop, iii. 165. 173.

174, 207, 209.

Capelle, 73.

Carlyle, 21, 46, 58, 66, 72, 84.

90, 112, 119, 175, 182.

Carpenter, 103.

Clialtners, 202.

Char.nittg, 74, 80, 88.

Cltaieanoriand, 9.

Chesterfield, 25.

" Chinese Prtrz'erb," 44.

Chrysostom, i6ol

Cicero, 25, 58, 59, 126, 201
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Coleridge, 55, 57, 79, 80, 100,

loi, 142.

Collier, Jeremy, 7, 19, 33.

Colton, 6, 22, 40, 163.

Cotisin, 81, 83, 171, 180, 184.

Cowley, 45.

Cudworih, 216.

Curtitis, 45.

Davy, Sir. H., 54, 192.

De Biran, 137.

Doviergiie, 77.

Dryden, 38.

Elia, loi,

Eliot, George, 62, 210.

Evierson, 20, 55, 161, 209.

Engel, 183.

Epictetits, 29, 73, 77, 160, 163, 214.

Erasimis, 43, 69.

Faraday, 144.

Feltliam, 197.

Fefielon, 17, 102.

Fichte, 69.

Fontenelle, 79.

Forbes, 141.

Foster, 120, 168.

Fuller, 59.

Calland's, I.es Paroles des Ori-

ciitau.x, 43.

Goethe, 13, 21, 50, 52, 68, 76, 88,

108, 161, 187.

Goldsmith, 24, 213.

Gojtjet, 44.

(7r^^, 193, 205, 210.

Giiizot, 109.

//. ^., 26, 42, 89, 97, 98, 194,

217.

Hall, BisJiop, 24, 43, 89, 122,

186.

Hall, Robert, 145.

Halla7>i, Arthur H., 108.

Hamilton, Sir IVilliam, 76. 78,

137, 190.

Hazlitt, 39.

Helps, Arthur, 4, 29, 37.

^^ Historicus," 174.

Hobbes, 76.

Hodgson, 69.

Home [Lord Karnes), 113, 183.

Holmes, O. IV., 10, 22, 159.

Hooker, 70.

Home, 22, 183.

Hurd, Bishop, 52.

Irving, Edzuard, 116.

7. ^. ^., 199-

yameson, Mrs., 83.

y^«« Paul Richter, 4, 23, 34, 96.

125.
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UNiFORiMLY printed in iSmo, with Vignette Titles by Sir Noel
Paton, T. Woolnek, W. Holman Hint, Sir J. E. Millais,

Arthur Hughes, &c. Engraved on Steel. Bound in extra cloth,

4s. 6d. each volume.

The Goiden Treasury of the best Songs and Lyrical Poems
in the English Language. Selected and arranged, with

Notes, by Professor Francis Turner Palgrave.

The Chiidren's Garland from the best Poets. Selected and

arranged by Coventry Pat.more.

The Book of Praise. From the best English Hy.nm Writers.

Selected and arranged by the Earl of Selborne.

The Fairy Book ; the Best Popular Fairy Stories. Selected and

rendered anew by the Author of "John Halifax, Gentle-

man."

The Ballad Book. A Selection of the Choicest British Ballads.

Edited by Wilmam Allingham.

The Jest Book. The Choicest Anecdotes and Sayings. Selected

and arranged by Mark Lemon.

Bacon's Essays and Colours of Good and Evil. With Notes

and Glossaiial Index. Cy W. Aldis Wright, M.A.



THE GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.

The Pilgrims Progress from this World to that which is to Come.

Ky John Bunvax.

The Sunday Book of Poetry for the Young. Selected and

arranged by C. F. Alexander.

A Book of Golden Deeds of All Times and All Countries.

Gathered and Narrated Anew. By the Author of " The Heir

OF Redclyffe."

The Poetical Works of Robert Burns. Edited, with Bio-

graphical Memoir, Notes, and Glossary, by Alexander
Smith. Two Vols.

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. Edited from the

Original Edition, Ijy J. W. Clark, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge.

The Republic of Plato. Tkanslated into English with Notes

by J. Ll. Davies, JNI.A., and D. J. Vaughan, M.A.

The Song Book. Words and Tunes from the best Poets and

Musicians. Selected and arranged by John Hullah, late

Professor of Vocal ^lusic in King's College, London.

La Lyre Frangaise. Selected and arranged, with Notes, by

GUSTAVE MaSSON.

Tom Brown's Schooldays. By An Old Boy.

A Book of Worthies. Gathered from the Old Histories and

written anew by the Author of "The Heir of Redclyffe."

A Book of Golden Thoughts. By Henry Attwell, " Knight

of the Order of the Oak Crown."

Guesses at Truth. By Two Brothers.

The Cavalier and his Lady. Selections from the Works of the

First Duke and Duchess of Newcastle. With an Introductory

Essay by Edward Jenkins. Author of " Ginx's Baby,"

&c.



THE GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.

Theologia Germanica. Edited by Dr. Pfeiffkr, from the only

complete manuscript yet known. Translated from the German

by Susannah Winkworth. With a Preface by the Rev.

Charles Kingsley.

Scottish Song. A Selection of the Choicest Lyrics of Scotland.

Compiled and arranged, with brief Notes, by Mary Carlyle

AlTKEN.

Deutsche Lyrik. The Golden Treasury of the best German Lyrical

Poems. Selected and arranged, with Notes and Literary Intro-

duction, by Dr. Buchheim.

Herrick : Selections from the Lyrical Poems. Arranged with Notes,

by Professor F. T. Palgrave.

Poems of Places. Edited by H. W. Longfellow. England

and Wales. Two \'ols.

Matthew Arnold's Selected Poems. (Also a Large Paper

Edition, crown Svo, 12s. 6d.)

The Story of the Christians and Moors in Spain. By C. M.
YoNGE, Author of "The Heir of Redclyffe." With Vignette

by Holman Hunt.

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare. Edited by the Rev. A.

Ainger, M.A., Reader at the Temple.

Wordsworth's Select Poems. Chosen and Edited, with Preface.

By Matthew Arnold. Also Large Paper Edition. Crown
Svo, 9s.

Shakespeare's Songs and Sonnets. Edited by Professor F. T.
Palgrave.

Selections from Addison. Edited by J, R. Green, M.A., LL.D.

Poems of Shelley. Edited by Stopford A. Brooke, M.A.
Large Paper Edition. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.



THE GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.

Poetry of Byron. Chosen and arranged by Matthew Arnold.
Large Paper Edition. Crown 8vo. gs.

Sir Thomas Browne's Religio Medici : Letter to a Friend, &c.,

and Christian Morals. Edited by \V. A. Greenhill, ^LD.
Oxon.

Mohammed. The Speeches and Table Talk of the Prophet,

Chosen and Translated, with Introduction and Notes, by Stan-

ley L.\NE-Pooi.E.

Landor, Walter Savage, Selections from the Writings of, Ar-

ranged and Edited by Sidney Colvin.

Selections from Cowper's Poems. With an Introduction, by

Mrs. Oliphant.

Letters of William Cowper. Edited, with Introduction, by Rev.

W. Benham, B.D., F.S.A.

The Poetical Works of John Keats. Edited by Professor F. T.

Palgrave.
'>

Large Paper Edition. 9s.«

Lyrical Poems of Lord Tennyson. Selected and Annotated by

Professor Francis T. Palgrave.

*
*
* Large Paper Edition, gs.

In Memoriam. By Lord Tennyson, Poet Laureate.

*4^* Large Paper Edition. 8vo. gs.

The Trial and Death of Socrates. Being the Euthj-phron,

Apology, Crito, and Phaedo of Plato. Translated into English

by F. J. Church.

Others in prc/>aration.
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